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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Friedrich Schleiermacher, the German Platonist who modernized Plato
studies in the 19th century, dismissed the Phaedrus—a dialogue of no small
importance for the older Neo-Platonists—as an immature work to be read
first, a mere preamble to the later works in which the author developed his
thought in full. The view that the Phaedrus is Platonic juvenilia, or that Plato
intended for it to play an introductory role, was long ago discredited; yet for
nearly two centuries after Schleiermacher the dialogue continued to live in
the shadow of other dialogues thought to be more vital members of the
Platonic corpus.
In the last two decades, however, with the publication of several fresh
translations and full-length studies, the Phaedrus is making a comeback. The
dialogue’s erotic imagery, a scandal to earlier scholarship, is the topic of frank
discussion; moreover, in the hands of certain contemporary philosophers and
literary critics, the Phaedrus is proving to be a valuable resource for
addressing current issues in the humanities, especially the problem of the
relation of rhetoric to knowledge. It is hardly an exaggeration to say that the
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Phaedrus is undergoing a renaissance. Yet rhetoric scholars in the discipline
of Communication have failed to take notice.1
Nearly two decades have passed since the discipline turned its eyes
away from Plato. From the 1950s until the mid-1980s, Communication
scholars carried on a lively discussion of the Phaedrus. Their contributions to
the larger field of Plato studies, it must be acknowledged, were negligible,
and their scholarship largely derivative; yet they served an important
function by infusing the Communication literature with the insights of
professional Plato scholarship, and by reminding the discipline of its debt to
antiquity. If these scholars lacked exegetical originality, they nevertheless
possessed remarkable hermeneutic ingenuity. They read the Phaedrus with an
eye to a variety of contemporary issues, both practical and theoretical, from
the danger of Hitler’s oratory to the Johnson administration’s obfuscation of
U.S. foreign policy; from the phenomenology of intersubjectivity to the
sociology of knowledge.
The best of this work handled the Phaedrus with considerable care; the
worst of it stretched the dialogue all out of shape, and was surely motivated
by the desire to make some disciplinary squabble seem more important than
it actually was. When the significance of one’s ideas is a matter of dispute, it
is tempting to dress them up in ancient garb, in the hope that some of that
1

Communication scholars have often neglected Plato, assuming that Plato
privileges episteme over doxa and thus leaves no room for rhetoric. Throughout the
present study, I will show that Plato makes great use of doxastic material in his
Socratic investigations of rhetoric and the soul.
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ancient caché will rub off on them. Communication scholars have not always
resisted the temptation to give their ideas the patina of Platonic authority, or,
alternatively, to vilify their opponents by painting them with a Platonic
brush. Nevertheless, the majority of scholars in the discipline who dealt with
the Phaedrus did not attempt to fashion an argumentum ad verecundiam out of
it, but honestly to learn something from it.
In the mid-1980s, however, Communication scholars lost interest in
Plato. Despite the flourishing of literature on the dialogue outside of
Communication, within the mainstream of the discipline, at least, the
Phaedrus is no longer a topic of controversy or a resource for theory and
criticism. Indeed, there is hardly any controversy about Plato: it is a matter
of consensus among younger scholars in the discipline that Plato is the father
of the essentialist, sexist, and totalitarian ideologies against which all of our
theoretical and critical efforts should be directed. It is hard to find an essay in
critical rhetoric or in cultural studies that does not take a shot at Plato, and
most of these are cheap shots. In the current climate, it is perfectly acceptable
to denounce Plato without ever having read him closely. Equally disturbing,
at least in terms of the scholarly integrity of the discipline, it is just as
acceptable to take a shot at Plato without ever having read the most
significant Communication literature on Plato. For decades Communication
scholars argued about the Phaedrus, and about Plato’s epistemology, dialogic
ethics, and so forth. Many contemporary critical rhetoricians carry on as if
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this literature did not exist. I will survey this state of affairs in the next
chapter and offer a response to it in the conclusion of the present study.

Statement of the Study

Some Communication scholars believe that Plato reformed rhetoric in
the Phaedrus; others that he rejected it either on categorical or on practical
grounds. This controversy pervades the Communication literature on Plato.2
Richard Weaver, Charles Kauffman, Edwin Black, Rollin Quimby, David
Kaufer, James Hikins, and Wayne Brockriede all claim that Plato wanted to
reform rhetoric. On the other side, Everett L. Hunt, Adele Spitzer, Oscar
Brownstein, Walter Fisher, and Peter J. Schakel all claim that Plato wanted
nothing to do with rhetoric; in Schakel’s words, “Plato, in writing Phaedrus,
unequivocally affirmed his opposition to rhetoric by constructing an
unapproachable ideal rhetoric that, by contrast, put real rhetoric in a
permanently unwholesome light” (124).3 Oscar Brownstein puts it this way:

2

The summary that follows is based on Charles Kauffman’s (353), though I
have added names to his list and made a further division.
3
The scholars on this side may be further subdivided: in an attempt to
square Plato’s views with Robert Scott’s (who claimed that rhetoric is epistemic),
both Brockriede and Hikins contend that in the Phaedrus Plato shows how, in Hikins’
words, rhetoric can be “instrumental in the process of discovering, as opposed simply
to transmitting, knowledge” (176). In contrast, Weaver, Kauffman, Black, and
Quimby defend the traditional view that Plato wanted rhetoric to communicate a
priori truths, discovered either through an intuition of “Forms” (in the middle-theory
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Plato introduced a “Form of Rhetoric” in the Phaedrus just to show the
impossibility of a rhetorical art (397).
While agreeing that Plato thought such an art to be impossible, I
disagree that his so-called “Form of Rhetoric” can therefore be dismissed.
Judged by the standards set forth in the dialogues, dialectic—and even
philosophy itself—may not qualify as an “art” (technê); yet few scholars
would claim that Plato writes about these just to show their impossibility. At
Phaedrus 266b Socrates explains why it is important to grapple with an
impossibly rigorous method; and at Republic 472c-e he explains why it is
valuable to imagine an impossibly just state. I believe that it pays to think
carefully about all of Plato’s impossible ideals, including his rhetorical one.
Brownstein and other Communication scholars have not looked closely
enough at Socrates’ prolegomena for a rhetorical art at Phaedrus 270b-272b,
and a survey of the larger literature on the Phaedrus reveals a similar
inattention. The purpose of the present study is to address this deficiency.
In the discussion of rhetoric in the Phaedrus, when Plato has Socrates
compare rhetoric to the “soul guiding” activity of a mystery cult
(psuchagôgia), and to the art of medicine (technês iatrikês), he is copping the
sophistic comparisons of rhetoric to magic and to drugs well known in his
time. His originality lies in his program to reform rhetoric by transforming

sense—an issue I discuss in Chapter 5) or through the analysis of a definition.
Weaver, Black, and Quimby are sympathetic to such a project; Kauffman (following
Karl Popper) censures it. The following chapter reviews this literature in more
detail.
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the medicine/drug metaphor into a full-blown analogy—one in which the
soul would occupy the place of the body in the medical art—and in his
introduction of the dialectical method of investigation. Yet for some reason
Plato has left it to his readers to do the work. To expand the medical analogy
I have ventured into the Republic, where Socrates investigates both intrapsychic structure and different psychic types in detail.
Nowhere does Socrates undertake a rigorous dialectical investigation
of the soul—his most rounded descriptions of psuchê rely on simile and
analogy. Yet if we look closely at these descriptions, we find that they are not
entirely un-dialectical. In the present study, I will show that where Socrates
carries on these imaginative investigations, he often proceeds with a sort of
non-technical dialectic, what we might call “quasi-dialectic.” This quasidialectic is not so rigorous as to yield knowledge of the being of things, since
it doesn’t work from forms in the strict sense; nevertheless, it is useful as a
way of representing that to which any mortal investigator will always be
denied direct access.
The rhetorical investigation of the soul, which begins with a study of
its parts in the manner that medicine studies the members and organs of a
body, leads to questions that cannot be answered by a clinical anatomy. Like
the traveling physician of Hippocrates’ On Airs, Waters, and Places, the
rhetorician, Plato suggests, must consider the exchanges that take place
between the object of the art and the world it inhabits—what it imbibes and
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expels, what heats it up and cools it down, and how it fares in different
climes. If we look for medical analogs in the vicinity of Phaedrus 270b-272b
(including neighboring “middle-period” dialogues), we find, in the earlier
speeches of the Phaedrus, as well as in those of the Symposium, an examination
of the soul’s erotic hygiene; and in the Republic, an examination of the soul’s
constitution in various political habitats.
The modern nation-state is of course vastly different from the ancient
city-state with which Plato was concerned; yet his analysis, mutatis mutandis,
includes aspects of what we would call, in Louis Althusser’s terms, both the
Repressive State Apparatus (RSA) and the Ideological State Apparatus (ISA).
Since the psuchê takes shape within a particular polis, the rhetorician must
study the state in order to diagnose the soul. For Plato, the soul is in great
measure an artifact of state rhetoric. Socrates’ analysis in Republic VIII and IX
of the soul as a micropolis, an interiorization of the state’s class conflicts,
presents a challenge to sacrosanct notions of identity and self no less than
Althusser’s analysis of Interpellation. Indeed, I suggest that Plato’s psuchê is
not unlike what critical rhetoricians call the sujet, or subject, when they
import that term from contemporary European social theory to challenge the
traditional notion of speakers and audiences (or communicators in general) as
self-determining and faculty-possessing agents who exist prior to rhetoric,
and for whom rhetoric is merely a tool for communication.
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Moreover, Plato’s conception of the state is not divorced from his
conception of eros. In the present study I argue that Socrates’ prolegomena
for a rhetorical art invites us to consider the relation of psuchê to erôs and to
politeia. Plato’s ideal rhetorician, I suggest, as a sort of psychic physician,
treats a politico-erotic soul. Plato’s concern with the regulative role of the state
in the erotic lives of its citizens is evident in various places in the dialogues.
The most striking instance, which I shall consider in a later chapter, is found
in the Symposium, where Pausanias considers the issue in reference to both the
RSA and the ISA, to use Althusser’s terms again, including what sort of erotic
regulations pertain to different forms of state organization. No philosopher,
rhetorician, or psychologist would explore the relation between rhetoric,
psyche, eros, and the state as closely as did Plato until Freudian Marxists
renewed the investigation in the 20th century.
Just as the ancient physician believed the body to be saturated with
blood, phlegm, choler, and melancholy, Plato’s ideal rhetorician would
perhaps consider the soul to have its own, so to speak, humours, and these
would be forms of speech. Indeed, Socrates’ prolegomena to an art of
rhetoric instructs the rhetorician to articulate forms of speech to
corresponding soul-forms—yet he does not provide a single example of how
this should be done. If we look elsewhere in the dialogues, we find potential
candidates for such speech-forms in locutions such as “fine words,”
“soothing stories,” and “the lie in words” (cf. “the noble lie”) to name a few,
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which are indeed related to distinct parts of the soul in Plato’s tripartite
models. There are also places in which a form of speech seems to be related
to a type of soul. In the following chapters I argue that Plato’s ideal rhetorical
art invites us to consider the relation between forms of speech and soul on
two levels: the relation of speech-forms to intra-psychic parts, and the
relation of speech-forms to psychic types.
In the Republic, Socrates and Glaucon engage in an imaginative
exercise in which they peek into a plaster statue to observe a constellation of
monsters concealed within it. Similarly, in the Symposium, Alcibiades
confesses that he got a glimpse of the little figures, god-like and beautiful,
hidden inside the homely, Silenus-like statue of Socrates. Just so, I suggest, at
certain moments in the dialogues, Plato invites his readers to unmask his
dramatis personae, and to examine their psychic interiority. As Brownstein
said of the Phaedrus, “it is a work that—like all of Plato’s dramatic
dialogues—must be read as literature in order that it can be read as
philosophy” (392). Accordingly, I have found much helpful material in
Plato’s dramatic portrayal of character in the Symposium and in the Phaedrus
itself.
The present study does not offer the discipline a new set of techniques
for speech pedagogy, nor does it supply a rough-and-ready plan for a
political praxis. Yet I hope to show that Plato’s questions are still vital to the
public speaking classroom; and further, that a careful reading of Plato will
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not disappoint the rhetorical theorist or the critical rhetorician who is drawn
to the most challenging varieties of postmodern social theory. Departments
of Communication run the vast majority of public speaking programs in
American universities; the number of undergraduate students who decide to
major in Communication grows larger every year. As teachers, as well as
theorists and critics, it is important that we continue to grapple with
rhetoric’s earliest critic—and perhaps, as recent scholarship has suggested,
rhetoric’s first theorist.4

Methodology

Any discussion of Plato immediately raises the question of
hermeneutics—how should Plato be read? All too often scholars, especially
Communication scholars, have read Plato as dogmatic and doctrinaire.
Michel Foucault once referred to his philosophical works as “novels,” and
Plato, I suggest, would surely have understood, for he wrote dialogues, not
doctrinal tracts. Plato’s dramatic investigations are complex and do not
permit a simple idealism or a tidy political theory. Whether Plato arrived at
definitive conclusions is disputable, since his dramatic characters usually do
4

I refer to the thesis shared by Thomas Cole and Edward Schiappa that Plato
invented rhetoric as a delineated field of study. See Cole’s The Origins of Rhetoric in
Ancient Greece, and Schiappa’s The Beginnings of Rhetorical Theory in Classical Greece.
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not; and just as Socrates tries out ideas without committing to them, Plato
may well have done the same. Moreover, the relationship between Plato’s
own views and those of his dramatic characters, including his protagonist
Socrates, is ambiguous.5 Rather than dispensing doctrines, Plato may have
wished for his readers to puzzle through the issues for themselves. Within
the dialogues, Plato’s philosophic characters (most often Socrates) use
rhetoric to attempt to convert others to philosophy—to the search for selfknowledge; the dialogues themselves seem to attempt a similar conversion of
their readers.6 Such a project may get along fine without hard-and-fast
doctrines at all.
The reception-history of Plato begins with Plato’s immediate
successors, viz., the Old Academy. While the heads of the Old Academy
(Speusippus, from 347 to 339 BC, and Xenocrates, from 339 to 314 BC) sought
to systematize Plato’s writings into dogmatic doctrines, the leadership of the
New Academy (c. 269 to early or mid-first century BC, beginning with
Arcesilaus) taught that the purpose of the dialogues was not to present
positive theories but instead, as Francisco Gonzalez explains, “to undermine
5

In an influential paper (“Two Interpretive Fallacies”), J. J. Mulhern has
called attention to the “Plato Says Fallacy” and the “Plato’s Mouthpiece Fallacy.”
Though the argument is an old one (as discussed below), a growing literature
discusses the problems with attributing the views of Plato’s characters to Plato—
even the views of Socrates. Martha Nussbaum, for instance, advances the argument
that Plato’s portrayal of Alcibiades in the Symposium may entail an important
critique of Socrates’ views on love; see her The Fragility of Goodness, 165-199.
6
Some of the dialogues may have been written to persuade prospective
students to enter Plato’s Academy rather than a rival school. For an interesting
discussion of the rhetorical purposes to which the dialogues may have been put
originally, see Gilbert Ryle’s Plato’s Progress.
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conceit and promote open-ended inquiry” (3). 7 Nevertheless, from the time
of the Neoplatonists till the present, the view that Plato is a doctrinarian has
proved durable. Though the following scheme is an oversimplification,
modern Plato scholarship has tended to fall into three broad categories.
“Unitarians” argue that, underneath superficial differences in
exposition owing to pedagogical, dramatic, or rhetorical considerations, the
dialogues present aspects of a unified set of theories. “Developmentalists”
hold that Plato’s doctrines evolved throughout the course of his career and
that differences between dialogues evidence this development. “Esotericists”
claim that Plato intentionally obscured his doctrines for various reasons, but
that these doctrines, in the form of “unwritten teachings,” can be
reconstructed if the dialogues are read correctly.
These approaches can be summarized in the following three
interpretive assumptions:
1) Socrates is the mouthpiece of Academic doctrine.
2) Where Socrates treats a topic in a different way
a)

Plato is showing a new aspect of a doctrine (unitarianism);

b)

Plato is changing doctrines (developmentalism); or

c)

Plato is obscuring a doctrine (esotericism).

7

An ancient account of the Academicians following Plato is given by
Diogenes Laertius in Book IV of his Lives of Eminent Philosopers. A classic 19thcentury work on the Old Academy is Eduard Zeller’s Plato and the Older Academy. In
a recent work, Harrold Tarrant gives a nice overview of Plato’s ancient readers in
Plato’s First Interpreters. A comprehensive account, including translations of ancient
sources, is A. A. Long and D. N. Sedley’s two-volume work, The Hellenstic
Philosophers.
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3) Socratic myths, analogies, and metaphors are vehicles for ideas that
Socrates could, and in some cases does, state in plain language or
dialectic—or that would have been available in these forms at the
Academy.
In contrast to these approaches, “skeptics” hold that Plato’s dramatic
discussions do not come to rest in any sort of knowledge whatsoever.
Gonzalez groups unitarians, developmentalists, and esotericists together into
what he calls the “’dogmatic’ paradigm” (viii, n. 2), and suggests that
between the dogmatic and the ancient skeptical paradigms there is a “third
way” to approach Plato that depends upon a closer inspection of the
dialogues’ literary and dramatic details (x).8 Much recent scholarship on the
Phaedrus follows this sort of via media; so, too, does a fair amount of
scholarship on the Phaedrus in the Communication literature between the
1960s and the mid-1980s, and in the following chapter I will examine this
literature in detail. In the present study I have attempted to follow this “third
way” of approaching the dialogues. While I will look for patterns in Plato’s

8

This approach to Plato has precedents in German scholarship beginning in
the early 20th century; a more recent example is Hans-Georg Gadamer’s Dialogue and
Dialectic. In American scholarship, this approach is particularly evident in two
works produced around mid-century: Frederick J. E. Woodbridge’s The Son of
Apollo: Themes of Plato, and the work of one of Woodbridge’s students, John H.
Randall’s Plato: Dramatist of the Life of Reason. Some recent collections of essays that
discuss this approach are Gonzalez (ed.), The Third Way; Griswold (ed.), Platonic
Writings, Platonic Readings; and Gerald Press (ed.), Plato’s Dialogues: New Studies and
Interpretations and Who Speaks for Plato? One of the most wide-ranging discussions of
the “literary approach” is found in James C. Klagge and Nicholas D. Smith (eds.),
Methods of Interpreting Plato and His Dialogues, the 1992 supplementary volume of
Oxford Studies in Ancient Philosophy.
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treatment of rhetoric, logos, and the soul, I will argue that these patterns
evidence a series of sustained concerns rather than the presentation of,
refinement of, or obscuring of, doctrines.
Regrettably, contemporary critical rhetoricians on the whole take a
“unitarian” approach to the dialogues—an issue I will address more fully in
my final chapter. For now, I will only remark that it is unfortunate that
critical rhetoricians, who are attuned to how argument is inseparable from
figure and context, who are attentive to play, paradox, and aporia, and who
prefer discourses that cut across genres—philosophical, historical,
literary—tend to dismiss Plato’s complex works, which contain all of these
elements, as if they were little more than Sunday School catechisms. Marxist
Communication scholar James Aune, in his critique of Edward Schiappa’s
assessment of Plato, puts it this way: “There are too many anachronisms,
puns, and puzzles in the texts of Plato for us to identify his positive teaching”
(par. 11).
As many contemporary commentators have noticed, Plato’s narratives
problematize themselves, and they hardly offer the narratee a comfortable
position of mastery. Socrates’ speech about Eros in the Symposium, for
example, is nested within a series of narrative frames, making it difficult for
any attentive reader to tell how reliable the speech is, or whether the view of
love it proffers is anything like a “Platonic Doctrine of Love.”9 Jay Farness,
9

The story of the Symposium is told, years after the action of the story
occurred—this distance in time is made explicit at the beginning of the dialogue—by
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looking at the Phaedrus with the eyes of a literary critic, finds the paradox
inherent in Plato’s critique of mimesis—the dramatic dialogue, of course, is
itself a mimetic genre—to be an intentionally unsettling narrative device:
The countermimetic ends of the Phaedrus’s discussion belie
several of their mimetic means—for example, the mimetic basis
of rhetorical narration and of rhetorical ethos, as well as the
mimetic basis of portraiture, including Plato’s portrait of
Socrates. As a result, the Phaedrus comprises a self-critiquing
portraiture that displaces or offsets the bystander’s usual
privileged viewpoint. (137)
Like Plato’s readers, Socrates himself is denied a privileged viewpoint.
Though he wants to see things as they truly are, Socrates must often settle for
images, likenesses, or portraits. This bothers him, as it should bother Plato’s
readers, but it does not stop him from investigating things as best he can,
even when some of his most interesting discoveries rely on a type of
imaginative thinking that he considers to be crude and unreliable.
Socrates observes the polis and the behavior of its citizens without
sentimentality, he sifts fanciful images, and from this material he makes his
own portraits, many of which are playful, but still instructive. Plato portrays
Socrates as an expert portrait-maker making portraits. Plato invites his
Apollodorus, who recounts what he heard from Aristodemus, who was an
eyewitness. In turn, Socrates’ speech to Eros is a retelling of what the wise woman
Diotima told to him. So we have Plato writing about Apollodorus telling what he
heard from Aristodemus telling what he heard from Socrates telling what he heard
from Diotima.
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readers (as Socrates invites his interlocutors) to make portraits of their own,
with the caveat that no artist of words or images will ever make anything that
holds its value—that is, that masters its subject or its material once and for all.
Yet if its products are disposable, the dialogues suggest that we should value
always the effort of earnest imagination. If we allow that this is a fair
description of Plato’s literary philosophizing, then we must acknowledge that
the propounding of fixed doctrines is anathema to such an effort. The results
of the present study, following the “third way,” sustain the contention that
any investigation of the dialogues, unitarian or otherwise, that purports to
find Platonic dogma ignores the thrust of Plato’s dramatic searches.

Overview

In order to understand the reception-history of Plato’s Phaedrus in
Communication studies, it is helpful to consider that history within the larger
context of the history of the discipline. Historically, scholarship in the
discipline can be viewed, on the one hand, as a series of responses to
exigencies in American society, social and political, and on the other, as the
manifestation of competing visions of pedagogy and criticism within the
discipline itself. In Chapter 2, I examine Plato scholarship in the discipline in
light of these twin concerns, with an emphasis on the period, from 1953 to
16

1985, that saw the most vigorous debates over Plato’s principle dialogue on
rhetoric.
The Phaedrus begins with three showpiece speeches, one Lysian and
two Socratic (230e-257a). There is hardly anything like these speeches
anywhere else in Plato, for here, Socrates the philosopher is allowed to
indulge in a mock game of subterfuge and seduction. In Chapter 3, I try to
understand how these speeches are put together, and in what way they rely
on oratorical forms and rhetorical maneuvers that Socrates will ultimately
critique, yet build on, in the middle of the dialogue. Socrates, I argue, does
not merely critique these forms (Assembly-style speech and courtroom-style
speech) and these maneuvers (arguments from likelihood and necessity, and
antilogies), he builds his new method of inspection, dialectic, on top of them,
in a sense “deepening” (Dilip Gaonkar’s term) the production-oriented
concepts of 5th-century discourse practices.
In Chapter 4, I will examine Socrates’ critique of rhetoric as the
sophists practice it, and his dialectical alternative, which he demonstrates by
“collecting” and “dividing” the material of his own two speeches (261-269).
As we shall see, this method does not give knowledge of the truth, but only
allows Socrates “to think and to speak.”
In a passage of the Phaedrus that has been largely ignored, Socrates
gives his prolegomena to an ideal rhetorical art (270b-272b). In Chapter 5, I
attempt to unpack this tightly compressed passage. This prolegomena calls
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for an art patterned after the art of medicine, one that makes use of the new
dialectical method. At the center of this art is the study of the soul’s forms,
and the articulation of forms of discourse to them. I will argue that Socrates’
ideal art is concerned with the relation of speech to soul on two levels: speech
to soul-parts, and speech to soul-types.
In effort to understand the concerns of the prolegomena, it is helpful to
look at other passages in Plato where the issue of speech and soul is treated in
detail. In Chapters 6 and 7, I examine several of these passages. In Chapter 6,
I consider the tripartite model of the soul in the myth of Socrates’ Great
Speech in the Phaedrus, and the tripartite soul models given in Books IV and
IX of the Republic in order to determine how Socrates treats the relation of
speech to soul-parts.
In Chapter 7, I consider the two “erotic” soul-typologies in the
Phaedrus and the one “political” soul-typology in Republic VIII and IX in order
to determine how Socrates treats the relation of speech to soul-types. My
analysis of Republic VIII and IX will show that Socrates understands rhetoric
to traverse the interior of the soul and, indeed, not merely to affect, but to
form and transform the soul itself.
Socrates describes soul-formation in erotic terms in the Phaedrus and in
political terms in the Republic. Yet these two concerns overlap in non-trivial
ways. Indeed, in Plato’s dialogues the erotic and the political are interrelated
precisely because a form of state organization produces a corresponding form
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of eros. In Chapter 8, I will examine Plato’s exploration of this
interrelationship within the context of the ancient Greek understanding of the
erotic and the political, and I will suggest on this basis that the psychology at
the center of Plato’s ideal art of rhetoric is a “politico-erotic psychology.”
In Chapter 9, I will turn to what might be called the “character
sketches” and “case studies” Plato gives of these politico-erotic soul-types.
First I will consider the speakers in the Symposium; then I will examine how
Plato’s dramatic portrayal of Phaedrus in that dialogue, and in the dialogue
that bears his name, reveals the contours of a particular politico-erotic
character-type. On the basis of this analysis, I will show how Socratic rhetoric
in the latter dialogue is addressed to Phaedrus’ “Democratic” soul, and how
this rhetoric, in part, is designed to give Phaedrus an understanding of his
own “formedness.”
The critical/cultural movement in rhetorical studies has almost
universally abandoned Plato for the sophists. In Chapter 10, I will conclude
my study by examining some recent scholarship in this area that deals with
the sophists and with Plato. Drawing on my reading of the Phaedrus, I will
argue that Plato has been misunderstood, and that rhetoricians in the
discipline of Communication should seek to recuperate a “non-doctrinaire
Plato.”
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CHAPTER 2: COMMUNICATION’S RECEPTION OF PLATO

To grasp the significance of the diverse Communication literature on
the Phaedrus, we must approach this literature within its historical context. In
1921, the National Association of Academic Teachers of Public Speaking
(NAATPS) was only seven years old. That year, the association invited Paul
Shorey, renowned professor of Greek at the University of Chicago, to speak
on the topic of ancient rhetoric at the association’s annual convention. Shorey
faced a variegated audience. In his address, “What Teachers of Speech May
Learn From the Theory and Practice of the Greeks,” Shorey defended the
vitality of the classics, and did not refrain from attacking certain modern
programs of educational reform. Shorey knew that the remnants of what had
been the basis of Western education for centuries—Greek and Latin
rhetoric—were in the hands of these new teachers of speech.
The elocutionists of the previous century had paved the way by
offering the old rhetorical curriculum in the vernacular, and now these new
teachers of speech were set to take a version of that curriculum to the
huddled masses gathered in America’s new public universities. Shorey had
written his dissertation on Plato’s idea of education in the last century, in
Latin, in perhaps the last generation when such things were written in Latin.
The audience before him was full of eager reformers; for many of them,
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ancient ideas, like ancient languages, might as well have been fetters around
the ankles of American democracy and scientific progress.
Some NAATPS members came from newly formed departments of
Education, some from departments of Speech formed at the end of the 19th
century, and still others from departments of English or Theatre, which
weren’t much older. We can divide them into two groups: The first included
speech therapists who studied and treated “speech handicaps” in primary
and secondary school populations, and speech teachers who employed the
scientific principals of phonemics to correct the speech of college students
from immigrant populations and regional enclaves. Most of these
championed the new research methods of the social sciences and the scientific
teaching methods of John Dewey and the progressive educational theorists.
The second group included teachers of oral interpretation—refugees from the
fading Chautauqua and Lyceum platforms that had been the mainstay of
Victorian entertainment—and English teachers interested in public oratory.
This second group, with its roots in the humanities, was doubtless the one
most receptive to Shorey’s address; it was also in the minority.
Shorey’s address was published the next year in the April 1922 edition
of The Quarterly Journal of Public Speaking (an academic journal only seven
years old at the time). To understand the concerns of the fledgling
association, it is instructive to look at the topics covered by the five essays
published in that same issue. Two dealt with speech therapy, and what was
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called at the time “speech handicaps”: “Some Theories Concerning Stuttering
and Stammering” and “A Unique Speech Clinic.” One dealt with
pronunciation: “The Webster Key”; one with course credits and curricula:
“Report on College Entrance Credit”; and one with public speaking
pedagogy: “The Crime Against Public Speaking.” Throughout the 1920’s, the
journal published relatively few essays on classical topics; most notable was
Herbert A. Wichelns’ 1925 essay “The Literary Criticism of Oratory,” which
defended a classically informed study of public address.

Humanists vs. Progressivists: The Earlier “Culture Wars”

Like Shorey, Dewey had written about Plato’s idea of education. In
Democracy in Education, Dewey took Plato to task for what he saw as elitism
and pessimism. Plato, Dewey contended, believed that the right sort of
education depended upon the existence of an ideal state; Dewey thought just
the opposite—a better state could only come into existence through reform in
education. Since Plato also thought that the ideal state could only come into
existence on the outside chance that a few philosophers got control—certainly
not through any sort of progressive democratic reforms—Plato, Dewey
declared, could be written off. Many speech teachers, invested as they were
in the ideals of public education, agreed.
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Shorey was not opposed to democratic reform per se, but he was
dubious of a new curriculum stressing compartmentalized studies and
technical training. In 1910, the same year he was elected president of the
American Philological Association, Shorey published “The Case for the
Classics,” in which he argued for the relevance of ancient texts to modern
students. In 1917, just four years before he addressed teachers of speech, he
published “The Assault on Humanism,” in the Atlantic Monthly, in which he
attacked Abraham Flexner, an associate of Dewey who favored dropping the
classics from the curriculum altogether. The “Culture Wars,” and debates
about the “Canon,” we should observe, are not the creatures of the 1980s—
though in the conclusion of this study I shall have a few things to say about
the current state of the debate.
Not all teachers of speech were sympathetic with progressive ideas.
For example, some who had come from more traditional departments of
English, including Wichelns, thought it impossible for students to understand
Lincoln or Douglass without knowing their Greek and Roman orators. They
agreed with Shorey and company that an education in the classics was vital to
American democracy. In 1953, three years after the NAATPS incorporated as
the Speech Association of America (SAA), Richard Weaver, professor of
English at the University of Chicago, published The Ethics of Rhetoric.
Like Shorey before him, Weaver was dubious of the “new education,”
which he feared would produce a generation of technocrats inculcated with a
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dangerous reverence for the state (Defense 189). Weaver, a southerner,
associated himself with the Southern Agrarians, a group of Vanderbilt and
Sewanee scholars who opposed progressivism and preached a return to
traditional agrarian values. The Agrarians were a strange lot. Two decades
before the publication of Weaver’s Ethics, Kenneth Burke, the leftist poet and
critic who would later come to be associated with the SAA, found himself at
odds over what to make of the Agrarians. In 1936 he reviewed the Agrarian
manifesto, Who Owns America? A New Declaration of Independence, for the New
Republic, and found much in it to agree with.
Like Burke, and like many of the leftists associated with the NAATPS
in the years between the world wars, the Agrarians were disgusted by
industrial capitalism and bourgeois liberalism on the one hand and horrified
by the atrocities of Stalinism on the other. But to Burke and company, who
had cut their teeth in the modernist climes of New York City and Chicago
(though by the 1930’s Burke himself was experimenting with rural
utopianism on a New Jersey farm), the Agrarian alternative was in the end a
reactionary regionalism.
Champions of the agricultural South, the Agrarians rejected the
industrial model of the North outright; they had no faith in educational
reform, and no hope that the state would ever become an agent of human
betterment. Burke and other leftists, on the other hand, were more optimistic.
They accepted the basic tenets of progressive education theory, and, as
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loosely styled Marxists, held out hope for a reformed industrial economy
coming to serve as the basis of a state committed to serving human need.
Weaver himself had once espoused this optimism, but had decided that it
was a chimera. Weaver’s newfound conservatism captured the attention of
many professors of speech who, a decade into the Cold War, found it
increasingly difficult to maintain a commitment to socialist ideals.

Plato: Conservative or Totalitarian?

Weaver’s critical program involved a reassessment of American public
address. Drawing on a theme in Plato’s Phaedrus, which he elaborated in his
essay, “The Phaedrus and the Nature of Rhetoric,” Weaver distinguished
between arguments from “circumstance,” which should be censured, and
arguments from “definition,” which should be lauded. With this distinction
in place, Weaver set out to show how conservative rhetoric relied on the
former sort of argument, and liberal rhetoric on the latter sort.
Weaver was allied with the New Critics, who included a number of the
Agrarians and who shared the latter’s conservative politics. The New Critics
were scholars of literature, and the object of their criticism was the “WellWrought Urn”; the image is Cleanth Brooks’, and it represents what the New
Critics took the literary work of art to be—a “self-enclosed artifact,” available
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to the critic on its own terms, with no need of appeal to anything beyond
itself. This view of the work of literature foreclosed Leftist ideological
critiques of the literary work, which depended upon an analysis of material
conditions beyond the “artifact” itself. Weaver was not an orthodox New
Critic, but he shared their formalistic sensibilities, and the sense that
everything that was needed to deal with a text was given in the text. The
New Critics judged the literary work, principally the poem, according to its
organic unity. Weaver applied this standard to public address; and he raised
the stakes: Unlike the poem that didn’t pass muster, the inferior public
speech was not merely an aesthetic failure, but an ethical one as well.
Today, Communication scholars who study public address or any
other species of political communication often find they are compelled—if
they do not wish to be accused of committing empty formalisms, or worse, of
harboring unacknowledged ideological commitments—to explain how their
methodology relies on a politics. Weaver was certainly not the first speech
scholar to advance a political agenda.1 What made Weaver unique was that
1

The study of public address had always centered on the clash of political
visions, some of which were judged to be superior to others. The Lincoln-Douglass
debates, for example, were rarely taught from a value-neutral perspective. Yet
ideological critique in the early years of the discipline was not overtly partisan. To
my knowledge, no study has adequately appreciated the ideological struggles in the
discipline’s early years. It is beyond the scope of the present study to do justice to
the topic. James Aune, in Rhetoric and Marxism, makes no mention of early speech
scholarship. A glance at that literature shows that much of the scholarship was
subtly critical, especially throughout the 1930s, though by the war years of the 1940s
a more lockstep patriotism is evident. The ideological points made in the pre-war
literature are indirect. Ideological critique in the early days of the discipline was
carried out on at least two levels: (1) on the reform-directed study of marginalized
populations (e.g., research on Appalachian dialects; analysis of the effectiveness of
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he tied his evaluation of a speaker’s politics to the form of the speaker’s
speech, rather than to its content. For Weaver, rhetorical topics were not
value-neutral vehicles, but were intrinsically good or bad, in the ethical sense.
Of course, the collapsing of content into form was not Weaver’s innovation.
V. N. Volosinov and other post-revolutionary Russian linguists had begun to
identify linguistic form with ideology decades before. Ironically, it was a
conservative critic who introduced such an insight into the discipline of
Communication.
In the years following its publication, a number of speech scholars2
found Weaver’s essay on the Phaedrus to be a springboard for critique, though
not all agreed with his politics. In 1966, Richard L. Johannesen observed that
Weaver’s “insights stimulated modern academic interests in the practical
values of classical rhetoric” (133). Others dismissed Weaver and his Platonic
program, often on political grounds.3 After Weaver, fewer scholars of public
address would claim to be innocent of a partisan viewpoint. The battle lines
had been drawn, and Plato was, at least in the minds of some, designated
standard-bearer of the reactionary Right.

speech correction classes in Los Angeles city schools); and (2) in the choice of certain
topics for literary or theatrical analysis; e.g., essays on the socialist playwright
George Bernard Shaw’s theory of theatrical representation (D’Angelo), on the
politics of the pacifist “Bloomsbury Group” writer John Galsworthy (Simrell), and on
the leftist writer Sinclair Lewis’ ideas about public speaking (Crocker).
2
E.g., Maurice Natanson, Ralph T. Eubanks and Virgil L. Baker, and Richard
L. Johannesen.
3
E.g., Dennis R. Bormann, James J. Floyd and W. Clifton Adams, John R. E.
Bliese, and W. Ross Winterowd.
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Paradoxically, during roughly the same period, others came to
associate Plato with Soviet statism and the Left. A few years before the
publication of Weaver’s Ethics, Karl Popper took Plato to task along with
Hegel and Marx in The Open Society and its Enemies!, accusing all three of being
enemies of democracy. In the first volume, The Spell of Plato, Popper argued
that Plato’s Republic was the prototype for the dangerous political
experiments taking place across Europe in the first half of the 20th century.
Scholars of Speech Communication, even those who were sympathetic to
Marxism, understood that public deliberation had come to an end on the
other side of the Iron Curtain. Following Popper, a number of
Communication scholars at mid-century decided that the reforms Plato
proposed for rhetoric in the Phaedrus could be written off as totalitarian
schemes.
For these scholars, Aristotle presented an attractive alternative.
Following the lead of the philosopher Richard McKeon and the Chicago NeoAristotelians, they began to take an interest in Aristotle and his Rhetoric.4 In
the tradition of Wichelns, classicists could embrace Aristotle, but so could
Progressivists. Progressivists found that Aristotle’s Rhetoric could be used to
generate a series of norms, procedures, and hierarchical components through
which speech could be studied and taught at a technical level, without the
4

McKeon himself is a complex figure whose thoughts about rhetoric cannot
be reduced to a Neo-Aristotelian position. Conley argues that McKeon was heavily
influenced by Cicero, and concludes, “No summary of McKeon’s recovery of the
resources of rhetoric can adequately convey the richness, subtlety, and erudition of
his thought” (291).
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interference of the old literature with its aristocratic debates and antiquated
values. 5
Thus, Aristotle was preferable to Plato for two reasons: (1) Aristotle’s
treatise on rhetoric was more amenable to a “scientific” pedagogical method;
and (2) Aristotle’s political views were, prima facie, more pragmatic and
tolerant of (attenuated) democratic institutions. Both of these concerns are
evident in the last item on the Acknowledgements page of William Norwood
Brigance’s 1953 undergraduate textbook, Speech: Its Techniques and Disciplines
in a Free Society, where he acknowledges
Aristotle—court adviser to Hermias, tutor to Alexander the
Great, analyst of constitutional government, and founder of the
Lyceum—for his brushing aside the confusion of Plato’s vision
“half seen and half communicated,” establishing rhetoric as a
science, and demonstrating its necessity to citizens in a free
society. (xviii)
Popper himself was not particularly fond of Aristotle; in fact he
considered Aristotle to be much duller than Plato, and in no way a true friend
of the Open Society. But the target of Popper’s invective was the innovating
teacher, not the systematizing pupil. Popper’s critique cast a long shadow
over Plato in the American academy, including departments of Speech.6 The

5

Cf. Karl Wallace’s “The Substance of Rhetoric.”
In1982 Charles Kauffman attacked Plato’s Phaedrus as a primer to
totalitarian propagandizing, rehashing all of Popper’s major claims (362-65). In the
6
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case for Plato was not helped by the fact that the most serious Plato
scholarship had come from pre-war Germany, that the militaristic Prussian
state of the 19th century had patterned itself after the more authoritarian of
ancient Greek city states, and that at least some Soviet apologists took the
Republic as a paradigm of communist social organization. Though a full
treatment of the topic is beyond the scope of the present study, in the
chapters that follow, I suggest that Plato did not intend his thoughts on
rhetoric to be a primer for rulers of a real Kallipolis or Magnesia (the ideal
cities of the Republic and the Laws respectively). Indeed, Popper’s claims
depend upon abstracting Socratic arguments from their dramatic context—a
hermeneutic procedure that the present study argues against.7

Plato as Intersubjective Ethicist

By the mid-60s some Communication scholars were ready to take
another look at Plato. In 1965 Oscar Brownstein published an essay that

conclusion of the present study I will consider Popper’s less direct, yet persistent,
influence on postmodern rhetoricians in the discipline.
7
Popper’s claims have been challenged on many fronts. See Thomas L.
Thorson (ed.), Plato: Totalitarian or Democrat?; Renford Bambrough (ed.), Plato,
Popper, and Politics; John Wild’s Plato’s Modern Enemies and the Theory of Natural Law;
and Ronald B. Levinson’s In Defense of Plato. Marxist Communication scholar James
Aune, citing Cicero, Leo Strauss, and Allan Bloom, observes that it is possible to
interpret the Republic “not as a design for utopia but as a lesson about the fallibility
of human political designs” (par. 12).
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reoriented the Plato debate in the discipline. Ignoring Popper and his
adherents altogether, Brownstein challenged the view, shared by Weaver and
Edwin Black, that Plato reformed rhetoric in the Phaedrus by subordinating it
to a dialectical discovery of definition. Pointing to Socrates’ dubious use of
definition in his first speech (which employs a faulty definition to seduce a
boy), Brownstein claimed that arguments from definition may be no more
“ethical” than arguments of any other sort: “Does a definition of terms meet
the objection that rhetoricians urge beliefs without knowledge? The answer
to that, clearly negative, is demonstrated by Socrates’ first speech in the
Phaedrus” (394, n. 6). According to Brownstein, Plato did not want to reform
rhetoric, which is always, whether grounded on a definition or not, an act of
“seduction,” but instead to replace it with dialectic, properly understood.
(Brownstein dismissed Socrates’ plan for a rhetorical art as a prohibitive
Platonic “Form of Rhetoric”[397].) Brownstein argued that Platonic dialectic
should not be understood merely as a method of definition, or of collection
and division; indeed, since it is “synonymous with philosophy” itself (392),
dialectic properly understood involves the whole Platonic program of “true
perception, humility, a desire for the good, [and] a disinterested quest for
knowledge” (393).
Brownstein claimed that the dialogue’s three speeches (the one Lysian
and two Socratic speeches) represent a hierarchy of discourse-types
metaphorically connected to a hierarchy of eros-types:
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The first speech rapes the mind by begging the question; the
second illustrates persuasion or seduction, the appearance of
reason; and the third illustrates true or selfless, giving love—the
true use of reason in the quest for truth. (393)8
In Brownstein’s estimation, Weaver and Black had mistakenly viewed Plato
through the lens of Aristotle, who, unlike his teacher, attempted a thorough
program of reform by subordinating rhetoric to a more restrictive nonPlatonic conception of dialectic (based on his syllogistic logic). Whether his
charge of an Aristotelian bias was fair, Brownstein’s formula of
rhetoric/seduction vs. dialectic/true love introduced a new controversy into
Communication literature. Brownstein’s claim that “Aristotle’s conception of
dialectic has made it more difficult to know Plato’s” (392) inspired a number
of Communication scholars to reevaluate Plato’s conception of dialectic
independent of Aristotle’s more restrictive one, and Brownstein’s emphasis
on the dialogue’s literary aspects led to a reexamination of Plato’s erotic
imagery.
A year later, in 1966, Peter J. Schakel attacked Brownstein’s formula.
Schakel agreed with Brownstein that Plato was no rhetorical theorist (131).
Yet he cited Brownstein’s analysis an “extreme example” of a type of
scholarship that “obscured” the issue by “seeking a degree of interconnection
8

Brownstein’s use of the “rape” metaphor is problematic for a number of
reasons. For one, there is no reference in the Phaedrus, metaphoric or otherwise, to
“rape.” Moreover, the use of “rape” to stand in for what is precisely not a form of
physical violence verges dangerously on trivializing such violence (the same holds
for Brockriede below).
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and interrelation unsought in criticism until recently” (132). For Schakel, the
choice of eros as the topic of the speeches in the Phaedrus was merely
accidental. He dismissed Brownstein’s equations: “physical rape/mental
rape, seduction/persuasion, and selfless love/reason” (132, n. 9). According
to Schakel, Plato’s ideas about discourse should be kept distinct from his
(more scandalous?) ideas about eros; but Schakel’s attempt to preserve this
distinction would not succeed.
By the late 1960s, the Vietnam War and the backlash against the Free
Speech movement had created a climate of mistrust in which Aristotle’s
Rhetoric seemed inadequate. “Public address” came to seem less like a
hallowed forum for the competition of political visions and more like a mode
of propaganda; and the increasingly commercialized mass media swamped
the public with suasory messages that did not fit into the traditional
Aristotelian containers. In his 5th-century comedies, Aristophanes had relied
on crude sexual metaphors to describe the public life of democratic Athens.
As traditional American sensibilities gave way to a more urbane frankness,
and as many Communication scholars began to lose faith in America’s
deliberative institutions, such metaphors, shocking a few years earlier,
became commonplaces. Communication scholars after Brownstein would
continue to probe the erotic metaphoricity of the Phaedrus.
In an effort to address the new crisis of American democracy,
Communication scholars tapped a variety of sources, including the sociology
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of knowledge and the phenomenology of intersubjectivity. In a few short
years, rhetoric overflowed its three Aristotelian containers—forensic,
deliberative, and ceremonial oratory—and saturated everything. Plato took
on a new appeal; for in the Phaedrus, as Edwin Black noticed a decade earlier,
Socrates expanded the scope of rhetoric to include all communication.9
Because it offered a set of instrumental techniques that could be learned and
practiced apart from questions of value, Aristotle’s Rhetoric was useful, as
mentioned above, to teachers of speech who wanted public speaking
pedagogy to achieve the status of a respectable science; and the Rhetoric was
equally useful to critics of public address who wanted to limit the practice of
criticism to a rarified canon of “great speeches.” Plato’s Phaedrus was not
only short on technique—and embarrassingly frank in relating public
persuasion to private pederastic seduction—it also suggested that the
rhetorical critic should not discriminate between great speeches and
quotidian instances of persuasion.
Communication scholars critical of the social order, following
philosophers such as Herbert Marcuse and Hans-Georg Gadamer, found that
Plato’s dialogues could be used to address contemporary problems of
communication posed by technological rationalism and mass media
commercialism. Drawing on a variety of theoretical material from outside the
discipline (e.g., Martin Buber’s distinction between Ich-Es and Ich-Du), they
9

“Plato conceived a true art of rhetoric to be a consolidation of dialectic with
psychogogia—applicable to all discourse, public or private, persuasive and
expository, which aims to influence men’s souls” (369).
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sought to distinguish manipulative communication from communication that
entailed genuine self-risk and a respect for otherness. In 1972, Wayne
Brockriede published “Arguers as Lovers,” in which he urged
Communication scholars to focus on the social relations in which arguments
occur (1). This would entail a double gesture: first, the evaluation of all
arguments in terms of the ethics of an intersubjective moment; and second,
the recognition that all knowledge is the product of such moments.
Some background is necessary to understand Brockriede’s second
point. In 1967 Robert Scott argued in Rhetoric is Epistemic that all knowledge
is the product of situated human interactions, and that the substance of these
knowledge-generating interactions is rhetoric. On this basis, Scott concluded
that rhetoric should be understood “not as a matter of giving effectiveness to
truth but of creating truth” (13).
Bringing Scott’s rhetorical epistemology together with an
intersubjective ethics, Brockriede claimed that any socially situated attempt to
“create” truth will take one of three forms: rape, seduction, or love. As
examples of “rape,” Brockriede pointed to how media censorship and
corporate advocacy forcefully silenced dissenting voices (3). As examples of
“seduction,” he pointed to how the Johnson Administration and the
advertising industry manipulated public opinion (4-5). In opposition to rape
and seduction, Brockriede identified “love” as any instance of non-coercive
argument. Further, citing Brownstein’s analysis of Plato, Brockriede noted
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that the three speeches of the Phaedrus illustrated his own tripartite scheme
(11, n. 2).
Brownstein had moved the Plato debate away from the question of
method and in the direction of the ethical posture of the speaker towards an
interlocutor, by showing that “argument from definition” (for Weaver, Plato’s
forte) might be put to nefarious purposes—that Platonic dialectic depended
upon an attitude of humility and selflessness. For Brownstein, “rhetoric” was
categorically a form of seduction to be opposed by “dialectic.” For
Brockriede, however, rhetoric was, following Scott, the substance of all
knowledge claims, “a philosophic position, a scientific theory, or a political
policy,” regardless of whether it was the product of a “rape,” a “seduction,”
or “love” (1).

Plato as Globalizing Epistemologist

In 1966, a year before the publication of Brockriede’s essay, the
sociologists Peter L. Berger and Thomas Luckmann published their highly
influential work, The Social Construction of Reality. In this reinvention of the
“Sociology of Knowledge,” Berger and Luckmann claimed that all
knowledge—from ethical precepts to scientific theories—is a social product.
In 1976, Scott recognized his affinity with Berger and Luckmann’s position in
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“On Viewing Rhetoric as Epistemic: Ten Years Later.” Berger and Luckmann
had distinguished the “Sociology of Knowledge”—which analyzes “truths”
as social facts—from philosophy, which must determine which socially
constructed “truths” are, indeed, true. In claiming that reality is a social
construct, Berger and Luckmann only meant to challenge the psychologistic
and biologistic tendencies to reduce sociological phenomena to
epiphenomenal effects of more primitive mechanisms—they did not intend to
weigh in on philosophical controversies in the field of epistemology.
Nevertheless, many scholars, Communication scholars among them, were
troubled by what they took to be the epistemological implications of Berger
and Luckmann’s analysis. Despite their differences, the essays by Weaver,
Brownstein, and Brockriede mentioned above have hardly a trace of
epistemological anxiety. This was about to change: Scott’s original essay
launched a furious debate over the implications of the “rhetoric is epistemic”
claim. Few were willing to deny that, in some sense at least, rhetoric is
epistemic—but in what sense? In one form or another, the discipline of
Communication has struggled with this issue ever since, though the terms of
the debate have changed: Berger and Luckmann’s “Sociology of Knowledge”
is less familiar to a new generation of Communication scholars than Michel
Foucault’s “Archeology of Knowledge.”
In 1981 James Hikins attempted to find a via media between objectivism
and social constructivism. Like Scott and Brockriede before him, Hikins
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allowed that knowledge is discovered through debate, that is, through
interpersonal rhetoric. But he went further. Citing Plato’s Sophist and
Theatetus, Hikins suggested that another type of rhetoric was more
fundamental to the act of knowing: “. . . intrapersonal discourse is the
Platonic paradigm of rhetorical knowing, from which other forms of rhetoric,
such as written treatises, orations, or even casual social talk are generated”
(175).
This move to interiorize rhetoric allowed Hikins to avoid a “rhetorical
objectivism” on the one hand and a “rhetorical relativism” on the other.
Adherents to a “rhetorical objectivism,” the traditional view, maintained that
facts could be discovered by some process of rational cognition and empirical
observation outside of, and prior to, any engagement with deliberative
suasion. In Hikin’s words, rhetorical objectivism “suggests that rhetorical
discourse does no more than transmit discoveries made prior to the
intervention of the rhetorical process” (170, Hikins’ emphasis). Thus, on the
objectivist account, suasion entered the picture only when privately
discovered facts were publicized. (Technical debates within communities of
philosophic or scientific experts were generally excluded since, supposedly,
they were, for the most part, rhetoric-free.)
While rhetorical objectivists confined their interest to forms of
publicity, rhetorical relativists, in contrast, wanted to demystify those very
processes by which the “expert” discovered so-called “facts.” In Hikins’
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words, the “defining characteristic” of rhetorical relativism was “the concept
of social knowledge accruing through linguistic interaction” (171). In
practice, the difference between rhetorical objectivists and rhetorical
relativists was not whether to violate the old Aristotelian boundaries of
public address—the difference amounted to whether rhetorical critics should
limit the scope of criticism to the “texts” of mass media, or extend it to
specialized fields of inquiry such as the natural and social sciences.
If rhetorical objectivism displayed an ignorance of the obvious role
played by suasion in any field of inquiry, rhetorical relativism, in Hikins’
estimation, threatened to turn serious scientific and political controversies
into matters of which it could be said, chacun à son gout. Invoking the old
Platonic critique of the sophists, Hikins identified rhetorical relativism with
Protagorean relativism and Gorgianic “constructivism.” Hikins’ alternative,
“rhetorical dialectic,” was an epistemological compromise (172). “By this
account,” Hikins avered, “rhetoric neither serves as the wherewithal for
communicating truths, nor does it socially construct reality. Rather, rhetoric
serves to search for truths or probabilities yet to be discovered” (171, Hikins’
emphasis). Here again, Hikins appealed to Plato, whom he credited with
solving the problem of objectivism and relativism with his method of
“dialectic.”
Some argumentation theorists were ambivalent about the term
“rhetoric,” which they tended to use pejoratively—in locutions such as
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“coercive rhetoric”—preferring instead the term “argument.” Hikins
identified Plato’s “practice of dialectic as method” with the concept of
“’argument’ or ‘argumentation’” used by Ehninger and company (164). He
then claimed, in agreement with Brockriede and contra Brownstein, that the
Phaedrus was a treatise on a sort of old “New Rhetoric,” founded upon the
method of dialectic. For Hikins, Plato was a rhetorical theorist with a
dialectical epistemology.
Hikins, however, was no Platonic idealist. He insisted that “Plato’s
dialectical epistemology” should not be confused with “his idealist
metaphysics,” and that “the question of the nature of the ultimate objects of
knowledge is quite a separate issue from how one may come to know them” (173,
Hikins’ emphasis). Hikins followed certain analytic philosophers in
recuperating Plato’s epistemology by replacing the Platonic anamnesis of
Forms with a “meticulous inspection of . . . formal logical properties” (162, n.
11).
Having made this adjustment, Hikins proceeded to endorse a
definition of rhetoric so broad as to shock even some rhetorical relativists:
“The art of rhetoric moves the soul to reflection; the process of reflection is a
function of intrapersonal discourse; and intrapersonal discourse is, for Plato, the
paradigmatic form of rhetoric” (174-5, Hikins’ emphasis). And a few lines later:
“One cannot escape the implication that intrapersonal discourse is the
Platonic paradigm of rhetorical knowing, from which other forms of rhetoric,
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such as written treatises, orations, or even casual social talk are generated”
(175). All knowledge, according to Hikins, is the product of an intrapersonal
debate in which competing arguments are adjudicated, and a consensus
reached, in a sort of private little forum of the mind. Hikins is thus able to
show that rhetoric is not merely a vehicle for “transmitting,” but an
instrument for “discovering,” knowledge (176), thereby avoiding a naïve
objectivism. Yet since this process is not “social”—that is, since it is
intrapersonal rather than interpersonal—Hikins is able to avoid a strict
constructivism.
Here we are as far as possible from the old Aristotelian canon on
which the modern study of public address was founded. The mass media,
which encompassed popular entertainment and commercial advertising as
well as political discourse, comprised what we might call a “molecular
rhetoric”; while interpersonal communication, private debate, argument, and
dialogue were so many instances of an “atomic rhetoric.” Between the late
1970s and early ‘80s, it had become possible to speak of internal dialogue, of
the operation of thought itself, as a sort of “sub-atomic rhetoric” (my term).
We should, note, therefore, that Communication scholars succeeded in
“globalizing” rhetoric prior to the arrival of postmodernism in the discipline.
And they did so with the help of Plato.
On Hikins’ interpretation of Plato, public rhetoric, whether in the form
of speech or writing, is derivative of private, intrapersonal rhetoric. As I
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argue in this study, however, a careful reading of the dialogues shows that it
works both ways: that is, exterior forms of rhetoric may also generate
intrapersonal discourse. Hikins seems to admit this possibility in his
discussion of the aporetic dialogues, when he says that Plato
sought to establish, as a beginning of inquiry, a number of
theses and implant them in the mind (soul) of the reader,
causing the individual to reflect and discover the truth from
within. It is only when the rhetorical process has been
completed, when the final intrapersonal assent to one among
many possible meanings or alternatives has been made, that we
have arrived at a recognition of the existence of a new object of
knowledge. We have come to see the universe a bit differently
and, if the discovery is not a trivial one, the dialectic will
continue, that is, the process will resume until we have either
satisfied ourselves as to the nature of that discovery or
concluded that no more can or need be known about it. (176,
Hikins’ emphasis)
In the passage above, Hikins allows that we may come to recognize
“the existence of a new object of knowledge” by choosing from a number of
“possible meanings” or “alternatives” which do not originate in us, but
germinate from “theses” implanted in our minds (souls) by philosophical
texts (Plato’s dialogues). If an act of reading (or any other interpersonal
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transaction) may motivate intrapersonal reflection—indeed, may set the
terms of that reflection—then it seems arbitrary to privilege intrapersonal
discourse as the “paradigmatic” form of discourse. The implantation of
theses in the mind as a social act, an interpersonal act, might just as well
qualify as “paradigmatic.”
Furthermore, insofar as Hikins wants to identify the moment of a
“final intrapersonal assent to one among many possible meanings or
alternatives” with Platonic dialectic, he has not looked carefully enough at the
dialogues. It is misleading to characterize Platonic dialectic as a method for
choosing between alternatives, or of gaining assent, whether intra- or interpersonal. Dialectic in the Phaedrus is a method of description, not
adjudication. Indeed, it reorders competing claims within an expanded
framework in which each is seen to be valid in a certain sense, and in
following chapters I will examine this method in more detail. For now, let me
offer a bare-boned sketch of the method. Over the course of Socrates’ two
speeches in the Phaedrus, we are presented with at least the following two
pairs of competing claims:

Pro: Love is a desire without reason that leads to bad.
Contra: Love is divine madness that leads to good.
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Pro: A boy should grant sexual favors to a non-lover only.
Contra: A boy should grant sexual favors to a lover only.

We do not have to assent to any of these claims. Socrates’ dialectic method
shows that derangement has both a bad and a good side, and that what is
called “love” (eros) is in fact two distinct things—one a species of bad
derangement, the other a species of divine (good) derangement. As for the
second pair of alternatives, dialectic refuses to take a stand at all.
Finally, while Plato is no social constructivist, I will suggest that he
confronts the problem posed by a rhetorical relativism more squarely than
does Hikins. Indeed, in the Republic Socrates describes the little forum of the
soul as a battleground for foreign speeches and desires that storm the soul’s
citadel and utterly reconstitute the person. Hikins’ image of the mind (soul)
with its tidy civility, carrying on the “purest form of discourse” within itself
(175), a bulwark of analytic reason against a corrupt and corrupting sociality
suffused with doxastic nonsense, stands in stark contrast to Plato’s images of
the soul’s terrible complexity, and its permeability. Hikins imagines (to
borrow a concept from Jürgen Habermas) a sort of “Ideal Intrapersonal Speech
Situation.” In later chapters I will show that, for Plato, not all of the
intrapersonal parties to discussion are willing or even able to argue in good
faith, and even those that are must sometimes resort to violence or deception
for the greater good of the whole soul.
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Before moving on, allow me to summarize Hikins’ position: Hikins
dismisses the relativist suspicion that objects of knowledge are merely social
constructs—knowledge may be accessible only through rhetorical
investigation, but, in its paradigmatic form, that investigation is one
conducted by a disinterested individual who works out the “formal logical
properties of a philosophic position” in the privacy of his or her own head.
Even if Plato’s theory of Forms must be rejected as hopelessly speculative, a
dialectical epistemology may find firm ground on such things as, for
example, the principles of set theory, which are no more social constructs
than the geometrical relationships Socrates elicits from the slave boy in the
Meno.
As we shall see, however, for Plato the discovery of geometrical (or
logical) entities does not ultimately guarantee the possibility of objective
knowledge. Socrates often appeals to conventional ethical precepts and a
sense of the religious and mystical significance of things in the absence of
knowledge of what things truly are. In trying to get at this significance,
Socrates frequently relies on imaginative “likenesses” that would not pass
muster with Hikins or any other analytic epistemologist.
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Plato as Purveyor of Values

In 1985 Walter Fisher made the last conscientious attempt to reckon
with Plato in the mainstream of the discipline. After Fisher, Communication
scholars who mention Plato barely acknowledge the controversies in the
literature we have just reviewed. In an ambitious synoptic gesture, Fisher
discusses Plato along with Gadamer, Buber, Alasdair MacIntyre, and Richard
Rorty.
Fisher distinguishes “narrative rationality” from the “foundationalist”
notion that there are absolute grounds for knowledge claims (353).
According to Fisher, Plato was no epistemologist, but rather a purveyor of
“values”—a narrative author who gave Socrates as a paradigm for ethical
behavior (362-63). Fischer does not claim that Plato was an irrationalist, but
instead, that the type of rationality at work in the dialogues is of a different
sort than that of the “logic-chopper” or the objectivist.
In his analysis of the Gorgias, Fisher argues that the deficiency of
Calicles, Socrates’ harshest opponent, lies not in the cogency of his arguments
or the consistency of his logic, but in the value-structure of his narrative:
The problems in Callicles’ story arise in consideration of how it
evades the values of truth, universal good, equality, harmony,
order, communion, friendship, and a oneness with the Cosmos.
(That one cannot, unless one is a Socrates, totally live by these
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values is not a denial of their desirability as standards of
conduct.) (361)
Fisher claims that narrative rationality, in its appeal to values, may
make use of myth and story as well as argument (359). Indeed, in Fisher’s
estimation myth is on par with, sometimes even preferable to, formal modes
of argument: “Myth, at least Plato’s view of it, not only offers support for
dialectical argument, it is also a mode of discourse in which a vision of truth
is made manifest” (360). Fisher does not deal with the fact that when Socrates
uses myth or simile he almost always prefaces these with a disclaimer, and
that for him dialectic remains the ideal method of inquiry. Yet, as I will argue
throughout the present study, myth and metaphor play an indispensable role
in Socratic investigations of the soul, and thus in Plato’s thoughts about
rhetoric.
Finally, Fisher’s narrative gambit allows him to defend Plato against
the charge of totalitarianism. In direct response to Popper, Fisher argues that
Plato’s ideal Republic (the Kallipolis) is not intended as a pattern for a
revolutionary reorganization of society, but as a value-paradigm meant to
serve as a basis for critique:
At this point, it is important to recognize that the values
espoused by Socrates can be used to justify (or mystify) elitist
systems of governance. Indeed, they are the grounds of Plato’s
Republic, which is structured as an aristocracy of talent. They
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are also celebrated by the USSR. The differences between these
systems are in where “truth” is to be found, in the noumenal or
phenomenal world, and in their “religious” orientations: Plato
would please the “gods”; in the USSR, there is no “god,” only
the Presidium. In both systems, public and social knowledge
are denied and rhetoric is relegated to a purely instrumental
role. There is another difference worthy of note: While Plato
was not a friend of democracy (Popper, 1971), the Republic is an
imagined society, a utopia meant to contrast with current
society and serve as a basis for critique. Plato should not be
held accountable for the Soviet system or any other nation state.
(360)

The “Culture Wars” of the 1980s

Our discussion of the discipline’s reception of Plato would not be
complete without a consideration of the “Culture Wars” of the 1980’s and the
sort of treatment of Plato that followed in their wake. As we have seen,
Richard Weaver, who has been called the “father of modern conservatism,”
found in Plato a rhetorical and political theory friendly to his nostalgic
antebellum Idealism and Southern Agrarian politics. Yet for three decades
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after Weaver, and despite his immense influence, Communication scholars
discovered and debated the merits of other “Platos.” Though Weaver’s
“Plato” is not the only “Plato” from which to choose, contemporary
critical/cultural scholars in the discipline seem to associate Plato’s project
either with Weaver’s reactionary politics and untenable idealism, or,
following Popper, with totalitarianism.
Prior to the “Culture Wars” of the 1980’s, despite Popper’s brutal
attacks, certain social theorists on the Left—Herbert Marcuse for
example—considered Plato the original ruthless critic of the existing social
order and his dialectical investigations to be anathema to any sort of
dogmatism or totalitarianism.10 By the end of the 1980’s, however—as
evidenced by articles in such popular publications as Newsweek, Time, and the
San Francisco Chronicle—the American public and most cultural critics on the
Left had come to associate Plato with anxiety about multicultural education
and the supposed decline of the American university. The popularity of such
10

In 1975 Michael Calvin McGee misread both Plato and Marcuse when he
claimed that Marcuse attributed to Plato “the impulse . . . to make reality over into a
thing with only one, fashionably reasonable dimension” (“Search” 342). On the
contrary, Marcuse recognized that a permanent dialectical critique, directed against
every social institution and form of thought, belonged to Plato first. According to
Marcuse, Plato’s philosophizing involves a “subversion of the established order,”
and his “dialectical logic” evinces a “contradictory, two-dimensional style of
thought” (132). Marcuse does not find a totalizing tendency in Plato—just the
opposite:
In Platonic dialectic, “the terms “Being,” “Non-being,” “Movement,”
“the One and the Many,” “Identity,” and “Contradiction” are
methodically kept open, ambiguous, not fully defined. They have an
open horizon, an entire universe of meaning which is gradually
structured in the process of communication itself, but which is never
closed. (131)
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books as Dinesh D’Souza’s Illiberal Education, William Bennett’s The Book of
Virtues, and especially Allan Bloom’s The Closing of the American Mind,
indicated that by the end of the 1980’s Plato had been converted into a
Reagan-style cultural conservative.11
On the theoretical front, during roughly this same time period many
Communication scholars developed an interest in a critical tradition that is
almost wholly anti-Plato, following a line that, beginning with Nietzsche’s
jeremiad against Plato’s Apollonian rationalism at the end of the 19th century,
in the 20th found its fin de siècle expression in Jacques Derrida’s critique of
Plato’s logocentrism. Though Derrida’s reading of Plato’s Phaedrus, has been
challenged in a number of recent studies in the fields of classics and ancient
philosophy,12 Derrida’s assessment of Plato, and that of other post-structural

11

Published in 1987, Bloom’s book appeared on the New York Times bestseller list for 31 weeks and in its original edition sold 800,000 copies. On the other
hand, Bloom’s largely ignored Love and Friendship (published posthumously in 1993),
includes a commentary on Plato’s Symposium that contains statements about same
sex eros that would be unacceptable to conservatives, and Bloom (437-40) stresses
the distance between Platonic and Biblical views of erotic love. Also in 1993, in the
conservative Catholic opinion journal First Things, Peter J. Leithart predicted the
destruction of “the cultural synthesis of Jerusalem and Athens that currently goes by
the name of ‘traditional values’” (6) precisely because of the acceptance of same-sex
eros in the classical tradition, and specifically in Plato. He concluded, “The fault
lines that separate Jerusalem and Athens are becoming too pronounced to
accommodate fence-sitters” (8), and urged his readers to “forthrightly oppose” nonBiblical views. It remains to be seen how many more in the conservative Right will
be willing to write off Plato to salvage “family values,” and how many will continue
to reinterpret him in their own image.
12
A treatment of Derrida’s provocative reading of the Phaedrus is beyond the
scope of the present study; for critiques of Plato’s Pharmacy see especially Charles
Griswold’s Self-Knowledge in Plato’s Phaedrus (233-41) and G. R. F. Ferrari’s Listening
to the Cicadas (214-22). Interestingly, some scholars have argued that Plato is more
like Derrida than Derrida would allow; notably, David Halperin reads Plato
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theorists in the Continental tradition, including certain French feminists,
continue to hold the attention of rhetoricians in the critical/cultural area of
the discipline of Communication.

Richard Weaver and Walter Fisher mark the chronological boundaries
of thoughtful Plato scholarship in Communication. Weaver’s analysis of the
Phaedrus helped to legitimize the study of classical texts in a discipline that
was divided between old humanists and social-science progressivists, by his
practical application of Plato’s ideas about rhetoric to the contemporary
political scene. While prominent histories of rhetoric which follow the
development of the discipline (e.g., Thomas M. Conley’s Rhetoric in the
European Tradition) associate Plato with Weaver and his conservative politics,
the literature shows that in the decades following Weaver, Communication
scholars engaged the Phaedrus on a variety of levels, moving the debate far
beyond Weaver’s agenda. Fisher’s analysis, which relies on contemporary
hermeneutics and postmodern insights, could have infused Plato scholarship
in the discipline with new life. For some reason, Fisher’s challenge stands
unanswered. In the following chapter I turn to the Phaedrus itself, fertile
ground for Communication scholarship that has lain fallow for seventeen
years.

in opposition to Derrida not as a metaphysical dogmatist but as a
kind of deconstructionist avant la letter, a cunning writer fully alive to
the doubleness of his rhetoric who embraces différance and who
actively courts in his writing an effect of undecidability. (Plato 118)
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CHAPTER 3: SOCRATES’ SPEECHES IN THE PHAEDRUS

The Phaedrus opens in a bucolic setting; it is summertime, the top of the
day, and we find Socrates on an uncharacteristic jaunt outside of the city
walls. He runs into a friend, Phaedrus, by accident, who happens to be
practicing a speech he has just recently heard; though he is off-script when
Socrates encounters him, one thing leads to another, and soon, at Socrates’
instigation, Phaedrus is reading, or rather performing, the speech from a
written copy he had brought with him. The speech is a showpiece composed
by the famous logographer Lysias; it is an audacious piece, designed to
seduce a boy by persuading him that he is better off giving himself to a man
who does not love him. We might imagine that Socrates would disapprove of
such pabulum, but as it turns out the speech seems to prick his oratorical
competitiveness. In fact, as we shall see, he counters with two speeches of his
own—one in the form of a policy speech, the other in the style of a legal
defense—both of which take advantage of the most sophisticated rhetorical
techniques available, and furthermore, like Lysias’ speech, are designed to
seduce. In effort to understand the plan for an ideal rhetorical art that
Socrates will introduce later in the afternoon, and late in the dialogue, we
must begin with an examination of these speeches, which are not the sort of
stuff we would expect of a philosopher, or for that matter, of any
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conscientious rhetor. Only later will their purpose become clear to Phaedrus
and to us, and perhaps, we should add, only later to Socrates himself.

Socrates’ First Speech

After Phaedrus finishes with the Lysian showpiece, Socrates tells him
that he has heard better speeches about these sorts of things “somewhere,”
and, at Phaedrus’ urging, agrees to reproduce some of what he can
remember. He will attempt to cobble together a speech that will best Lysias’
effort:
Once upon a time there was a very beautiful boy, or rather
youth, who had a great many lovers. A certain one of them was
wily and, while no less in love than anyone, had persuaded the
boy that he did not love him. (237b)1
Socrates frames his speech as a story, positioning himself as narrator. The
fictional speechmaker will be a disingenuous lover.

1

Except where noted, for the Phaedrus I have used the very literal translation
of James H. Nichols Jr. For the other works of Plato, unless otherwise noted, I have
relied on the Complete Works, edited by John M. Cooper.
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Definition
After he has framed the speech, Socrates, speaking for the
disingenuous lover, sets out by explaining to the boy why they must first
define their terms if the boy is to have a good basis on which to make his
decision (237c-d). They will therefore have to define (horizo) love. Since
everyone agrees that love is a sort of desire, they must begin by looking at
how desire functions inside a person. The procedure looks suspiciously like
the one Socrates will later call dialectical, and the object of focus, the interior
forms (idea) of the person, resembles the object of focus—the soul’s forms
(eidos)—that will concern the rhetorical art Socrates outlines later on:
In each of us there are some two ruling and leading ideas [idea
archonte kai agonte], which we follow wherever they lead: the
desire of pleasure [epithumia hêdonôn] that is naturally planted
[emphutos] in us, and another acquired opinion [epiktêtos doxa]
that aims at the best [ephiemenê tou aristou]. (237d)
Examining the first form (idea), Socrates discovers that, when it rules,
its rule is known as hubris, and that hubris can be sub-divided into yet smaller
parts: “Wanton outrage [hubris], now, has many names—for it has many
limbs and many forms [polumeles kai polueides]” (238a).2 In the process of
enumerating these smaller parts, Socrates discovers a hubristic form of love.

2

Cf. Phaedrus 230a, “poluplokôteron kai mallon epitethummenon”; Phaedrus
253e, “skolios, polus, eikêi sumpephorêmenos”; Republic 590a, “polueides thremma.”
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He now has all the components for his definition of love, which he states
succinctly before taking a break from his speechmaking.
So then, the desire without reason which masters the opinion
striving toward what’s correct and is led toward the pleasure of
beauty, and which, in turn mightily gaining strength from
desires that are akin to itself [the other parts of hubris] toward
the beauty of bodies, conquers [rhôstheisa] in its leading, taking
its name from this very might [rhômês], is called love [erôs].
(238b-c)
Many commentators have noticed that this definition proffers a false
etymology involving rhômê and erôs. The definition seems to have been given
in a playfully pedantic spirit, and later, at 265c, Socrates will admit as much.

Deliberation
After a brief hiatus, in which he blames Phaedrus for making him give
the speech, Socrates gets back to it. He begins with a formal transition,
signaling a shift to a new part of the speech: “What it happens to be that we
must deliberate [bouleuteon] about, has been stated and defined [eirêtai te kai
hôristai]” (238d). Socrates’ language here seems to call attention to the
formally deliberative nature of the speech. The term bouleuteon appears most
often in deliberative oratory, where rhetors use it to denote either the act of
taking counsel within, or the formal activity of, a deliberative body (e.g.,
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Demosthenes, in his deliberative oration “For the Liberty of the Rhodians”
[13]; Isocrates, in his deliberative oration “Archidamus” [90]; and Thucydides,
in reference to a Spartan council in The History of the Peloponnesian War
[1.72.1]).

Likelihood and Necessity
The thing at issue in the proposed resolution has been identified and
marked off. Socrates launches the next part of the speech with an eikos
gambit. Ancient deliberative oratory3 is filled with speculations about the
benefits and harms that would “likely” result from particular policy
decisions.4 Socrates’ disingenuous lover will now consider what would likely
happen if his proposed resolution were, or were not, to be adopted:
Looking toward it, as regards what remains, let us say what
benefit or harm from lover and from nonlover will likely
3

By “deliberative” I do not mean to refer to Aristotle’s formal divisions of
speech genres. I use the term simply as shorthand for the sort of speech that would
have occurred in the Assembly, which was obviously different from the sort that
would have occurred in the courts, regardless of the degree to which genre
distinctions were in place in the 5th century, which is a matter of dispute. The same
holds for my use of the word “forensic” below in my discussion of Socrates’ Great
Speech.
4
Eikos is equally useful in forensic inquiry. Gargarin and Woodruff give the
background succinctly:
One new form of argument perhaps came with Gorgias from Sicily to
Athens and took the leading role in some works of the later sophists
and orators, as well as in the speeches of Thucydides’ History. Its
strategy is to appeal to what is likely, reasonable, or natural (eikos),
rather than to what can be grounded in evidence. If a rich man is
accused of theft, his wealth alone affords him a defense on this basis:
since he would have no reason to steal, he is unlikely to have done so.
(xxix)
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[eikotos] come to pass for him who gratifies. Now, one ruled by
desire and a slave to pleasure must necessarily [anankê], I
suppose, make preparations for the beloved to be as pleasant as
possible for himself. (238d-e)
Socrates follows up his eikos gambit with a tactical ananke argument,
reasoning that a lover will “necessarily” deal with the boyfriend in such a
way as to guarantee, above all, that the boyfriend will accommodate and
gratify him. In what follows, Socrates will deploy a series of ananke
arguments to connect his claims about the lover with his definition of love.
In fact, Socrates will use ananke on two levels, though they are not
clearly distinguished: (1) as an analytic maneuver, he will use it to trace out
the implications of his definition of love—the lover’s behavior is the result of
a categorical imperative; and (2) as a diagnostic maneuver, he will use it to
characterize the lover’s malady—the lover’s behavior is the result of an
internal compulsion (e.g., at 240d; cf. Nehamas and Woodruff 19, n. 44). On
this second level, ananke can be used either to vilify or to exonerate. Socrates
uses it to vilify the lover in the present speech, and to vilify the tyrant in
Books VIII and IX of the Republic. Gorgias, in contrast, uses ananke in this
way to exonerate Helen in his “Encomium of Helen.”
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Necessity and Imagery
Socrates’ overall strategy is to portray the erotic relationship as a
dystopia. He proceeds in an organized fashion, detailing, in the following
order, the affect of the lover on the boyfriend’s (1) mind (239a-239c), (2) body
(239c-239d), and (3) personal relationships and property (239e-240a). The
conclusion of the speech will summarize these points in reverse order (see
Nehamas and Woodruff xxxi, n. 27). Yet the power of Socrates’ speech, I
suggest, lies, not in its adherence to definition or in its formal organization
(which indeed, as I will consider later, may even detract from its
persuasiveness), but instead, in its use of grotesque, comic imagery.
Socrates’ disingenuous lover presents a comic portrait of the boyfriend.
Since the lover will necessarily pursue pleasure rather than what is good, he
will not encourage his boyfriend to develop into a full-fledged man. Thus the
boyfriend is a young poof—he has a naturally pallid countenance, which he
slathers over with cosmetics, and a puny physique (239c-d). The image itself
is far more potent than the abstract definition that precedes it, or the flimsy
ananke bridge that joins the two. We should note that, while such
unflattering characterizations (or caricatures) of boys do survive in Greek
comedy and in amphora art, they represent only a particularly degenerate
sort of boyfriend, or, more often perhaps, a prostitute.
In a passage that borders on the ribald, Socrates’ disingenuous lover
presents a comic portrait of the lover. The lover’s old face and genitals are
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doubtless as repugnant to the fictional boy in Socrates’ story (the frame
around the speech) as they are to the imaginary boyfriend in the speech
(240d). Yet the image that follows is even more poignant: the lover mounts
his boyfriend in a drunken frenzy, while the boyfriend bears the intrusion
plaintively (240d-e). The potentially disgusting effect of an older lover’s
sensuality is attested in Greek amphora art.
Ancient Greek erotic art, in general, however, was not unoptimistic
about the possibility of erotic reciprocity in paederastic relationships; many
surviving images show men and boys, in various roles, copulating in mutual
pleasure. In the Great Speech, where Socrates defends love, he will hint at
this possibility (255d-e; 256c). In the present speech, in other words, Socrates’
disingenuous lover does not show the whole picture. He wants the boy to see
what is, in fact, only one of the possible ways that physical intimacy could
play out with a lover, and to take it for the way that physical intimacy must
“necessarily” play out with any lover.
Most of the imagery in Socrates’ speech is superficial in the literal
sense. From the boyfriend’s cosmetically enhanced visage to the lover’s aging
body, Socrates shows us what is on the surface. In a couple of places (239a,
240d) he foreshadows the strange and intricate, interior imagery that will
follow in the Great Speech when he gives his imagination free rein.
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Ananke and Eikos: Interchangeable Concepts

Let us recall that the Socratic speech we have just examined competes
with the Lysian speech Phaedrus recited at the beginning of the dialogue.
Unlike the Socratic speech, the Lysian speech was not structured organically,
and it seemed to begin in medias res; nor did it work from a definition
(Socrates will point all this out later at 263d-264e). But it was similar to the
Socratic speech in the following ways: it presented compelling images or
scenarios (though not as comic or lurid as those in the Socratic speech), and it
relied on eikos and ananke to make its points. Let us turn back to it briefly.
At the beginning of the dialogue, Socrates prevailed on Phaedrus to
unfurl and deliver the Lysian showpiece concealed in his cloak. As the
speech unfolded (in Phaedrus’ recitation) it revealed a sequence of paired
scenarios, each of which contrasted an indignity suffered at the hands of a
lover to a corresponding benefit bestowed by a non-lover. Nehamas and
Woodruff note the importance of eikos (from 231d on) to the development of
the Lysian rhetorical strategy (8, n.22). But equally important to that strategy,
we should notice, is ananke, as in the following passage:
But if you’re afraid of the established law, lest reproach befall
you when human beings hear of it, it is likely [eikos] that lovers,
thinking they should be held worthy of emulation by others too,
just as they are by themselves, would be excited to speak and in
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their love of honor would display before all that they have not
toiled in vain; but nonlovers, being masters of themselves,
choose what is best instead of reputation among human beings.
Furthermore, many must of necessity [anankê] hear of and see
the lovers following after the beloveds and making this their
business, so that whenever they behold them conversing with
each other, they suppose them then to be associated in the
desire that has come to pass or that is about to be; but they don’t
even try to attribute blame to nonlovers on account of the
association, knowing that it’s necessary [anankaion] to converse
with someone either for friendship or for some other pleasure.
(231e-232b)
The Lysian and Socratic speeches are not unique in combining eikos
and ananke arguments. Take, for example, Isaeus’ 4th century forensic oration
“On the Estate of Ciron.” The second part of Isaeus’ speech is made up of
eikos and ananke arguments, strung together like the beads of a necklace:
Who are likely [eikos] to be best acquainted with the events of
the distant past? Obviously those who were intimate with my
grandfather; they, then, have given evidence of what was told
them. Who must necessarily [anankê] know the facts about the
giving of my mother in marriage? Those who betrothed her and
those who were present when they betrothed her; the relatives,
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then, of Nausimenes and of my father have given their
evidence. Who know best that my mother was brought up in
Ciron's house and was his legitimate daughter? The present
claimants clearly give evidence of the truth of these facts by
their action in declining to put the slaves to torture. Thus, I
think, you have much better reason for disbelieving their
witnesses than mine. (14)
A few pages later:
What ought to induce you to believe the statements which you
have heard? Ought not the evidence of witnesses to induce you
to do so? I certainly think so. But what entitles you to believe
the witnesses? Is it not the confirmation of their evidence under
torture? It seems only reasonable [eikos]. But what entitles you
to disbelieve the statements of my opponents? Is it not their
refusal to put the matter to the test? This is an absolutely
necessary [anankê] conclusion. How then could anyone prove
that my mother is a legitimate daughter of Ciron more clearly
than by the method which I am adopting? (28)
So close are these two forms of reasoning, eikos and ananke, that, in the
passages above, at any place one term could be substituted for the other with
no consequences for the meaning or the force of the passage.
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From what we have seen so far, it seems safe to conclude that both
forms of reasoning, eikos and ananke, can be used to advocate (1) particular
policy decisions when the outcome of future events is in question, and (2)
particular forensic judgments when the facts are not available. We can
further say that, to these ends, both forms of reasoning seem to rely on
generally accepted canons of reasonability: eikos, on what is generally
accepted to be likely in such and such a situation; ananke, on what is
generally accepted to be necessary in such and such a situation. Eikos and
ananke are, in the end, practically interchangeable.

Socrates’ Great Speech

To understand Socrates’ Great Speech it is helpful to look ahead to his
tongue-in-cheek discussion of the “finer points of the art” of rhetoric. By the
time we get to 266, Socrates has disposed of both his earlier speeches, and
salvaged from them only two forms (collection and division) that he thinks
comprise a superior method of investigation—dialectic. Socrates asks
Phaedrus, playfully, if dialectic is not the “art of speeches” through which
Thrasymachus and company have achieved success (266c). Phaedrus replies
in the negative, and tells Socrates that while he is correct to call the two new
forms he has discovered dialectical, much remains to be said about rhetoric.
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Socrates proceeds to enumerate four main parts of the (supposedly) artful
speech:
First, I believe, there is the Preamble [prooimion] with which a
speech must begin. This is what you mean, isn’t it—the finer
points of the art?
Yes.
Second come the Statement of Facts [diêgêsin] and the
Evidence of Witnesses [marturias] concerning it; third, Indirect
Evidence [tekmêria]; fourth, Claims to Plausibility [eikota]. (266de, trans. Nehamas and Woodruff)
Though he does not say so, Socrates has given an outline for a lawcourt
speech.5 And just as when we examined Socrates’ first speech, we found it to
be in the form of a deliberative oration (though, of course, as a showpiece, it
was free to deviate from the more conservative canons of actual deliberative
oratory), so Socrates’ Great Speech, another showpiece, is, as we shall see,
loosely constructed in a forensic form. (Of course Socrates may not take this
plan of arrangement seriously, or any such plan based on deliberative or
forensic oratory—his tone, after all, is quite mocking—or he may take it
seriously, as a necessary but not sufficient condition of the art, like one of
those “preliminaries” to an art he will soon discuss at 268).

5

There is an interesting question, beyond the scope of the present study, as to
what extent Plato is using 4th-century rhetorical speech-sections anachronistically in
the Phaedrus, which is of course set in the 5th century.
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In the analysis that follows, I do not claim that my divisions are the
only viable ones—the natural joints, as it were, are not always clearly visible,
and the ones that are do not conform exactly to the sequence Socrates gives in
266d-e —but there are certainly enough clues here to be suggestive, though
few seem to have observed them.6

The Preamble
The first of the “finer points of the art,” Socrates’ observes, is the
Preamble (prooimion), with which the speech must begin (266d). A few
decades after Plato wrote the Phaedrus, Aristotle, in his Rhetoric, defined the
prooimion as an introduction which (in epideictic speechmaking) generally
consists of praise or blame (1414b). If we turn to Socrates’ Great Speech, we
can see a prooimion of this sort at its beginning.
For if it were simply the case that madness is something bad, it
would be beautifully said; but as things are, the greatest of good
things come into being for us through madness, when, that is, it
is given with a divine giving. (244a)
Socrates goes on to give examples of these good things that madness may
bring. He concludes his prooimion with this: “So many, and still more, are the

6

Several commentators mention the obvious apodeixis (“proof” or
“demonstration”; cf. e.g. Griswold 74, 78; Hackforth 64); and Ferrari (113) labels the
opening of the speech “Socrates’ Preamble,” but describes it as a preamble to a
“mythic hymn”; I can find no comments on the other forensic terms in this speech.
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beautiful deeds [kalaerga] of madness arising from gods that I can tell you”
(245b).

The Evidence of Witnesses
After the Preamble should come the Statement of Facts and the
Evidence of Witnesses (marturia) (266e). In surviving forensic speeches, the
marturia (often translated as “Depositions”), are shown to be a formal part of
the trial. The testimony of witnesses was (as it is today in our own criminal
and civil courts) important for jurors coming to a judgment about events they
had not seen first hand, and for which no material evidence was available.
As far as witnesses went, the greater the personage, the more weight the
testimony carried. In the Great Speech Socrates proceeds: “The following is
worth calling to witness [epimarturasthai]:7 that those of the ancients who set
down names also considered madness neither something shameful nor a
reproach” (244b-c).

7

Nehamas and Woodruff render “here’s some evidence worth adding to our
case,” which retains the forensic imagery, even if Nichols’ “calling to witness” is
more specific. All the other translators I have consulted — Jowett (“there will be
more reason in appealing to”), Hackforth (“it is in place to appeal to”), Fowler in the
Loeb (“it is worthwhile to adduce”), and Rowe (who follows Fowler’s wording)
—completely obscure the forensic language here.
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Indirect Evidence
Third in order is Indirect Evidence (tekmêria) (266e). After invoking the
testimony of the illustrious ancient name-givers, Socrates declares that the
burden of proof has shifted to madness’ accusers. He begins a new section of
the speech: “Now we in turn must demonstrate [apodeikteon] the opposite,
that such madness is given from gods for the greatest good fortune” (245b-c).
The word apodeixis is common in ancient Greek oratory, and it is usually
translated as “demonstration” or “proof.” A glance at surviving orations
shows that an apodeixis can be composed of various parts, including, in
addition to the Evidence of Witnesses, tekmêria. For example, let us look
again at Isaeus’ forensic oration “On the Estate of Ciron.” The speaker lays
out the structure of his apodeixis, telling the court that it will contain marturia
as well as tekmêria.
First, then, I shall prove [epideixô] to you that my mother was
Ciron's legitimate daughter; for events which have happened
long ago I shall rely on reports and statements which have been
heard by witnesses [marturôn], while for events within living
memory I shall employ witnesses [martusin] who know the
facts, and proofs [tekmêriois] which are better than any evidence.
When I have established this, I shall then show that we have a
better claim to Ciron's estate than our opponents. (6)
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Of what does a tekmêrion consist? The second part of Isaeus’ epideixis, the part
we quoted earlier in our discussion of Socrates’ first speech, is made up of
eikos and ananke arguments, which are given in support of the depositions
(14; 28).
Socrates’ begins his epideixis by focusing on the soul, offering a proof
for its immortality. Though Socrates does not use this term here, the proof
will function as a sort of tekmêrion, offering supporting evidence for love’s
defense, which will depend upon a full account of love’s affect on the soul:
One must first, therefore, grasp in thought the truth about the
nature of the soul [psuchês phuseôs], both divine and human, by
seeing its experiences and deeds [pathê te kai erga]. The
beginning of the demonstration [apodeixeôs] is the following.
(245c)
This is remarkably close to the task set out for the artful rhetorician in the
prolegomena to a true art of rhetoric at 270d, which this passage
foreshadows. After a tight (and rather tedious) series of analytic arguments,
in which Socrates claims the soul is self-moving and traces from this claim
certain inevitable consequences, he concludes the beginning of the
demonstration with an ananke argument: “If this is indeed the case, that that
which itself moves itself is nothing other than soul, soul would of necessity
[anankês] have no coming into being and be deathless” (246a). This final
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ananke argument sets up the second part of the demonstration, which builds
on the idea that the soul is immortal.

The Statement of Facts
Second in order, along with the Evidence of Witnesses, should come
the Statement of Facts (diêgêsis) (266e), which is more familiar to us under the
Latin term narratio. Socrates begins the second part of the demonstration by
identifying it as a diêgêsis. We are still, as it were, in the middle of a forensic
speech, though it is of course really a showpiece in the form of a deliberative
speech (one advocating the boy’s capitulation to the lover) framed by a story
(“Once upon a time . . .” [237b]), dressed in forensic clothing!
So then, concerning its immortality, that’s sufficient; but
concerning its idea, one must speak in the following manner.
What sort of thing it is, is altogether in every way a matter for a
divine and long narration [makras diêgêseôs], but what it is like
[eoiken], for a human and lesser one; let us then speak in this
manner. (246a)
Love, we should recall, is the defendant. In his mock forensic oration,
Socrates has praised the works of love, invoked the friendly testimony of the
ancients, and begun a demonstration by setting up a supporting proof. He
will now follow through on that demonstration by stating the facts (giving
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the narratio) about the soul, and thus of love’s effects on it. A direct statement
of the facts, however, would require a god-like effort.

Claims to Plausibility
Fourth in order should come Claims to Plausibility (eikota) (266e).
Socrates tells Phaedrus that he will offer an account of what the soul is like
(eoika). In the next chapter we will look more closely at the elaborate simile
that forms the diêgêsis of the Great Speech. For now let us note that, though
the verb eoika, “to be like,” is related to eikos, “the likely,” which is its
substantive form, eoika indicates similarity, not plausibility.8

The Doctor vs. The Cook

It has been worthwhile at this point to scrutinize the structure of
Socrates’ speeches—if for no other reason than to grapple with why Socrates
later chooses, out of all of the potential joints within a speech, to cut at the
ones he does when he turns back to observe the right- and left-handed forms
of love and to salvage the twin forms of collection and division from the
8

Socrates twice mentions a rhetorical device he calls “eikonologia” (267c,
269a). Though he claims it is prominent in rhetoric manuals of the day, the term
itself is found only in Plato. Whether it is a reference to eikos arguments, to Socrates’
own elaborate eikon assemblages, or to something else, is unclear.
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detritus of this speech and his preceding one. An examination of the joints
that he leaves uncut may tell us something about the differences between the
rhetorical pseudo-arts he critiques and his own alternative.
We should recall that both of Socrates’ speeches—the one we have just
examined as well as the one we examined earlier—are ostensibly designed to
seduce. If we ignore for the moment that they are both showpieces, we may
now make a further comparison: Socrates’ first speech was a genuinely
deliberative speech delivered by a lover disguised as a non-lover, while his
second speech, though delivered by a genuine lover, was a deliberative
speech disguised as a forensic speech.
It is likely that Lysias’ speech would have served as a more effective
piece of persuasion than Socrates’ rejoinder. We can imagine the boy’s
attention wandering as Socrates tarries over his definition of love. And
though the images of lover and beloved in the latter part of his speech are
sufficiently disturbing to give any boy pause, Socrates does not close the sale;
that is, he does not visualize the benefits of choosing the non-lover. In fact he
quits the speech, leaving Phaedrus (and the imaginary boy) in the lurch
(241d). Since Socrates works systematically from a definition, he cannot, like
Lysias, alternate rapidly between descriptions of lover and non-lover. To say
much about the non-lover, Socrates would have to examine that other “ruling
and leading” form (237d) until he had found, among its many smaller parts,
something converse to love, a form of non-love.
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Time always works against Socrates. There is never enough of it to
allow for the “long narration,” or the “longer road” of investigation, which
would give him a better view of things (Phaedrus 246e; Republic 435d). And
time works against Socrates in his effort to learn something from his fellow
citizens, who frequently break off conversation due to pressing engagements,
fatigue, or just flagging interest. Lysias, on the other hand, knows how to use
time to his advantage. His rhetorical metronome is synchronized with the
cognitive tempo of the city. In his disregard for rhetorical formalisms, he is
able to deliver—rapid-fire—bursts of potent and contrasting images. As we
have seen, a mixture of eikos and ananke makes for a cheap delivery system.
We can imagine that Lysias’ speech would overwhelm the image-buffer, so to
speak, of its young target, leaving him dazzled. It seems to have had this
effect on Phaedrus, who is certainly no boy.
It is questionable whether boys accustomed to Gorgianic and Lysian
“sound-bites” could even digest Socrates’ Great Speech; or if they could, that
they would be interested in the sort of psychic nourishment it promises.
Phaedrus, however, has an insatiable appetite for speeches, especially if there
is some imaginary eye-candy involved, as in the Great Speech. But when
Socrates holds the attention of boys, as in the Lysis, he does so by asking them
questions. Indeed, if Lysias and Socrates were to vie rhetorically for a real
boy, we might expect things to go as they do in the rhetorical contest between
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cook and doctor at Gorgias 464d-e—sweet confections will be preferred over
health food.
But we should observe that, in both of his speeches, Socrates brings the
question of whether to choose a lover around to the issue of determining the
soul’s idea, foreshadowing both the method and the object of study he will
outline in the prolegomena to a rhetorical art. In the next chapter we will
examine his discussion of this method, which occurs just before the
prolegomena. We will find that Socrates repudiates both of his speeches that
we have just looked at along with the sort of reasoning that structured them.
Eikos and ananke reasoning are out; Assembly and lawcourt speech are out;
but surprisingly, the material of these speeches, of these suspect discourses,
will become fodder for his new method. This new method will allow for an
inspection of discourse, and thus for a careful analysis of the things—eros,
logos, psyche—that discourses such as Socrates’ two speeches dealt with in a
more facile way; which is to say, as we shall see, that this new method is a
method that will allow for interpretation or critique.
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CHAPTER 4: THE DIMENSIONS OF A NEW ART OF RHETORIC

Socrates has produced two astonishing speeches, uncharacteristic of
him, and somewhat against his own will, or so he says. Phaedrus is
particularly impressed by his second speech, and tells him so. This launches
them into a discussion of speechmaking in general. In order to understand
the significance of the prolegomena to a rhetorical art, which we will turn to
in the following chapter, we must first get a sense of what Socrates thinks is
wrong with the rhetorical arts of his day, and to grasp the new method that
will play a central role in his reformed rhetorical art. In the present chapter I
will examine his discussion of these issues, which occurs at Phaedrus 261-269.
Socrates wonders what makes a good speech; he recalls what those who have
written arts of rhetoric have to say. The rhetoricians seem to associate good
speechmaking with mastery of a voluminous catalogue of tropes, topics, and
speech subdivisions, along with the ability to argue on both sides of an issue
(antilogikê) and to leverage an audience’s understanding of what is likely
(eikos). This is the substance of their arts.1 Socrates’ critique, I suggest, is that
these arts are piecemeal, instrumentalist, and conceptually thin. A truly
1

There is a controversy as to whether 5th-century sophists understood their
practices of speech composition and speech education to constitute a techne.
Nevertheless, the bulk of Socrates’ criticism does not hinge on the answer to this
question. The term rhêtorikê is probably of Platonic coinage, but, as with the issue of
whether Socrates’ attribution of techne-claims to 5th-century sophists is historically
accurate, Socrates’ critique is largely unaffected by this question.
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artistic rhêtorikê, Socrates tells Phaedrus, should follow a new method that
takes antilogikê as its starting point. Contrary to what we may have
suspected, this new method, as we shall see, does not deliver the truth.

The Problem with Eikos

To frame our understanding of the critique Socrates has offered of
rhetoric, it will be useful to jump ahead to a passage late in the dialogue in
which Socrates claims that all rhetoric relies upon a study of, and deployment
of, arguments from likelihood (in the previous chapter we observed such
arguments both in Lysias’ speech and in Socrates’ own speeches):
No one in a lawcourt, you see, cares at all about the truth of
such matters. They only care about what is convincing. This is
called “the likely” [eikos], and that is what a man who intends to
speak according to art [technêi] should concentrate on.
Sometimes, in fact, whether you are prosecuting or defending a
case, you must not even say what actually happened, if it was
not likely [eikotôs] to have happened—you must say something
that is likely [eikota] instead. Whatever you say, you should
pursue what is likely [eikos] and leave the truth aside: the whole
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art consists in cleaving to that throughout your speech. (272e273a)
Socrates contends that eikos panders to the crowd—that it involves
little more than exploiting what an audience believes to be likely in a given
situation, regardless of the truth. Does Socrates really think eikos is always
used in bad faith? If he does, he has substituted a straw person for the user
(and teacher) of rhetoric. As Gargarin and Woodruff write,
Such arguments can easily be abused, but the surviving
speeches show that arguments involving likelihood (eikos) were
generally used either to supplement direct evidence or to frame
a reasonable hypothesis in a case in which direct evidence was
missing or insufficient. We have no reason whatever to believe
Plato's characterization of sophistic rhetoric as preferring
likelihood to truth (Phaedrus 267a). (xxix)
On the other hand, Gargarin and Woodruff themselves offer a
translation of a speech by Antiphon in which, though it was apparently
widely known that he had led the oligarchic coup of 411 BC, Antiphon
defended himself against the charge by arguing this way:
My accusers say that I used to compose speeches for others to
deliver in court and that I profited from this. Under an
oligarchy I would not be able to do this, whereas under a
democracy I have long been powerful because of my knowledge
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of the art of speaking. I would be worthless in an oligarchy, but
very valuable in a democracy. Surely then I am not likely [eikos]
to desire an oligarchy. Do you think I cannot figure this out or
cannot understand what is to my own advantage? (219)
The jury didn’t buy it, and Antiphon was convicted and executed. So Plato’s
original audiences, familiar with what went on in Athenian trials, may have
thought Socrates’ contention, taken at face value, too strong; but recognizing
Plato’s Socrates as a consummate provocateur, they surely would have
understood what he was pointing out—that rhetors often do conceal the fact
that they know the truth; and that any so-called art based primarily on a
systematic study of what is thought to be plausible is liable to being abused.
It is not surprising that eikos argument has its own contemporary
analog: the “Theory of Reasoned Action” (TRA), a theory put to great use in
the field of law, as well as in marketing, advertising, and public relations.
TRA, a theory of persuasion based upon an analysis of social norms,
optimizes messages by leveraging status quo assumptions about reasonability
and desirability. Doubtless the ends to which eikos argument was directed in
the 5th century, like TRA today, were on the whole a mixed bag.
Nevertheless, even if we grant eikos-based argument epistemological
respectability—if, that is, contra Socrates, we allow that, as a way to get some
understanding of past events that were not witnessed, or future events that
are yet to occur, its epistemic utility outweighs its potential for abuse—we are
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left with the problem of its conceptual thinness. The eikos-using rhetorician
is unable to explain the significance of events, or to reconcile antilogies. In
contrast, Socrates’ dialectic-using rhetorician, as we shall see, is able to
approach antilogy with an eye to discovering how both sides might take their
place in a more complete account.

A Global and Critical Art

Socrates launches his discussion by globalizing rhetoric—if there is an
art of rhetoric, it must be concerned with all discourse:
Well, then, isn’t the rhetorical art, taken as a whole, a way of
directing the soul by means of speech, not only in the lawcourts
and on other public occasions but also in private? Isn’t it one
and the same art whether its subject is great or small, and no
more to be held in esteem—if it is followed correctly—when its
questions are serious than when they are trivial? (261a-b)
And a few lines later:
We can therefore find the practice of speaking on opposite sides
[antilogikê] not only in the lawcourts and the assembly. Rather,
it seems that one single art—if, of course, it is an art in the first
place—governs all speaking. By means of it one can make out
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as similar anything that can be so assimilated, to everything to
which it can be made similar, and expose anyone who tries to
hide the fact that that is what he is doing. (261d-e)
Rhêtorikê is thus the art of mapping and manipulating the semiotic
flexibility inherent in language, without, it would seem, the need of an
outside world of reference. As we saw in the last chapter, from within
discourse, love can be shown to be bad as easily as it can be shown to be
good. The practice of antilogikê is evident in the Tetralogies of the 5th-century
orator Antiphon and in the anonymous Dissoi Logoi.2 The cumulative effect of
such antilogies—as registered on a Phaedrus, who doubtless stands in for a
type of urbane Athenian—is to fix the attention on discourse itself, to
fascinate one with speech. (Even Socrates does not claim to be immune, but
is, he says, tantalized by the phallic scroll concealed under Phaedrus’ clothing
in the dialogue’s opening scene.)
Phaedrus is not bothered by contradiction, by the problem of whether
love really is good or bad; he prizes rhetorical virtuosity over earnest inquiry.
Unlike Socrates, Phaedrus seems wholly unconcerned about the
consequences of either Socratic speech. He therefore misses Socrates’ point
about the art’s other concern—to “expose” instances in which meaning is
subtly manipulated. By Socrates’ account, rhêtorikê should be a critical art, one
concerned with interpretation as well as production. (A few lines ahead at
265e, Socrates will compare the dialectical aspect of the rhetorical art to
2

See Sprague, The Older Sophists.
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“butchery,” which involves, we should note, dissection as well as
preparation, while at 270b the comparison will be to the “art of medicine,”
which involves diagnosis as well as treatment.) As we shall see, Socrates
introduces a method of investigation that also functions as a type of criticism,
one that demystifies the operation of speech—dialectic.

An Art of Deception by Degrees

After Socrates has globalized rhetoric and placed criticism within its
domain, he launches an investigation of its finer points. Provocatively, he
suggests that one of the art’s subtleties is the manipulation of similarities to
achieve an incremental deception:
Where is deception most likely to occur—regarding things that
differ much or things that differ little from one another?
Regarding those that differ little.
At any rate, you are more likely to escape detection, as
you shift from one thing to its opposite, if you proceed in small
steps rather than in large ones.
Without a doubt. (261e-262a)
Socrates then goes on to explain how someone who wants both to be
effectively deceptive and to avoid being deceived must know the truth, since
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deception occurs through a chain of similarities to what is true.

Could someone, then, who doesn’t know what each thing is
ever have the art to lead others little by little through
similarities away from what is the case on each occasion to its
opposite? Or could he escape this being done to himself?
Never.
Therefore, my friend, the art of a speaker who doesn’t
know the truth [alêtheian] and chases opinions [doxas] instead is
likely to be a ridiculous thing—not an art at all! (262b-c)
Socrates has already pointed out that the so-called rhetorical art, as
best he can tell from observing its practicioners, involves the following:
(1) the ability to make something seem one way to an audience on one
occasion, and on another occasion to make it seem an opposite way
(as demonstrated by those rhetors in the Assembly who change
policy positions capriciously); and
(2) the ability to make something seem both one way and an opposite
way to an audience at the same time (as with Zeno’s mindnumbing paradoxes) (261d).
He now claims that the art must further involve
(3) the ability to make something that seems one way to an audience,
through “small steps,” gradually and undetectably, come to seem
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an opposite way (which he will soon discover by taking his own
two speeches together as a whole).
Socrates’ third facet of rhetoric sounds remarkably like a theory of
persuasion currently taught in colleges of business and
communication—“Social Judgment Theory.” SJT is based upon determining
the range of possible positions on an issue, and then moving a person (or an
audience, or a target market) away from his or her “Anchor Point” towards a
desired position by degrees. In SJT, the “Latitude of Acceptance” forms the
boundary on either side of the Anchor Point within which an audience may
be moved towards the desired position without detection.
Most commentary on this third facet of rhetoric has focused on
Socrates’ claim that the rhetor who leads through “small steps” must possess
knowledge of the truth (alêtheia) rather than opinion (doxa) (262c); Socrates’
argument at 262a-c, however, cannot be reduced to his concluding claim, for a
few lines ahead, where he offers his own two speeches, taken together, as a
demonstration of this third facet, he will cast doubt on the truth of the
definitions therein. I suggest that, throughout this passage, Socrates is
playfully interrogating a sort of instrumental 5th-century SJT.

An Art of Distinguishing Contested Terms
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Socrates suggests that he and Phaedrus compare all three
speeches—Lysias’ one and his own two—to see if any examples of such
“artfulness” can be found (262c). Socrates sees in an instant that the speeches
do indeed “contain an example of the way in which someone who knows the
truth can toy with his audience and mislead them.” The best example is in
Socrates’ own speechmaking, though he denies personal responsibility for the
deception. Blaming the deceptive speech on the local gods, and tentatively,
on the messengers of the Muses, he adds a final disavowal, “certainly I don’t
possess any art of speaking” (262c-d). Phaedrus, eager and impatient, asks
Socrates to explain himself. Socrates explanation is as follows:
When someone utters the word “iron” or “silver,” don’t we all
think of the same thing?
Certainly.
But what happens when we say “just” or “good”?
Doesn’t each one of us go in a different direction? Don’t we
differ with one another and even with ourselves? (263a)
Phaedrus agrees that this is what happens in such cases. Socrates then
asks in which cases does deception occur more easily. Phaedrus replies that
deception is more common in the second class of words. Socrates concludes:
It follows that whoever wants to acquire the art of rhetoric must
first make a systematic division and grasp the particular
character of each of these two kinds of thing, both the kind
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where most people wander in different directions and the kind
where they do not. (263b)
Here Socrates shifts his concern from that stated at 262c—that the
artful rhetor must begin with “truth” rather than “opinion”—and now tells
Phaedrus that to “acquire the art” it is necessary to know, not the “truth,” but
rather what sort of things people disagree about, which would seem to entail
a familiarity with (it is difficult to construe his remarks any other way), public
opinion.
The artful rhetor, Socrates says, must recognize that things fall into
two classes: (1) those that are uncontested, and (2) those whose meaning is a
matter of dispute. It is the ambiguity of the second class of things, Socrates
suggests, that the rhetorical artist leverages, and does so by giving a
definition, which, if effective, sets up that subtle shifting of signification,
“little by little through similarities,” towards what is opposite of the case.
Phaedrus acknowledges that Lysias’ speech, which attempts no definition,
fails on this account. Socrates’ speeches taken together, however,
succeed—but not because of Socrates:
Well, now, what shall we say about love? Does it belong to the
class where people differ or to that where they don’t?
Oh, surely the class where they differ. Otherwise, do you
think you could have spoken of it as you did a few minutes ago,
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first saying that it is harmful both to lover and beloved and then
immediately afterward that it is the greatest good?
Very well put. But now tell me this—I can’t remember at
all because I was completely possessed by the gods: Did I
define love at the beginning of my speech?
Oh, absolutely, by Zeus, you most certainly did.
Alas, how much more artful with speeches the Nymphs,
daughters of Achelous, and Pan, son of Hermes, are, according
to what you say, than Lysias, son of Cephalus! (263c-d)
Unlike Lysias’ speech—which was oblivious to the semiotic challenge
it faced—Socrates’ speeches approached the problem head on, offering a
definition as a starting point, thus fixing the terms of the debate. In terms of
SJT, Socrates begins his first speech by meeting Phaedrus at his “Anchor
Point”—the non-lover is preferable to the lover. The view that love is a desire
without reason is within Phaedrus’ “Latitude of Acceptance,” since Lysias’
epideixis, much Greek poetry, and even some forensic oratory attests to the
popularity of this view. Working within this latitude, Socrates launches his
Great Speech by demonstrating, through a series of examples, including
poetic inspiration, how the unreason of madness is often a good thing. Since
Phaedrus, as a connoisseur of speech, has surely heard his share of dull and
uninspired poetry, he must surely agree, and by so doing unwittingly shifts
his “Anchor Point.” By the end of the speech, Phaedrus’ “Anchor Point” has
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been relocated to the opposite end of the range—he is willing to allow that
the mad lover is preferable to the non-lover.
It seems strange, however, that Socrates would congratulate his own
first speech—given to him by local gods and messengers of the Muses—for
besting Lysias by virtue of perpetrating a better deception, when just a few
pages earlier, he had repented of his first speech and delivered the Great
Speech as an act of atonement. If it is not Socrates who deceives, it is little
comfort that it must be gods or Muses. What follows is even less
comforting—unless, of course, this is all tongue-in-cheek. Returning to the
Great Speech, Socrates recasts it as something less than an act of Palamedean
contrition:
We used a certain sort of image to describe love’s passion;
perhaps it had a measure of truth in it, though it may also have
led us astray. And having whipped up a not altogether
implausible speech, we sang playfully, but also appropriately
and respectfully, a story-like hymn. . . . (265b-c)
If we thought we were getting Socratic divinely-inspired truth in place
of Lysian pabulum, it turns out that we got Socratic ingenuity—pious, and
perhaps not altogether implausible, but fanciful nonetheless.
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Dialectic: A New Method for Rhetoric

Socrates shifts his focus—speaking again of his two speeches as a
unified whole, he asks Phaedrus, “How was the speech able to proceed from
censure [of the lover] to praise [of the lover]?” He answers his own question:
Well, everything else in it does appear to me to have been
spoken in play. But part of it was given with Fortune’s
guidance, and there were in it two kinds of things [duoin eidoin]
the nature of which it would be quite wonderful to grasp by
means of a systematic art.
Which things?
The first consists in seeing together things that are
scattered about everywhere and collecting them into one kind
[idean], so that by defining [horizomenos] each thing we can make
clear the subject of any instruction we wish to give. Just so with
our discussion of love: Whether its definition [horisthen] was or
was not correct, at least it allowed the speech to proceed clearly
and consistently with itself. (265c-d)
It is difficult to reconcile Socrates’ interest in how the “speech” shifted from
“censure to praise” when he had originally floated it as an example of how
“to lead others little by little through similarities away from what is the case
on each occasion to its opposite” at 262b, where “what is the case” clearly
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meant “what is true.” Here, Socrates admits that while his definition of love
may not have been correct, it helped to ensure the self-consistency of his
speechmaking; further, that it involved a “collecting” of things. 3
Socrates is on the verge of reconciling his first speech and his Great
Speech, and introducing a new method for rhetoric in the process. He will
subsume antilogy under a higher method that will privilege description over
advocacy. In addition to “collecting,” the speech involved a “cutting up” of
things:
This, in turn, is to be able to cut up [diatemnein] each kind (eidê)
according to its species along its natural joints, and to try not to
splinter any part, as a bad butcher [mageiros] might do. In just
this way, our two speeches placed all mental derangements
[aphron tês dianoias] into one common kind [koinêi eidos]. Then,
just as each single body has parts that naturally come in pairs of
the same name (one of them being called the right-handed and
the other the left-handed one), so the speeches, having
considered unsoundness of mind [paranoias] to be by nature one
single kind [eidos] within us, proceeded to cut it up—the first
speech cut its left-handed part, and continued to cut until it
3

“Definition” (horizo) was not peculiar to Socratic argument—Gorgias uses it
in his “Encomium of Helen,” for example (9). Prodicus “attempted to assign to
every term its own peculiar significance,” as one ancient commentator put it; a trait
which Socrates calls “your special talent” in the Protagoras and which we see
exemplified (or parodied) in that dialogue, as well as several others (for these
examples see Prodicus, frags. 13-19, in Sprague 75-78). Cf. Diogenes Laertius on
Antisthenes use of definition (6.3).
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discovered among these parts a sort of love that can be called
“left-handed,” which it correctly denounced; the second speech,
in turn, led us to the right-handed part of madness; discovered a
love that shares its name with the other but is actually divine;
set it out before us, and praised it as the cause of our greatest
goods. (Woodruff and Nehamas, 265e-266b)
We should not fail to notice here that Socrates seems to dismiss his
brush with impiety along with the profound insight gained in the Great
Speech. The only thing worth salvaging from the whole ordeal turns out to
be the twin forms of “collection and division,” comprising a method of
analysis soon to be identified as “dialectic.” This, of course, bothers us most
if we have an investment in Socrates as a purveyor of truth. But this is our
problem, not his; in Socrates’ eyes, “the speech” (his first and second speeches
in toto) is still of value, sans truth. It was a legitimate speech of praise to eros,
Socrates reminds Phaedrus, and it helped them to discover eros as “the cause
of our greatest good.” We may wonder whether this new method will give
access to truth? Not likely. Socrates announces its aspiration, and it seems a
rather humble one: “Well, Phaedrus, I am myself a lover of these divisions
[diaireseôn] and collections [sunagôgôn], so that I may be able to think
[phronein] and to speak [legein]” (266b).
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The Dialectician and the Butcher

In critiquing Lysias’ speech, Socrates contends that Lysias has made
his speech to “swim upstream on its back,” which is to say that he has
inverted its proper temporal arrangement (264a). We might expect the wellarranged speech, in contrast, to swim face down, downstream; yet Socrates’
image of the well-arranged speech is not a temporal, but a spatial one:
Every speech must be put together like a living creature, with a
body of its own; it must be neither without head nor without
legs; and it must have a middle and extremities that are fitting
both to one another and to the whole work. (264c)
The comparison of the well-arranged speech to a “living creature” is
no defense of a rhetorical formalism. We should recall that Socrates’ first
speech, a well-ordered deliberative speech, turned out to be untrue; his Great
Speech, an equally well-ordered forensic speech, by his own admission may
have been misleading. Indeed, in each case the formal structure of the speech
(the division into generic sections, the use of definition, the hierarchical
arrangement of subtopics) provided cover for the speaker’s underlying
intention—to obtain erotic favors. The value of formal arrangement lies
neither in a superior ability to persuade (Lysias’ informal style may be more
persuasive), nor in a greater fidelity to the truth (Socrates admits that the
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formally-ordered speech may deviate from the truth more effectively than the
informally-ordered one).
A “living creature” can be apprehended by vision all at once, and the
relationships between its parts inspected. The strict adherence to principles
of organization and consistency, as it turns out, was merely preparatory work
for a higher-level investigation that Socrates compares to the work of a
“butcher” (265e); in Attic Greek the word mageiros may designate both
butcher and cook. While the comparison seems odd, we should recall that at
Gorgias 465c Socrates likens the pseudo-art of rhetoric to the pseudo-art of
“cookery” (opsopoiikê); and later in that dialogue, he contrasts the medical art
(iatrikên technên) to an unreliable “knack of cookery” (mageirikên empeirian,
500b).
In a playful reversal, here in the Phaedrus Socrates joins the figure of
the god-like dialectician to that of the lowly butcher, and by implication the
method of dialectic to a sort of artistic mageirikê (though here he does not use
the “–ikê” form).4 Later in the dialogue, he will base an art of rhetoric on the
pattern of an art of medicine (technês iatrikês, 270b). Though one kills and the
other heals, both butcher and doctor share an understanding of anatomical
structure; in parallel fashion, as we shall see in the following chapter, one
wishing to practice an artistic rhêtorikê must pursue an understanding of
psychic structure.
4

The term mageirikê technê occurs at Republic 332c, within a list of mundane,
but apparently valid, arts.
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Considered separately, Socrates’ speeches are indeed unreliable guides
to love. Yet when placed side by side on the dialectical butcher table, these
diametrically opposed speeches form the halves of a bifurcated body. This is
all the more surprising since the two are different animals (they belong to
different domains: one is a policy speech, the other a legal defense), yet since
each was, so to speak, well cut, it is possible to fit them together at the joints.
Socrates’ effort to define his subject and arrange his material in a systematic
way is vindicated by the discovery of this organic symmetry.
Lysias’ speech, in contrast, if its movement is arrested and it is
approached with an eye to its organic structure, will not yield elegant cuts.
Socrates compares it to the epigram on the tomb of Midas:
A maid of bronze am I, on Midas’ tomb I lie
As long as water flows, and trees grow tall
Shielding the grave where many come to cry
That Midas rests here I say to one and all.
(264d, Nehamas and Woodruff)
Socrates explains the comparison to Phaedrus this way: “I’m sure you notice
that it makes no difference at all which of its verses comes first, and which
last” (264e). In butcher’s terms, Lysias’ speech is stew meat. Since the joints
of the animal have been shattered, it is impossible to learn anything from it
that would allow one “to think and to speak” about the anatomy of love or
the soul.
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Dialectic, Socrates implies, arrests the flow of time, and studies the
organic structure of things. Yet dialectic itself is not independent of, but
rather arises out of its subject matter. Though collecting and dividing occur
diachronically, the forms (eidos) of collection and division only become
available to Socrates synchronically—he discovers them side by side in the
detritus of his two speeches (265c-266b). This poses a paradox: How is it that
collection and division can be actions upon forms, and yet be themselves forms? By
analogy, imagine a butcher who, on inspecting a carcass he has just carvedup, discovers not only the anatomical structure of his victim, but also the
higher-order principles of butchery.
Communication scholars—and indeed, Plato scholars in general—have
failed to recognize how Socrates here problematizes the relationship between
method and object. Dialectic itself, the ideal methodology, comes into view
from the material of two speeches that attempt to perpetrate a seduction.
Like the soul-chariot in the Great Speech, whose better parts are joined to an
ignoble one that is, nonetheless, the engine for a flight leading to
transcendence, the Socratic antilogy (his first speech and Great Speech taken
together), which contains a deceptive definition along with a number of
potentially misleading images designed to seduce, yields up a “god-like”
method of investigation. As with the soul-chariot’s ascent to the heavenly
“Forms,” the dialectician’s articulation of earthly “forms” begins, not with a
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rational gesture, but instead, with a surge of lust. No Nietzschean or
Foucauldian interrogation of origins is more provocative.

The True Object of Rhetoric

In making dialectic central to the rhetorical art, Socrates is not rejecting
all of what the rhetoric manuals teach—in places, as we have noted, he even
seems to use eikos ingenuously. His point is rather that authors of these
manuals have learned only the “preliminaries,” thus they are like (1) someone
who claims to practice the medical art but knows only how to induce
vomiting or bowel movements (268a-b); (2) an author who claims to produce
tragedies but knows only how to pull at the heartstrings in passages of
varying length composed on various topics (268c-d); (3) the musician who
claims to have grasped harmony by learning to play the highest and lowest
strings on his instrument (268d-e).
What each of these pseudo-artists lacks is an understanding of the
nature of his art. The authors of the pseudo-arts of rhetoric, who have
collected a hodge-podge of resources, such as how to organize a speech, how
to speak at length and how to speak briefly on any subject, how to use correct
diction, how to inflame a crowd, how to make arguments on both sides of an
issue, and so forth, are equally as artless (266d-269d). Like the pseudo-doctor,
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the pseudo-tragedian, and the pseudo-musician, these pseudo-rhetoricians
have not given adequate attention to the nature of that which concerns their
art.

We have seen how Socrates, using the material of his own two
speeches, is able to demonstrate a higher method, dialectic, that gets beyond
the thin productionist concepts of eikos and antilogy. In the passages we
have examined above, Socrates has set the stage for his reformed art, an art
based upon a dialectical inspection of discourse, and as we shall see in the
next chapter, a concern with the nature of the soul. Dialectic may not reveal
the truth of the soul any more than it did the truth of love, but it will certainly
help Socrates to think and to speak about it. It is to Socrates’ prolegomena to
a rhetorical art that we now turn.
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CHAPTER 5: THE PROLEGOMENA TO A RHETORICAL ART

While a great deal of the Phaedrus has received scholarly attention, one
section of the dialogue has been largely ignored. In 270b-272b, Socrates sets
forth a prolegomena for an art of rhetoric—a passage scholars have almost
completely neglected. It is not hard to imagine why. This prolegomena is
compressed to such a degree that it appears cool and colorless in contrast to
the erotically charged speeches and the playful critique of rhetoric that
precede it, and the strange, mythic discussion of writing that follows it. Like
Phaedrus, we find our minds wandering at 270b-272b—in the midday
summer’s heat of Plato’s narrative it is difficult to focus on Socrates’ plan,
which rebuffs its lush surroundings. Nevertheless, in the present chapter I
will try to focus closely on that plan. Four things will become visible along
the way: first, that the art of rhetoric should be concerned with the relation of
speech to soul on two levels—what I will call soul-parts and soul-types;
second, that the art should endeavor to determine the structure of these soulparts and soul-types, not their transcendent “Forms”; and third, that the art
should seek to manage, not eliminate, both psychic and discursive
complexity. I will begin by giving an overview to this prolegomena to an art
of rhetoric (hereafter simply “the prolegomena”).
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The Prolegomena: Phaedrus 270b-272b

Socrates has explained to Phaedrus what is wrong with the rhetorical
art as it is currently practiced, and he has introduced dialectic as an
alternative method. In abstract and tightly compressed prose, he lays out the
further requirements of the art: it must give an account of the soul in its
complex relationship to logos (270b-272b). Expanding its scope beyond the
language of the lawcourts and the Assembly, Socrates has already told
Phaedrus that the art of rhetoric, if it is to be truly an art, must be concerned
with all logos (261a-e).
Any art (technê) worthy to be called such, Socrates contends, must first
“consider whether that thing [the object of the art] is simple or of multiple
form [haploun ê polueides],” and then determine “what power does it naturally
have for acting [pephuken] in relation to what, or what power for suffering
[pathein] from what” (270d). The object of the art of rhetoric, Socrates claims,
is primarily the soul, and secondarily speech. It is necessary, Socrates tells us,
for the practitioner of the art of rhetoric to “make us see the soul—whether it
is naturally one and homogeneous or of multiple form, in the manner of the
body’s shape [sômatos morphên polueides]” (271a). Having discovered,
presumably, that the soul is multiform, the artful rhetorician must describe
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how many forms [eidê] the soul has. Therefore there are so-andso many [tosa kai tosa], and of such and such a sort [toia kai toia],
from which such and such [toioide kai toioide] people come to be
[gignontai]. And when these have been thus distinguished
[diêirêmenôn], then in turn there are so-and-so many [tosa kai
tosa] forms [eidê] of speeches [logon], each of such and such a
sort [toionde hekaston]. (271d)
The artful rhetorician proceeds:
Having arranged in order the classes of speeches and of soul [ta
logôn te kia psuchês gene] and the things experienced [pathêmata]
by these, he will go through all the causes, fitting each together
to each [prosarmottôn hekaston hekastôi], and teaching through
what cause one soul, being of such a sort, is of necessity
persuaded by speeches of such a sort, and another remains
unpersuaded [didaskôn hoia ousa huph' hoiôn logôn di' hên aitian ex
anankês hê men peithetai, hê de apeithei]. (271b)
The entire procedure may be summarized as follows:
A true art of rhetoric must
(1) describe the forms which constitute the soul;
(2) determine what acts upon the soul and what the soul acts upon;
(3) identify the different soul-types;
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(4) articulate soul-types or soul-parts to corresponding types of speech;
and
(5) explain how particular soul-types or soul-parts are affected by
particular types of speech.
Two issues arise out of this brief passage, each of which necessitates a
more detailed discussion.

Soul Types or Soul Parts?

The passages quoted above are so abstract and tightly compressed that
it is difficult to determine which pronouns refer to which nouns. Translators
have almost universally supplied absent nouns, and while this has made the
passages clearer for students, it has obscured an ambiguity in Socrates’ plan.
This ambiguity has not been lost on commentators—indeed, this is the one
issue in the prolegomena that has received some scholarly attention: Does
Socrates intend for the practicioner of a rhetorical art to identify
(1) different intra-psychic parts and corresponding types of speech;
(2) different types of souls and corresponding types of speech;
(3) different intra-psychic parts, and then identify different types of
souls and corresponding types of speech; or
(4) both 1 and 2?
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In the present chapter I will suggest that #4 is the case. In Chapters 6 and 7, I
hope to offer proof.
When Socrates compares the art of rhetoric to the Hippocratic art of
medicine at 270b-c, it is unclear whether he means that both rhetoric and
medicine study different parts of the person or, alternatively, different types
of persons. When Socrates says at 271a that the rhetorician must determine
whether the soul is simple or “of multiple form, in the manner of the body’s
shape [sômatos morphên polueides],” he could mean that the soul is either intrapsychically simple or intra-psychically complex; or the passage could refer to
the possibility that there are different types of souls. Preferring the latter
interpretation, Nehamas and Woodruff remove the ambiguity by translating,
“or takes many forms, like the shape of bodies.” At Republic 611b-612a,
however, Socrates uses similar terminology to refer unambiguously to intrapsychic complexity: Comparing the soul to the sea god Glaucus, Socrates
predicts that “if the many stones and shells were hammered off it . . . then
we’d see whether it has many parts [polueidês] or just one [monoeidês].”
In the prolegomena Socrates’ dialectician is a doctor of the soul,
though earlier in the dialogue Socrates had compared the dialectician to
another sort of surgeon. Referring to the amalgam of his first speech and his
Great Speech, Socrates tells Phaedrus that their work has been butcher’s
work, dividing the carcass of love, along its joints, into its left-handed and
right-handed parts (265e-c). If what the dialectician-doctor does is like what
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the dialectician-butcher does, it’s a matter of discerning different parts of a
“body,” not simply differentiating different “body-types.”
The ambiguity continues in Phaedrus 271b, where it is hard to
determine whether “the classes of speeches and of soul [ta logôn te kai psuchês
gene]” refers to sorts of speech and corresponding intra-psychic parts, or to
sorts of speech and corresponding types of souls. It seems clear from 271d272a that the artful rhetorician—who must “know how many forms the soul
has [eidenai psuchê hosa eidê echei]”—must know how many different types of
people there are, since there it is a question of meeting a particular type and
determining, on the fly, which type it is; the same holds for the encounter
between rhetorical artist and soul at 277b-c.
Hackforth contends that Socrates does not assign to the artful
rhetorician a study of intra-psychic forms, such as the studies of the tripartite
soul undertaken in the Great Speech and in Books IV and IX of the Republic,
arguing that 271b cannot refer to intra-psychic forms, because “the task of the
rhetorician would be comparatively simple in that case; nor is it likely that
Plato would contemplate a type of oratory addressed exclusively to the
‘appetitive’ part of the soul” (147, n. 1). But there is no reason to doubt that
the task of the rhetorician might be to study intra-psychic forms (270b-271a;
271b?) as well as different soul-types (271d). Rowe, recognizing the
difficulties in these passages, cites 256b and 277c as evidence for how the two
concerns—that about soul-parts and that about soul-types—are
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complementary. As I hope to show, pace Hackforth, passages in the Phaedrus
and Republic indicate that Plato does indeed contemplate types of oratory
directed to particular parts of the soul. Where Plato examines the soul, the
problem of soul-parts and that of soul-types are never too far apart. In
Socrates’ ideal rhetorical art, the two are indissociable.

The Forms and Dialectic

Communication scholars have tended to deal exclusively with Plato’s
“middle” dialogues, since this group contains the three famous dialogues on
rhetoric and sophistry—the Protagoras, the Gorgias, and the Phaedrus. The
“middle” theory of Forms, most evident in the Phaedo, the Symposium, and the
Great Speech in the Phaedrus, is the one that Communication scholars usually
attribute to Plato. It is a difficult theory to accept, since it posits a realm of
transcendent entities more real than anything historical and material.
The Forms of the Great Speech are a list of traditional Greek
virtues—Self-Control, Justice, Knowledge, Beauty, and the like—which every
soul encounters before its incarnation in a physical body, and to which each
soul wants to return, whether it knows it or not. The Forms are beyond the
gods themselves, who spend their time contemplating them. When sensitive
human souls encounter instantiations of these Forms on earth, especially the
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Form of Beauty in a beautiful human body, they are reminded of the Form
itself.
In the prolegomena, Socrates inaugurates the artful study of rhetoric
with a concern for the forms (eidê) of the soul, a gesture that may remind us of
the vision of Forms1 in the Great Speech. But in the prolegomena, no
metaphysical vision is called for. Instead, the soul is to be investigated
rationally (such investigators are called dialecticians [dialektikous] at 266c), in
the fashion that the Hippocratic art of medicine studies the body, and this
dialectical investigation2 of soul forms does not seem to require Recollection,
which was necessary to get a view of the Forms in Socrates’ Great Speech.
Communication scholars have ignored the “late” theory of forms
which is associated with the procedure of “collection and division” outlined
at Phaedrus 265d-e and 270b-272b. This procedure does not depend upon
Recollection or mystic vision; it is simply, as Nehamas puts it, the “austere
practice of . . . defining the kinds of things there are and distinguishing each
from everything else” (352). Hackforth (136) lists the relevant passages on the
later theory of forms and the concomitant procedure of collection and
division: Philebus 16d-18d, Statesman 262a-263b, 268c, 275d-e. The procedure
may be seen in action especially in the Statesman and Sophist. In the

1

The term eidos is not used in the Great Speech, but the phrase “vision of”
(kathorai de) Knowledge, Justice, etc., “in itself” (autên) clearly communicates this
notion (247c-e).
2
Though the procedure here is not called division and collection, cf. diaireseon
kai sunagogon at 266b, it amounts to it. Socrates echoes the language of 266b in
reference to the procedure of studying soul- and speech-types at 277b-c.
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Parmenides, Plato puts a series of critiques of the middle theory of forms into
the mouth of Parmenides—critiques that baffle the young Socrates in that
dialogue. Nevertheless, Parmenides concludes that if philosophy is to be
possible, something like a theory of Forms is necessary: “If someone, having
an eye on all the difficulties we have just brought up and others of the same
sort, won’t allow that there are forms for things and won’t mark off a form for
each one, he won’t have anywhere to turn his thought . . . ” (135b). This is
clearly similar to Socrates’ verdict on collection and division cited earlier:
“Well, Phaedrus, I am myself a lover of these divisions and collections, so that
I may be able to think and to speak” (266b).
It is generally, though not universally, accepted that the late theory of
forms is a solution to the problems raised in the Parmenides, for in these
dialogues collection and division is practiced on things which do not seem
capable of qualifying as the transcendent, hyper-Uranian beings of the Great
Speech in the Phaedrus. Griswold claims that there is no Form of the soul—in
the middle-theory sense—in the Phaedrus (90). Commenting on the relation
between the description of collection and division at 265d and 270b, he says
that
Socrates soon makes clear that the method of division and
collection can be extended to any object whatever (270b) . . . ,
and it would be difficult to maintain that there are Ideas for
everything to which one might apply the method of collection
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and division (such as all the arts divided in the Sophist and
Statesman). There is no reason why there cannot, in a Platonic
universe, exist things that have a determinate nature but no
Idea. (184)
Nehamas sees the Great Speech as “Plato’s farewell” to the middle
theory of Forms and thinks the presence of this theory in the Great Speech
has a rhetorical function within the context of the dialogue—it is useful for
inspiring philosophical novices like Phaedrus (352). As to the treatment of
the middle theory in the Parmenides and the Phaedrus, Nehamas suggests that
“philosophy in general—not the literal content of any particular philosophical
theory—constitutes in both cases the primary concern” (Virtues 353).3
It is tempting to dismiss Plato’s variegated, yet sustained, interest in
“forms” as part and parcel of a pre-scientific attitude; yet the suspicion that
empiricism is bankrupt, even in the natural sciences, animates the work of
many contemporary chaos and complexity theorists. While modern
complexity theorists, such as Steven Wolfram, 4 share with Plato an interest in
3

It is possible to accept Nehamas’ claims about the rhetorical function of the
theory of Forms in the Phaedrus and the importance of philosophy over the content
of any particular theory without endorsing all of his developmentalist assumptions
about Plato’s thought.
4
In his recently published A New Kind of Science, the physicist Steven
Wolfram argues that science should not preoccupy itself with accumulating data
derived from observation—rather, it should attempt to specify the simple
“programs” that underlie complex phenomena. For example, using computergenerated models (specifically, what he calls “cellular automata” [53-65]), Wolfram
is able to show the “program” for “zebra stripes” (426). By Wolfram’s account, the
evolution of the species “zebra” is an ongoing “computational process,” based on a
few simple lines of code. Though no two zebras have exactly the same markings, the
pattern is unmistakable; we have no trouble distinguishing zebra stripes from, say,
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looking for a set of ordering principles underlying a plethora of complex
phenomena, Plato is unique in his focus on issues of complexity as regards
the psyche.

The Simple and the Complex

The practicioner of an artistic rhêtorikê, Socrates says, must attempt to
harmonize the various parts of the soul, thus establishing an order out of
psychic complexity, by applying the right sort of speeches to it. The
particular course of treatment will depend upon the type of soul in question
(here the emphasis seems to be on soul-types, not soul-parts):
Until someone knows the truth of each of the things that he
speaks or writes about; and becomes able to define [horizesthai]
every thing in relation to the thing itself; and having defined
[horisamenos] it, knows how, next, to cut [temnein] it in
accordance with forms [eidê] all the way to what is uncuttable

leopard spots. The reason for this, according to Wolfram, is that all zebra stripes,
indeed all zebras, are generated by a “computational” system running “simple
programs” over and over again (23-41, passim). The behavior of this system is
neither entirely stochastic nor entirely periodic; thus any single zebra resembles all
the rest, but no two zebras are exactly alike. (A different computational system is
responsible for generating all leopard spots and all leopards). We might say that, for
Wolfram and company, there is something like a “form of zebra,” and of many other
things as well. Wolfram argues that such invariant “programs” underlie a great deal
of natural phenomena within the domain of every branch of science.
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[atmêtou]; and, seeing clearly concerning the soul’s nature in
accordance with these same things, discovering the form [eidos]
that fits together with each nature, in this way sets down and
orders the speech [diakosmêi ton logon], giving speeches of many
colors [poikilêi] and embracing all harmonic modes
[panarmonious] to a many-colored soul [poikilous psuchêi] and
simple ones to a simple soul [haplous de haplêi]—before this he
will not be able to handle with art the class of speeches [logôn
genos], to the extent that it naturally admits of it, either for
teaching something or for persuading something, as the whole
earlier argument has disclosed to us. (277b-c)
The soul that exhibits a sound, simple constitution requires only the
application of simple speeches, “haplous de haplêi,” but the soul that suffers
from a psychic disorder, a “poikilous psuchêi,” must be treated with speeches
that are “poikilêi” and “panarmonious” (277b-c). This may sound like strange
advice. We should recall that, after taunting Phaedrus, Socrates protested
that he couldn’t possibly produce a more “multi-colored [poikilôteron] speech”
than Lysias’ (236b) (to emphasize the sarcasm, Nehamas and Woodruff
translate “a fancier speech”); only on Phaedrus’ insistence did he overcome
his reluctance. As we have seen, Socrates soon repented of this decision, and
asked Eros to forgive him of anything he said that was “discordant” (apêches)
(257b).
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The binary “simple/complex” structures Plato’s texts, and most
frequently the “simple” is the privileged term. This binary is evident in the
tension between the following three terminological pairings, and in various
re-combinations of the terms of these pairings throughout the Phaedrus and
the Republic:
(1) the single-form versus the multi-form: monoeidês/polueidês;
(2) the simple versus the much tangled (or many-colored):
haploos/poluplokos (poikilos); and,
(3) the harmonious versus the inharmonious (or all harmonious):
harmonia/anarmostos (panarmonios).
We should observe that panarmonios and poikilos, which imply
complexity, hence disorder, are terms that, outside the present therapeutic
context, Plato usually uses pejoratively. Poikilos occurs once in the Phaedrus,
in the passage we examined in the beginning of this discussion where
Socrates refers sarcastically to Lysias’ “multi-colored [poikilôteron]” speech
(236b). The following examples are from the Republic: The unjust person
lives like a “greedy and crafty [poikilên] fox” (365c); the lower part of the soul
is a sort of “multicolored beast [thêriou poikilou]” (588c); the musician
“shouldn’t strive to have subtlety [poikilous] or great variety of meter” (399e).
Forms of panarmonios are used to refer disparagingly to types of food, musical
instruments, and people (Republic 399c; 399d; 404e).
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In the Phaedo (80b) Socrates speculates that the soul is in itself “singleformed [monoeidei]” and that through intellection—the only sort of activity
proper to it—it can detach itself from the “multi-formed [polueidei]” complex
of non-intellectual desires that threaten to distract it. Early in the Phaedrus,
Socrates wonders whether he himself is, like the mythic Typhon, “multiply
twisted and filled with desire [poluplokôteron kai mallon epitethummenon], or a
gentle and simple animal [hêmerôteron te kai haplousteron zôion]” (230a). In his
Great Speech he entertains the idea that he is both, and that complexity is
intrinsic not only to the soul’s embodiment, but to its very nature.
In the Republic Socrates limits most of his speculations to the soul as it
appears in the material world. Late in the dialogue he likens the embodied
soul to the mythic Sea-Glaucus lying on the ocean floor: since it has gathered
accretions and depositions from its submersion in the world, it is hard to tell
whether the soul is naturally “many-formed [polueidês] or single-formed
[monoeidês]” (611b-612a). Nevertheless, in its embodied condition the soul is
clearly multi-form, and Socrates believes that this Sea Glaucus-like amalgam
deserves careful study.
Does psychic simplicity, then, turn out to be a pipe dream? Not
entirely. Although the soul is multi-form, it may be possible to recuperate
simplicity at a higher level, that is, in the way its parts are interrelated. The
just person, Socrates says in the Republic,
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puts himself in order [kosmêsanta], is his own friend [philon], and
harmonizes [sunarmosanta] the three parts of himself like three
limiting notes in a musical scale—high, low, and middle. He
binds together [sundêsanta] those parts and any others there
may be in between [metaxu], and from having been many
[pollôn] things he becomes entirely one [pantapasin], moderate
[sôphrona] and harmonious [hêrmosmenon]. (443d-e)
Gregory Vlastos calls this state of agreement “psychic harmony” (68).5
In the Phaedrus, however, Socrates suggests (277b-c) that multi-colored
and harmonically disordered speech has its place in the medicine cabinet of
rhetoric. How can speech of the sort found in Lysias’ and in Socrates’ first
speech, speech that is potentially harmful, be of any therapeutic value? We
should recall that Socrates compared the role of speech in the rhetorical art to
that of drugs in the medical art when he introduced the medical analogy at
270b. Perhaps the answer can be found by expanding the medical analogy a
bit further.
Just as the ancient physician associated health with a balance of bodily
humours and the proper relationship between bodily organs, the rhetorical
doctor will associate health with a balance of psychic logoi and a harmonia
5

What is true for souls is equally true for cities: psychic harmony resembles
what we might call “civic harmony.” A few pages later Socrates poses the following
rhetorical question: “Is there any greater evil we can mention for a city than that
which tears it apart [diaspai] and makes it many [pollas] instead of one [mias]? Or any
greater good than that which binds it together [sundêi] and makes it one [mian]”
(462a-b). As we shall see in the following two chapters, psychic harmony and civic
harmony are intimately related for Socrates.
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between psychic eidês. In the case of medicine, the more severe the disorder,
the more complicated the drug regimen required to treat it. Confronted by
extreme disease, the ancient physician (like the modern one) would pursue an
aggressive treatment program, one that would be deleterious to the healthy
body. His pharmacy included, among other things, opium, menstrual blood,
and various bitter herbs. He might combine such substances by using a
mortar and pestle, and mix in some honey to mask the unpleasant taste of the
concoction. In some cases, treatment might even involve the ingestion of
poisonous plants as laxatives and purgatives (e.g., what modern medicine
knows as Ricinus communis was quite popular with ancient Greek
physicians).6 It is perhaps in this light that we may best make sense of
Socrates’ suggestion that a poikilous psuchêi must be treated with a regimen of
speeches that are poikilêi and panarmonious.7

6

Our knowledge of ancient Greek medicine is largely derived from the
Corpus Hippocraticum, a collection of medical writings produced by many hands. It is
generally agreed that none of these were written by the famous physician himself,
who was a contemporary of Plato.
7
The philosopher Antisthenes, a contemporary of Socrates, so Diogenes
Laertius tells us (6.4), was once asked why he was “so bitter in reproving his pupils.”
His replied, “Physicians are just the same with their patients.”
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The Value of Imagining an Impossible Art

Charles Kauffman points out that the debate over Plato in the
Communication literature has “tended to focus on Plato’s attitude toward
rhetoric rather than on the substantive characteristics of the theory itself”
(353). Kauffman is right—the controversy over whether Plato accepts or
rejects rhetoric has often excluded other concerns. Yet Kauffman’s own
analysis, which construes the Phaedrus as a primer of totalitarian
propagandizing, depends upon a number of interpretive strategies that I wish
to call into question throughout the present study. The Greek verb theôreô
simply means “to look,” or more abstractly, “to contemplate.” Socrates uses
the term in reference to the vision of Forms in the Great Speech of the
Phaedrus (247c-e), where he certainly does not intend by it anything like what
Kauffman means. In his discussion of rhetoric in the second part of the
dialogue, Socrates does not use the term at all. Nowhere does he claim to
have a “theory of rhetoric.”
The term that Socrates does pair with rhêtorikê is technê, which is most
often translated as “art,” “craft,” or “technique.” None of these English
words conveys its full meaning (in the present study, where I do not
transliterate it, I will use the term “art”). The philosopher David Roochnik
explains that in classical Greek literature the term designates a body of
“linear, stable, hence teachable knowledge” (180). Roochnik argues that Plato
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does not consider philosophy to be a technê. In the attempt to determine the
“substantive characteristics” of a Platonic theory of rhetoric, the question of
whether Plato intended to establish rhetoric as a technê is a nontrivial one, just
as the question of whether Plato wanted his “city in words” to become a city
indeed is of no small consequence to the determination of a Platonic theory of
the state. If we recognize that for Plato rhetoric can never become a technê, we
may agree with Cole and Schiappa that Plato went further than his
contemporaries towards theorizing rhetoric, as long as we keep in mind that
his efforts were open-ended and tentative. Yet we must reject Kauffman’s
assumption that Plato’s “theory” of rhetoric may be studied independently of
his “attitude” towards it, that is, apart from his view of its viability as a
techne.
The conditions Socrates sets for the possibility of a rhetorical techne
are daunting: “As the Spartan said, there is no genuine art [technêi] of
speaking without a grasp of truth [alêtheias], and there never will be,”
Socrates tells Phaedrus (260e). The statement does not bode well for a
rhetorical art—for who, in Socrates’ view, ever grasps truth? As I pointed out
above, dialectic does not fill this lack. It is worth adding here that Socrates’
description of dialectic is as speculative as his description of rhetoric.
Socrates describes himself as a lover of collections and divisions—he does not
claim to be a dialektikous, or that dialectic is a techne at all (266b-c).
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Does Socrates describe an ideal rhetorical art only to show that an art
of rhetoric is impossible? Does he mean for us to abandon rhetoric
altogether? If Socrates is unable to correct the deficiencies of eikos-oriented
rhetorical “arts”—if his alternative is not viable, if it is tongue-in-cheek—then
why should we bother trying to explicate it? I submit that we can accept the
unattainability of a Socratic rhetorical art without thereby determining his
prolegomena to an art of rhetoric to be useless. The process of describing
what an art of rhetoric would entail, regardless of the viability of such an art,
may be of value. Like the Kallipolis, the ideal city of the Republic, the art of
rhetoric, on Socratic standards, may very well be impossible to attain.
Nevertheless, just as Socrates considers it worth the trouble to imagine the
ideal city, the Kallipolis, that will always remain the “city in speech” (Republic
592b), it might be worth the trouble to imagine an ideal rhetorical art. As
Socrates says in the Republic,
But we weren’t trying to discover these things in order to prove
that it’s possible for them to come into being.
That’s true.
Do you think that someone is a worse painter if, having
painted a model of what is the finest and most beautiful human
being would be like and having rendered every detail of his
picture adequately, he could not prove that such a man could
come into being?
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No, by god, I don’t.
Then what about our own case? Didn’t we say that we
were making a theoretical model of a good city?
Certainly.
So do you think that our discussion will be any less
reasonable if we can’t prove that it’s possible to found a city
that’s the same as the one in our theory?
Not at all. (472c-e)
So if this effort of imagination leaves us short of a techne, it might yet be
useful. If it fails to deliver a technique for getting at truth, it might still “help
us to think and to speak.” Such aspirations are not unfamiliar to critical
Communication scholars, who are acutely aware of the limitations of theory.

We have examined the prolegomena, and considered the questions it
raises. If we follow Socrates’ thought-experiment, we must try to understand
the relation between soul and speech. The next two chapters will consider the
relation of logos to different parts of the soul and to different types of souls
respectively. Chapter 6 examines the tripartite model of the soul in the myth
of the Great Speech along with the tripartite soul models given in Books IV
and IX of the Republic to determine whether they fit the requirements set out
in the prolegomena, and whether they offer any clues as to what a
corresponding set of speeches-forms might look like. In a similar fashion,
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chapter 7 examines the soul-typologies of the Phaedrus along with the one
given in Republic Book VIII to determine whether they fit the requirements of
the prolegomena, and whether they offer any clues as to what a
corresponding typology of speeches might look like.
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CHAPTER 6: SOUL PARTS AND SPEECH

As we have seen, Socrates’ prolegomena is compressed. Some
speculation will be required to unpack it, since no explicit instructions are
given in the dialogue, or indeed anywhere in Plato’s oeuvre. The art of
rhetoric is one of Plato’s ideals. Plato created ideal forms (the Kallipolis, the
philosopher’s soul), and ideal methods (dialectic, the art of rhetoric). Even if
an art of rhetoric is impossible, it pays to think about it. The first step,
Socrates says, is to investigate the soul dialectically. Even if dialectic, like
rhetoric, cannot be an art, it may still help Socrates to think and to speak.
In the present chapter I will examine several Socratic investigations of
the soul that suggest that the rhetorician should indeed be concerned with the
relation between different intra-psychic parts and corresponding types of
speech. At first glance two of these investigations may not appear
dialectical—but I will argue that they are. It is tempting to assume that the
dialectical method set out in the Phaedrus, the one crucial to a rhetorical art,
applies only to the rigorous and sparse investigations launched in the “late”
dialogues, where poetic fancy gives way to direct observation, and elaborate,
dreamlike images are replaced by sequences of linear bifurcations.
Nevertheless, I will argue that where Socrates investigates the soul he
employs a sort of non-technical “quasi-dialectic.”
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In the investigations with which I am concerned, image-heavy material
is collected and divided ad hoc, recollected, and divided again; the moments
of collection and division are not so procedurally distinct, but they are visible
nonetheless. In each of these investigations Socrates finds that the soul is
multiform, “sômatos morphên polueides.” As we have seen, a rhetorical art
must therefore address psychic complexity as the medical art addresses
somatic complexity. For the art of speech, this will mean showing how for
each eidos of psuchê, there is a corresponding eidos of logos. I suggest that
Socrates does just this. My argument hinges on whether Socrates practices a
non-technical dialectic without calling it that, and on what counts as suitable
material for a non-technical, which is to say a mortal rather than a god-like,
dialectician to collect and divide.
In chapter 4 we saw how Socrates premiered the dialectical method by
putting it to work on eikos-heavy and eikon-heavy material.1 Socrates
showed us this in his investigation of love by discerning collections and
divisions within his opposing speeches. In this chapter, we will see him work
with more such material, in his investigations of the soul. Further, we will
see that eikon-heavy material can be placed on the dialectical butcher table
alongside both direct observations and extrapolations from models, and that

1

As I noted in Chapter 3, the verb eoika, “to be like,” which Socrates uses to
preface his soul-chariot simile in the Great Speech, is related to eikos, “the likely,”
which appears in both his speeches but primarily in his first one; yet while they
share the same root, eoika indicates similarity; eikos, plausibility.
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the product of one dialectical investigation may also serve as an ingredient in
another.

Soul Parts In The Great Speech

In the Great Speech of the Phaedrus, Socrates offers a poetic description
of the soul. He begins by admitting that it is impossible for anyone (human)
to tell what sort of thing the soul really is. He and Phaedrus will have to
settle for a limited account, based upon a likeness. The soul can be pictured
as a tripartite entity, composed of a charioteer, a beautiful and good horse,
and a horse of opposite form. The ensemble is difficult to control.
Concerning its [the soul’s] idea, one must speak in the following
manner. What sort of thing it is, is altogether in every way a
matter for a divine and long narration, but what it is like
[eoiken], for a human and lesser one; let us then speak in this
manner. It is like some naturally conjoined power [sumphutôi
dunamei] of a winged team and charioteer [hupopterou zeugous te
kai hêniochou]. Of the gods, then, the horses and charioteers are
all good themselves and of good ancestry, but as regards the
others, there has been a mixture [memeiktai]. And of us, first, the
ruler holds the reins of the pair; and then of his horses, one is
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noble and good [kalos te kai agathos] and of such ancestry, the
other is of opposite ancestry and opposite [enantiôn te kai
enantios]; hard indeed and troublesome, of necessity, is the
charioteering that concerns us. (246a-b)
Socrates begins this imaginative investigation by conjoining three
images, forming a composite. It would not be difficult for Phaedrus to follow
along, since the images of a chariot, charioteer, and team, are common
enough, and would naturally come to mind as a whole; adding wings to the
image would have been a simple matter of drawing from familiar mythic
images. Socrates continues:
So long as its wings are in perfect condition it flies high, and the
entire universe is its dominion; but a soul that sheds its wings
wanders until it lights on something solid, where it settles and
takes on an earthly body, which, then, owing to the power of
this soul, seems to move itself. (246c).
Here Socrates connects the results of the first part of his epideixis (that the soul
is a self-mover and thus immortal) to the newly fashioned soul image. We
are now supposed to imagine an immortal chariot, whose team has sloughed
off its wings, entering into the material world where it forms a human and
mortal body around it that it animates. If we follow Socrates’ imaginative
instructions, we must shrink the image of the chariot and place it inside an
image of a person.
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Next, in a sweeping panorama, Socrates describes the contest of preembodied soul-chariots in a sort of race around (and up) the theatre of
heaven—an event that determines which souls will get a better vision of the
Forms, and thus the place each will occupy when it suffers incarnation (248ab). After he has finished with this, he again zeros in on the image of a single
soul-chariot. He recalls the discussion at 246, where Phaedrus and he
originally formed the image:
Just as in the beginning of this tale we divided [dieilomen] each
soul in three, into some two horse-shaped forms [hippomorphô
men duo tine eidê] and a third charioteer form [hêniochikon de
eidos], now too let these still stand for us. (253c-d)
This is an interesting way to put it, since the first step at 246 was not to
divide anything, but to imagine the soul as a naturally conjoined power
(sumphutôi dunamei) of components, an imaginative maneuver that sutured
together images of the detachable components of any real chariot into an
organically whole soul-chariot. It is not easy to tell whether Socrates started
by dividing or by collecting. Nevertheless, by recognizing that Phaedrus and
he were dividing (diaireô) the soul into three parts, Socrates seems to be
aware, at an earlier stage in the dialogue than we might have assumed, that
he is not simply compounding images, but practicing dialectic. In the
previous chapter we entertained the idea that over the course of the dialogue
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Socrates shifts his attention from “the Forms” to forms. But here at the
beginning of the Great Speech his concern for forms is already evident.
Socrates proceeds to divide the images further, revealing more detail
of the soul’s three parts—and the images become even more fantastical:
Of the horses, then, we assert that one is good, the other not.
But we did not tell fully what is the virtue of the good one, or
the badness of the bad one, but now we must say. Well, then, of
the two, the one in the more beautiful position is straight in
form and well jointed, somewhat hook nosed, white to the sight,
black eyed, a lover of honor [timês erastês] with moderation and
with a sense of shame [sôphrosunês te kai aidous], and a comrade
of truthful opinion [alêthinês doxês], unbeaten, guided by
command alone and speech [logôi hêniocheitai]. (253d-e)
We are asked to anthropomorphize the good horse. Its face is almost human,
and it seems capable of refined sentiments. It is motivated by a sense of
honor, tends towards moderation, and is capable of shame. Further, we are
shown that it has a particular sort of relationship to speech. In general, it is
sensitive to, and motivated by, speech; and it values truthful doxa. The bad
horse, in contrast, “is crooked, big and randomly slung together, strong
necked, short necked, snub nosed, boasting, shaggy about the ears, deaf
(kôphos), barely yielding to the whip and goads” (253e).
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Malformed and deaf, the bad horse is impervious to speech it cannot
hear, and by extension it cannot value truthful doxa. It is, however, not mute,
for it is apparently capable of making boasts. In the drama that unfolds, it is
also the first part to speak, or at least the first to suggest speech:
So then, when the charioteer, seeing the beloved’s eye, heating
his whole soul through with sensation, begins to be filled with
the goads of tickling and yearning, that one of the horses who is
obedient to the charioteer, then as always forcibly constrained
by a sense of shame, holds himself back from rushing upon the
beloved. The other no longer turns in heed either to the
charioteer’s goads or whip, but leaps and is carried along by
force and, presenting all possible troubles to its yoke-mate and
charioteer, compels them to go toward the boyfriend and to
make mention [mneian] of the delight of sexual gratifications.
(254a-b)
The bad horse wants the other two parts to join him in attempting a verbal
seduction of the boyfriend.
It is not long before the charioteer and the good horse relent, and make
an agreement with the bad horse, capitulating to its terms. The words
Socrates uses to describe this agreement, homologeô and homologia, are words
often used in rhetorical contexts. In the Republic, of course, Socrates describes
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communication within the soul in explicitly rhetorical terms, but the
suggestion of intra-psychic rhetoric is present also here in the Great Speech:
These two in the beginning strive against it [the bad horse] with
irritation, on the grounds that they are being compelled to
terrible and unlawful things. But at last, when there is no end to
the evil, they are led to go on, giving way and agreeing
[homologêsante] to do what is bidden [keleuomenon]. (254b)
This is a verbal contract they will soon regret having made. And here we
may have suspicions about the deafness of the bad horse—perhaps its sense
of hearing is selective.
The charioteer, upon seeing the boy’s face, is overcome with a higher
sense of significance, and holds the team at bay. The good horse complies.
And they come before him and see the boyfriend’s face, flashing
like lightning. And as the charioteer sees, his memory is carried
toward the nature of the beauty and sees it once more together
with moderation, standing on a chaste pedestal. And upon
seeing, he is afraid and, feeling awe, recoils on his back, and at
the same time is compelled to pull the reins back so vehemently,
that both horses sit down on their haunches, the one willingly
through not striving against it, the wanton one very
unwillingly. (254b-c)
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The prohibitive gesture enrages the bad horse. But if we thought that just
because it was misshapen, deaf (or selectively so), and concupiscent, it was
also inarticulate, we were mistaken.
The bad horse is quite articulate in its rage and makes a rhetorical
appeal to its mates that they do not even try to rebut:
As the two withdraw farther off, the one [the good horse] soaks
the whole soul with sweat from shame and amazement
[aischunês te kai thambous]; the other, ceasing from the pain that it
had from the bit and the fall, barely catching its breath reviles
them in anger [eloidorêsen orgêi], badmouthing the charioteer
and its yoke-mate in many ways [polla kakizôn], on the grounds
that through cowardice and unmanliness [deiliai te kai anandriai]
they quit the rank and the agreement [taxin kai homologian].
(254c-d)
The bad horse chastises its mates, claiming that they have violated the
agreement, and in this it is correct. They had made a verbal contract, they
had been accomplices up till the last moment, and now they have gone back
on their word and would seem to deserve the dressing down they receive.
We should notice that the bad horse makes a rhetorical appeal. In a pointed
argumentum ad hominem it claims that the other two broke the contract out of
cowardice and unmanliness. It is not hard to imagine that this barb is
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especially directed towards its yokemate, whose sense of honor is easily
pricked.
If the charioteer and good horse have come to their senses, they don’t
try explaining things to the bad horse. They do not deny the charges it has
leveled against them, or defend their decision to break the contract. In fact
they tacitly accept the validity of the contract by begging the bad horse to
defer its fulfillment. When the newly negotiated due date arrives, they
pretend they have forgotten about the contract altogether. This is certainly
outrageous behavior, even if we admire the motives behind it.
And in compelling them against their wish to go forward again,
it barely yields to their begging [mogis sunechôrêsen deomenôn] to
put it off until later [huperbalesthai]. And when the agreed-on
time comes, of which the two pretend to be unmindful
[amnêmonein prospoioumenô], by reminding [anamimnêiskôn],
constraining, neighing [chremetizôn], pulling, it compels them
again to approach the boyfriend, for the purpose of the same
speeches [autous logous]. And when they are nearby, it stoops
down, stretches out its tail, and champs at the bit, and so pulls
with shamelessness. (254d-e)
It is perhaps noteworthy that Plato puts no argument in the mouth of
the charioteer or the good horse. Neither is a very admirable speaker. They
have access to a transcendent vision to which the bad horse, by nature, is not
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privy. But the bad horse makes a straight argument. Its mates equivocate,
dissimulate, and finally, as we shall see next, exchange speech for violence.
The charioteer, however, suffering the same experience still
more, recoiling as it were from the starting gate, drawing the bit
still more with force back out of the wanton horse’s [hubristou
hippou] teeth, bloodies the evil-speaking tongue [gnathous
kathêimaxen] and jaws and, causing its upper legs and haunches
to rest upon the earth, gives them over to pains. And when, by
suffering the same things many times, the knavish one ceases
from wantonness, having been humbled at last it follows the
charioteer’s forethought [pronoiai], and whenever it sees the
beautiful one, it is utterly destroyed by fear; so that then at last
it happens that the lover’s soul follows the boyfriend feeling a
sense of shame and dread. (254e)
So now “the lover’s soul”—taken as a whole—on approaching the beloved
feels “shame”—the feeling the good horse already felt—and “dread”—the
feeling of the bad horse now “utterly destroyed by fear.” Had things gone
well from the start, perhaps violence could have been avoided. But Plato
deals with the theme of using violence in the governing of the soul in other
places, and in the next chapter we shall examine one such place in the
Republic where it is implied that the harmonious soul may have no need for
such violence, but not even that is certain. In any case, the ideally
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harmonious soul, like all of Plato’s ideals, is out of reach. Socrates leaves us
with the impression that, for most of us, if we get control over ourselves, it is
often accomplished by hook or by crook.
After the soul has been tamed, the chase ends and it is finally
permissible to cuddle with the boyfriend. Socrates has taken us on a wild
ride. If it has been difficult enough to imagine souls as chariots with talking
horses, which go about lusting after the teamed horses of boys’ souls, the final
image requires a bold effort. For here we must imagine a lover and
boyfriend, in bed together, each animated by the chariot in his bosom. Again,
the lover’s bad horse speaks to the charioteer. It floats a different rhetorical
argument, an argumentum ad misericordiam, or what Socrates will term
brachulogias at 272a:
When they are in bed, the lover’s undisciplined horse has a
word to say [legêi] to the charioteer—that after all its sufferings
it is entitled to a little fun. Meanwhile, the boy’s bad horse has
nothing to say [ouden eipein], but swelling with desire, confused,
it hugs the lover and kisses him in delight at his great good will.
And whenever they are lying together it is completely unable,
for its own part, to deny the lover any favor he might beg to
have. Its yokemate, however, along with its charioteer, resists
such requests with modesty and reason [aidous kai logou]. (255e256a) (Woodruff and Nehamas)
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How exactly we are to imagine the boy’s bad horse—yoked and harnessed to
the chariot inside the boy’s bosom—hugging and kissing the lover is a
mystery. The image, if we are looking for the story to respect a consistent set
of frames, is not coherent. But we may understand it nevertheless. Socrates’
words evoke a whole series of images that unfold like a dream,
communicating the deeply personal significance of erotic love. As Jacques
Lacan says, the unconscious is structured like a language (234); and as
Glaucon says in the Republic, words are more malleable than wax (588d).

Soul Parts In Republic Book IV

In Book IV of the Republic, Socrates launches an investigation of the
soul that, in its early stages at least, bears the imprimatur of the dialectician.
Though the method is not formally introduced, Socrates proceeds by
collecting and dividing soul parts—deciding, in each case, whether a part
should be subsumed under, or distinguished from, other parts. Unlike the
more poetic and image-heavy account of the soul given in the Great Speech of
the Phaedrus, the sparse, abstract, prose in Book IV seems to portend just the
sort of investigation called for in the prolegomena.2
2

A few words are in order about “collection and division” in the Republic. As
Richard Robinson notes (162-63), though Socrates in the Republic considers collection
twice (531, 537) and division once (454)—in two of these passages identifying the
procedure with dialectic—it is hard to tell whether he is calling for the sort of
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Socrates, as usual, opens with a disclaimer:
But you should know, Glaucon, that, in my opinion [doxa], we
will never get a precise answer using our present methods
[methodôn] of argument [logois]—although there is another
longer and fuller road that does lead to such an answer. But
perhaps we can get an answer that’s up to the standard of our
previous statement and inquiries. (435c-d)
Setting off (as in the Phaedrus) on the shorter and less complete road, Socrates
reckons that the soul, like the body, must have different parts (436d)—but
what parts, and how many? It seems to him that there are at least two,
perhaps three.
We’ll call the part of the soul with which it calculates the
rational part [logistikon] and the part with which it lusts,
hungers, thirsts, and gets excited by other appetites the
irrational appetitive part [epithumêtikon], companion of certain
indulgences and pleasures.
Yes. Indeed, that’s a reasonable thing to think.
Then, let these two parts be distinguished [hôristhô] in the
soul. Now, is the spirited part [thumou] by which we get angry
method outlined in the Phaedrus. In the “analogy of the line,” dialectic consists in an
upward path and a downward path (511b). It is beyond the scope of the present
study to consider the relation of collection and division to the upward and
downward path. Though the issue is an important one, my primary interest is in
looking at what Socrates actually does when he investigates the soul and
speech—not at the technical modifications he makes to his methods at various
places.
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[thumoumetha] a third part or is it of the same nature as either of
the other two? (439d-e)
After a brief excursus in which it is discovered, from a story, that spiritedness
joins with reason against appetite, it is agreed that the spirited part cannot be
subsumed under epithumetikon. Is it a part of logistikon? Here Socrates
appeals to the political analogy: If the soul is indeed structured like the state,
it must, like the state, have three distinct parts.
The position of the spirited part [thumoeidous] seems to be the
opposite of what we thought before. Then we thought of it as
something appetitive [epithumêtikon], but now we say that it is
far from being that, for in the civil war in the soul it aligns itself
far more with the rational part [logistikon].
Absolutely.
Then is it also different from the rational part [logistikou],
or is it some form of it, so that there are two parts in the
soul—the rational and the appetitive [logistikon kai
epithumêtikon]—instead of three? Or rather, just as there were
three classes in the city that held it together, the money-making
[chrêmatistikon], the auxiliary [epikourêtikon], and the deliberative
[bouleutikon], is the spirited part [thumoeides] a third thing in the
soul that is by nature the helper of the rational part [logistikôi],
provided that it hasn’t been corrupted by a bad upbringing?
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It must be a third. (440e-441a)
The schematic is complete. The shorter road has led to a soul made up
of three distinct parts, each with its own capacities and motives. Socrates has
named them logistikon, thumoeides, and epithumetikon. In nearly all of the
investigations of the soul that follow in the dialogue, this tripartite form will
be involved. But if we had been hoping for an entirely rational account we
would be in for a disappointment. This is not to say that these other
investigations are undialectical. We should recall that Socrates performed the
only dialectical analysis in the Phaedrus upon the material provided by two
highly imaginative speeches. There is no reason to think that dialectic—as
practiced, not by the god-like, ideal dialektikous Socrates describes at Phaedrus
266c, but by human and non-technical ones like Socrates—cannot operate
upon poetic, image-heavy material.
Socrates goes on to describe the relations between the parts. Since he
sticks to the political analogy, it is no surprise that these relations turn out to
involve rhetoric. It is logistikon’s place to rule the soul, with thumoeides as
its obedient ally. But logistikon is no despot. The relationship between these
two parts, ideally at least, is one of harmony.
Therefore, isn’t it appropriate for the rational part to rule, since
it is really wise and exercises foresight on behalf of the whole
soul, and for the spirited part to obey it and be its ally?
It certainly is.
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And isn’t it, as we were saying, a mixture of music and
poetry, on the one hand, and physical training, on the other,
that makes the two parts harmonious [sumphôna auta poiêsei],
stretching and nurturing the rational part with fine words and
learning [logois te kalois kai mathêmasin], relaxing the other part
through soothing stories [paramuthoumenê], and making it gentle
by means of harmony and rhythm [harmoniai te kai rhuthmôi]?
(441e-442a)
A program of music, poetry, and physical exercise will ensure harmony
between logistikon and thumoeides. This curriculum, moreover, involves
the application of a particular sort of speech to each of the two parts in
question. Logistikon sees the beauty in rational forms of discourse (such as
dialectic, we may surmise). This abstract beauty is lost on thumoeides,
which is more responsive to the language of narrative. Logistikon needs
intellectual stimulation; thumoeides requires the refinement of sensibility
achieved through exposure to stories that showcase appropriate paradigms
of sentiment and behavior. Socrates does not consider what sort of logoi
might be fitting to epithumetikon. At 442a-b he simply remarks that it is a
dangerous part, and that the other two parts should rule over it resolutely.
Like the bad horse in the Phaedrus, which is nearly deaf, epithumetikon is
perhaps largely resistant to therapeutic logoi of any sort.
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Soul Parts In Republic Book IX

In Book IX Socrates launches another investigation of the soul. This
time, he begins by challenging Glaucon to “fashion an image of the soul in
words [eikona plasantes tês psuchês logôi]” (588b). This will involve a number of
steps. First, Glaucon must fashion a series of component images. Two of
these can be fashioned easily: since they will resemble familiar objects, only
an adjustment of scale is required. One, however, is more difficult: since it
will look like nothing Glaucon or Socrates has ever seen, it will have to be
fashioned out of components borrowed from certain legends. When all of the
component images have been fashioned, they must be fitted together
properly. The resulting composite will form an image of the soul.
The approach is more fanciful than the prior investigation, and here
again, Socrates’ aspirations remain humble. He does not claim that the
imaginative exercise will show the soul as it truly is. Instead, “fashioning an
image of the soul in words” will simply allow a person who says that the
unjust soul is happiest to know exactly what he is saying (hina eidêi ho ekeina
legôn hoia elegen [588b]). Glaucon wants to know what sort of image they
should start with. Socrates’ response is foreboding, for the image must
contain monsters:
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One like those creatures that legends tell us used to come into
being in ancient times, such as the Chimera, Scylla, Cerberus, or
any of the multitude of others in ancient times, in which many
different kinds of things are said to have grown together
naturally into one [legontai sumpephukuiai ideai pollai eis hen
genesthai].
Yes, the legends do tell us of such things.
Well then, fashion a single kind of multicolored beast
[thêriou poikilou] with a ring of many heads that it can grow and
change at will—some from gentle, some from savage animals.
(588c)
Glaucon thinks this to be “work for a clever artist,” but takes up the challenge
“since words are more malleable than wax and the like” (588d). As the image
takes shape, it appears not so much malevolent as ridiculous: for next,
Socrates instructs Glaucon, this complex monster-form must be glommed
onto two, simpler forms, a lion and a tiny homunculus, and the whole thing
plastered over with a sort of papier-mâché person.
Then fashion one other kind, that of a lion, and another of a
human being. But make the first much the largest and the other
second to it in size.
That’s easier—the sculpting is done.
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Now join the three of them into one, so that they
somehow grow together naturally [sumpephukenai allêlois].
They’re joined.
Then, fashion [periplason] around them the image [eikona]
of one of them, that of a human being so that anyone who sees
only the outer covering and not what’s inside will think it is a
single creature, a human being.
It’s done. (588d-e)
With his image fully assembled, Socrates is ready to run two
simulations. He sets the parameters and runs the first:
Then, if someone maintains that injustice profits this human
being and that doing just things brings no advantage, let’s tell
him that he is simply saying that it is beneficial for him, first to
feed the multiform beast [pantodapon thêrion] well and make it
strong, and also the lion and all that pertains to him; second, to
starve and weaken the human being within, so that he is
dragged along wherever either of the other two leads; and,
third, to leave the parts to bite and kill one another rather than
accustoming [sunethizein] them to each other and making them
friendly [philon poiein]. (588e-589a)
Injustice, which Socrates will soon identify with intra-psychic disorder, is the
result of a breakdown in communication between the parts. If we were
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peeking through a hole in the plaster exterior of the image, the action would
appear to be over almost before it started—the lion and the monster locked in
a death grip, thrashing around; the little homunculus in tow, holding on for
dear life. The scene is a miniature farce—life lived after this manner is, to
steal a phrase, nasty, brutish, and short.
Socrates is ready to run the second simulation (fortunately, images
made of words are easily repaired). Justice can be secured by speaking and
acting in a way that brings the soul’s parts into an affectionate community.
Socrates adjusts the parameters: To value justice, he explains, is to affirm
three principles of psychic organization.
first, that all our words [legein] and deeds should ensure that the
human being within this human being has the most control;
second that he should take care of the many-headed beast
[polukephalou thremmatos] as a farmer does his animals, feeding
and domesticating the gentle heads and preventing the savage
ones from growing; and, third, that he should make the lion’s
nature his ally, care for the community of all his parts [koinêi
pantôn kêdomenos], and bring them up in such a way that they
will be friends with each other and with himself [phila
poiêsamenos allêlois te kai hautôi]? (589a-b)
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This time things go much better, even if the results are weirder. The little
world evolving behind the plaster façade is unlike any we could have
predicted. Let’s take a closer look at it.
The homunculus, though diminutive, is the part most susceptible to
speech, and we can assume, to reason. It deals with the lion as a rhetor, by
forging an alliance. But when it turns to deal with the many-headed beast, it
assumes the posture of a farmer, treating the monster’s heads like plants.
This taxes the imagination. The agricultural metaphor does, however,
suggest at least two things: (1) the appetitive part of the soul must be dealt
with, not by speech alone, but by violence (some of the growths must be
pruned, if not eradicated); and (2) the complexity of the appetitive part is as
interminable as that of any organic form that undergoes a continual process
of growth, decay, and regeneration. The work of the little farmer is never
done. The many-headed beast is protean, and much of it remains hidden
below the surface, rhizome-like. It has no specifiable number of forms—since
it continually produces new shoots, it is infinitely complex.
The images have served their purpose, and Socrates’ main
demonstration is complete. But there are a couple of minor permutations that
must be considered. Under what conditions would the lion align itself with
the monster? What about the homunculus? Thumoeides, which does not
wallow in appetitive satisfactions, is not likely to placate any part of the soul
that does. When the compulsions of appetite become irresistible, thumoeides
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(as Socrates demonstrates in the story he tells about Leontius3) gives way
reluctantly, with a sense of shame and outrage. But an early and steady diet
of flattery has a rather insidious affect on thumoeides, inuring it to such
insults.
And aren’t flattery [kolakeia] and slavishness [aneleutheria]
condemned because they subject the spirited part [thumoeides] to
the moblike beast [ochlôdei thêriôi], accustoming it from youth on
to being insulted [propêlakizomenon] for the sake of the money
needed to satisfy the beast’s insatiable appetites, so that it
becomes [gignesthai] an ape instead of a lion? (590b)
The point of Socrates’ rhetorical question is that the most deleterious affects
of flattery are registered on thumoeides, which seems to be particularly
vulnerable to this sort of rhetoric. Flattery distorts the communication
between the spirited and appetitive parts, upsetting the balance of power in
the soul. But if we look closely at this passage, it appears that flattery does
more than affect the soul—it effects it: By triggering a mutation at the genetic
level, flattery disrupts the nascent thumoeides’ leonine ontogeny, causing it

3

The story is told by Socrates in Book IV, in effort to discover whether
thumoeides is part of epithumetikon or an independent part:
Leontius, the son of Aglaion, was going up from the Piraeus along the
outside of the North Wall when he saw some corpses lying at the
executioner’s feet. He had an appetite to look at them but at the same
time he was disgusted and turned away. For a time he struggled with
himself and covered his face, but, finally, overpowered by the
appetite, he pushed his eyes wide open and rushed towards the
corpses, saying, “Look for yourselves, you evil wretches, take your fill
of the beautiful sight!” (439e-440a)
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to develop along simian lines. And let us not forget that we are watching this
all take place through a hole in the plaster. Rhetoric, here in the form of
flattery, does not merely persuade, charm, or drug Socrates’ papier-mâché
person—it invades his soul like a virus, and recodes his psychic DNA.
While the lion is susceptible to flattery, the homunculus, under bad
conditions, is prone to using it. If the best part of the soul falters—if it can no
longer rule the beasts within the psyche—its perverse recourse is to “serve
them and learn to flatter [thôpeumata] them” (590c). This survival mechanism
perhaps comes all too easily to a part that was nurtured on “fine words”
(logois te kalois).4

Dialectic And Complexity

As we saw in the last two chapters, Socrates compares the dialectician
to a butcher, and indirectly to a physician. If we expand on these
comparisons, we could imagine that the dialectician’s implements are
comparable to the butcher’s table and the cleaver or the operating table and
the scalpel. Whatever can be collected, Socrates puts on the table. He
operates on first-hand observations, on models, and on images. Like the

4

In contrast to these images, we should recall Hikin’s rather sterile
description of intra-psychic rhetoric discussed in Chapter 2.
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detritus of the Sea-Glaucus, with all of its accretions, the soul-material
collected on the dialectical autopsy table is a mixture of things. (We should
recall once again that, in the Phaedrus, before Socrates dissects the body of
love, he first sutures it together from a deceptive ananke-ridden showpiece
and a dreamlike poetic vision.)
In his investigations of the soul, Socrates operates dialectically on a
variety of material. In part he draws from what he sees: in Republic IV,
simple observation shows that the soul must have at least two parts, maybe
three. When things are unclear he traces from a model: a few lines later a
look at the polis confirms that the soul must have three coordinate parts. To
supplement sight he draws from insight, combining material from his own
imagination with material borrowed from popular sources, including myth,
poetry, and legend: in Book IX a fanciful image caps the investigation of the
soul’s three parts. And here Socrates’ procedure is no less dialectical than
before.
To summarize: Socrates begins by joining three images into a
composite, and then dividing them up. Making use of preceding material, he
explicitly identifies one of those images with thumoeides, and divides it into
a potential noble creature (a lion) and a potential ignoble creature (an ape).
He divides the (logistikon-like) homunculus into a rhetor in one capacity and
a farmer in another. He subdivides the homunculus as a rhetor into a
potential good rhetor (who makes alliances with the lion) and a potential bad
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rhetor (who flatters the [epithumetikon-like] beasts). He divides the beasts
into an infinite array of good and bad heads. This gives him a picture of both
the hidden consequences of justice and of injustice. As with the soul-chariot
in the Phaedrus, such collection and division has helped him to think and to
speak about something that could not be described directly.
The soul is no simple agent of intellection, certainly not while in the
world, and probably not when traveling beyond it. Instead, it is sômatos
morphên polueides (“of multiple form, in the manner of the body’s shape,”
Phaedrus 271a). Indeed, at least one of the soul’s components seems to be
irremediably complex—a jumble of forms which can never be made simple in
itself.5 Even if we attempt to check complexity at the start by limiting our
investigation to three terms only, which Socrates admits is a provisional
starting point, the soul turns out to look like a sort of non-linear equation. In
the Phaedo Socrates traces the arc of the monomial soul in its flight from desire
and the world. But in the Phaedrus he makes desire the engine of this flight,
and in the Republic he graphs the polynomial soul folding back onto itself into
a sort of Mandelbrot set. There may be order in the soul, to the degree to
which it is harmonious, but it is an order out of chaos. This is a remarkable

5

Socrates’ descriptions of the soul’s lower part, as we have seen, always
highlight its chaotic structure: In the Phaedrus, for example, hubris “has many limbs
and many forms [polumeles kai polueides]” (238a), and the bad horse is “a crooked
[skolios], great [polus] jumble [sumpephorêmenos] of limbs” (Woodruff and Nehamas,
253e). In the Republic, epithumetikon is referred to as a “multicolored beast [thêriou
poikilou]” (588c), “multiform beast [pantodapon thêrion]” (588e), “many-headed beast
[polukephalou thremmatos]” (589a), and as an “impure monster [polueides thremma]”
(590a).
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Platonic paradox, which applies to the soul as well as to discourse: that an
inharmonious part can become part of a harmonious whole.

The ideal soul is the one in which all of the parts are in concord. This
perfectly concordant soul is another statue from Plato’s workshop. It is not in
a human image—though a hollow anthropomorphic container surrounds it,
all of its parts are not so simple or beautiful to the eye (the jumbled horse, the
many-headed beast). Its continuity of forms is hard-won. But if its beauty is
more difficult to see than bodily beauty, it is yet more sublime. Some souls
hang together better than others. The degree to which a soul’s forms are
harmonious determines what type of person that soul will generate. Plato
chisels out a whole series of lesser statues. When we examine them in the
next chapter we will see that they, too, each have a unique relation to speech.
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CHAPTER 7: SOUL TYPES AND SPEECH

In Chapter 5 we saw that the relatively healthy “simple” soul requires
only simple speeches (haplous de haplêi) while the disordered “many-colored”
soul (poikilous psuchêi) requires speeches that are “of many colors (poikilêi) and
embracing all harmonic modes (panarmonious)” (Phaedrus 277b-c). In Chapter
6 we got some idea of what goes on inside the poikilous psuchêi—Socrates
showed us this in his quasi-dialectical investigations of the relation between
soul-parts within both healthy and unhealthy souls. So far we have only seen
the extremes. Yet psychic disorder, as we shall see, like somatic disorder,
admits of degrees.
I argued in Chapter 5 that the prolegomena should be understood to
call for an investigation of the relation of speech to soul-types in addition to
soul-parts, and indeed, in both the Phaedrus and the Republic Socrates
discusses a range of soul-types in relation to corresponding types of speech.
In the present chapter I will explore these typologies—in the Phaedrus and in
the Republic—in an effort to further unpack the prolegomena. As we shall
see, the “political” typology in Republic Book VIII is the most useful of these.1
1

To examine the city in effort to understand the soul is not to use a
convenient analogy—as we shall see, it is to study that which, in great part, produces
the soul. For Socrates, when one has understood the laws, customs, arts, education,
poetry, and government of a city, one has gone a long way towards explaining the
structure of the souls that populate it.
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Indeed, in the Republic Socrates seems to follow the method of the
prolegomena in the Phaedrus2—for nowhere else does Socrates spend so much
time discussing how logoi affect, and as I will argue, produce souls. Though
Socrates does not frame his discussion of the soul in terms of an ideal
rhetorical art in the Republic, components of that art—soul parts, soul types,
and the relation of logoi to these—are treated in detail.

Soul-Typologies and the Prolegomena

Much scholarly attention has been given to Plato’s soul-typologies, yet
very little has been said in way of their relation to the prolegomena.3 This is
surprising, since it would seem that an examination of these typologies
would help to explain how forms of speech might be articulated to types of
2

Though both are widely considered “middle dialogues,” which came first is
a matter of dispute; see the summary of this debate in Reeve (299-300).
3
It is not within the scope of the present study to offer an exhaustive account
of character- or soul-typologies within the Platonic corpus. Full treatments of the
subject may be found in T. M. Robinson’s Plato’s Psychology and John McDonald’s
Character-Portraiture in Epicharmus, Sophron, and Plato. A twofold typology—
contrasting a bright but volatile type with a dull but steady type—is given in
Republic 503b-d and Theaetetus 144a-b. A similar bifurcation occurs at Statesman 30611, which contrasts a temperate and a courageous type (cf. Laws 773; Republic 410-12).
A tripartite soul-typology is presented at Republic 435-36 and again at 580-83, which
seems to correspond to the three-fold structure of any particular soul described,
mutatis mutandis, at Republic 435-41, 588-90, Timaeus 69-72, and in the Great Speech of
the Phaedrus. McDonald sees a fourfold typology in Phaedo 68-82 (367). The present
study is concerned primarily with one typology in the Phaedrus, since it occurs
within the same dialogue as the prolegomena to a rhetorical art, and with the
elaborate typology in Republic Book VIII.
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soul. As regards the Phaedrus, Communication scholars have given little
attention to the relationship between the soul typologies—vocational (248c248e) and Olympian (252c-253c)—and the outline of a rhetorical psychology
(270b-272b).4
Outside the discipline of Communication Studies, a survey of Plato
scholarship on the Phaedrus reveals that a great deal of attention has been
expended on the opening speech of “Lysias,” Socrates’ first speech, Socrates’
Great Speech, Socrates’ critique of the rhetoricians, and the final critique of
writing. The discussion of a rhetorical psychology that intervenes between
the last two items has received much less attention, and very little has been
made of its relationship to the soul typologies given earlier in the dialogue;
this becomes apparent when one surveys the literature on the Phaedrus, much
of it produced in the recent renaissance of interest in the dialogue.
Charles Griswold, for example, claims that the introduction of the nine
categories of vocational types and the twelve Olympian types in the Great
Speech “points to the problem of rhetoric . . . , for a soul in one category will
not see things in the same light as a soul in a different category” (103). In his
discussion of 270b-272b, however, Griswold does not consider how an
understanding of these types might be useful to a Platonic art of rhetoric.
Instead, Griswold sees only an impasse:
4

This is true of Hunt, Spitzer, Brownstein, Fisher, Weaver, Black, Quimby,
Kaufer, Hikins, Brockriede, Kauffman, Black, and Thomas Connelly. George
Kennedy, an historian of rhetoric, dismisses the outline of a rhetorical psychology as
little more than an anticipatory footnote to Aristotle’s analysis of character-types and
the psychology of the much later British neoclassical rhetoricians (57).
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The many difficulties that surround the hierarchy of nine
vocations illustrate, I think, how difficult it is to find a basis for
sorting human beings into already established categories on the
basis of the degree to which they are possessed by divine erotic
madness. That criterion supplies us with a diaresis, presumably
at the “natural joints” of humanity into philosophers and
everyone else. But how that division is linked up to
conventional divisions between occupations as well as divisions
into twelve character types is not clear at all. (103)
Seth Benardete, recalling the passage in the Symposium where Socrates
claims that the only art he understands is “the art (technê) of love” (177d-e),
claims that the two classificatory systems in the Phaedrus—vocational and
Olympian—insofar as they are concerned with ranking types according to an
erotic hierarchy, make a technê of rhetoric possible because no art may be
“independent of the erotic science of Socrates” (184). Although Benardete is
interested in the psychological aspects of the Phaedrus (which he sees as
coextensive with those of the Gorgias), he shows no interest in speculating on
a full-blown classification of soul-types.
G. R. F. Ferrari (117-19; 267-68) discusses the nine vocational types and
considers their relation to the twelve Olympian types, but in his discussion
(76-80) of the prolegomena to an art of rhetoric in the Phaedrus he does not
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address how knowledge of these types can be brought to bear on the problem
of a rhetorical psychology.
Without distinguishing between the nine vocational types and the
twelve Olympian types, Graeme Nicholson connects the soul-classification
schemes of the Great Speech directly to the prolegomena to a rhetorical
psychology in 270b-272b: “This knowledge concerning the soul is no mere
empirical classification, but an application of the complete philosophical
psychology of Plato, the divisions of the soul into the types that have been
presented already in the Great Speech” (65). Nicholson’s statement is
provocative, but he neglects to tell us how or why these particular typologies
are suitable for an art of rhetoric as outlined in the prolegomena.
In his detailed commentary on the Phaedrus, Christopher Rowe (189)
briefly notes the relationship between the relevant passages and speculates
that there might be an overlap between the Olympian types and the three
broad types described in Republic IX.
David White, in his discussion of the psychology at the center of a
rhetorical art (241-43), is silent on the relationship between a rhetorical technê
and the classificatory schemes of the Great Speech. The same holds for R.
Hackforth (149-151), Ronna Burger (84-89), W. C. K. Guthrie (Plato 431-33), G.
J. De Vries (234-35), and Werner Jaeger (Conflict 192-93). Alexander Nehamas,
Martha Nussbaum, James Nichols, and Josef Pieper are among the
commentators on the Phaedrus who show virtually no interest in a
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classification of types of souls that might populate a Platonic rhetorical
psychology.
It is unfortunate that scholars have not thoroughly examined Plato’s
soul-typologies in connection with the prolegomena, for such an examination
might shed light on the various aspects of Plato’s ideal rhetorical art that have
eluded scholars. As we shall see, the typologies, especially the one in Republic
VIII, help to explain how speech is connected to both soul-parts and soultypes. It is to these typologies that we now turn.

Soul Types in the Great Speech and in Republic Book VIII

There are two classificatory schemes of soul-types in the Great Speech.
At 252c-253c Socrates discusses twelve types of lovers, each of which
corresponds to one of the twelve Olympian gods. At 248d-e Socrates gives a
different account—in terms of different vocations—where each soul-type is
determined by the success of its efforts to see the Forms prior to incarnation.
This hierarchy of types corresponds roughly to the tripartite model of soulforms in the Great Speech.
The highest type is associated with reason:
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1) “a man who will become a lover of wisdom [philosophou] or of
beauty [philokalou], or who will be cultivated in the arts [mousikou
tinos] and prone to erotic love [erôtikou].”
The next-to-highest type is associated with honor and spirit:
2) “a lawful king [basileôs ennomou] or warlike commander [polemikou
kai archikou].”
Of the remaining types listed here in the Phaedrus, 3, 4, 7, 8, and 9 are, in the
Republic, associated with pleasure:
3) “a statesman [politikou], a manager of a household [tinos
oikonomikou], or a financier [chrêmatistikou]”;
4) “a trainer who loves exercise [philoponou ê gumnastikou] or a doctor
who cures the body [sômatos]”;
5) “a prophet [mantikon] or priest of the mysteries [telestikon hexousan]”;
6) “a poet [poiêtikos] or some other representational [mimêsin] artist”;
7) “a manual laborer [dêmiourgikos] or farmer [geôrgikos]”;
8) “a sophist [sophistikos] or demagogue [dêmokopikos]”; and
9) “a tyrant [turannikos].”
Though the vocational typology is introduced just a few pages prior to the
prolegomena, it is hard to determine how these types are amenable to
Socrates’ plan. As we shall see, the typology in Republic Book VIII, which
deals with the relationship between soul-types and different forms of intrapsychic as well as inter-psychic speech, is more useful.
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In the previous chapter we considered how, in Book IV of the Republic,
Socrates divided the soul into logistikon, the reasoning part; thumoeides, the
spirited part; and epithumetikon, the desiring part (439d-442d). In Book VIII
of the Republic, Socrates goes on to explain how different character- or soultypes are determined by the relationship between these parts. This typology
proves to be more helpful in unpacking the prolegomena than those given in
the Great Speech for the following reasons:
1) The soul-types in Republic VIII are more easily explained by a
multi-form soul- and speech-model—deemed fundamental to an
art of rhetoric at Phaedrus 270c-271a—than are the soul-types in the
Great Speech.
2) The political typology in Republic VIII is Plato’s most thorough
investigation, in terms of a classificatory system of soul-types, of
the problem raised at Phaedrus 271a-d of how speech affects souls.
3) Plato’s dramatic character Phaedrus, as we shall see in the next
chapter, fits more easily into one of the types described at Republic
VIII than into any of those described in the Great Speech.
At the end of Republic IV and the beginning of V, Socrates begins to set
forth the concept that there are types of souls and corresponding types of
states—one the ideal or best state, the others declining from that:
It seems likely that there are as many types of soul as there
specific types of political constitutions.
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How many is that?
Five forms of constitution and five of soul.
What are they?
One is the [ideal] constitution we’ve been describing.
And it has two names. If one outstanding man emerges among
the rulers, it’s called a kingship; if more than one, it’s called an
aristocracy. . . . This is the kind of city and constitution, then,
that I call correct, and so too is this kind of man. And if indeed
this is the correct kind, all the others—whether as city
governments or as organizations of the individual soul—are
bad and mistaken. Their badness is of four kinds. (445c-449a)
Socrates then says, “I was going to enumerate them and explain how I
thought they developed out of one another,” but he is interrupted and the
topic is not resumed until Book VIII.
In Book VIII, Socrates explains this development of one state into
another, presenting a bold and sweeping theory of history as a decline.
Unlike Thucydides, Plato’s Socrates bases his theory on a series of quasiscientific principles, not on any sort of empirical observation. According to
Socrates, states, like any forms found in nature, must undergo a lifecycle that
entails dissolution; even the ideal state will eventually be subject to decay
(546a). A series of states follows, each inferior to what preceded it, and these
are the steps by which it declines:
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First, there’s the constitution praised by most people, namely,
the Cretan or Laconian. [“I.e., the Spartan constitution,” as the
Grube/Reeve footnote on the passage says; this will be
described as the “victory-loving and honor-loving” regime
(545a) and called “timocracy or timarchy” (545b).] The second,
which is also second in the praise it receives, is called oligarchy
and is filled with a host of evils. The next in order, and
antagonistic to it, is democracy. And finally there is genuine
tyranny, surpassing all of them, the fourth and last of the
diseased cities. (544c)
Socrates does recognize that there are types of states “somewhere
intermediate between these four” (544d).
Socrates then points out that each type of state between the extremes,
that is, between the Aristocracy and Tyranny, contains elements both of the
type of state organization that preceded it and of the one that will inevitably
follow it (547c-d). Each state is a “compromise” (547b) between what
preceded it and what will follow it; an unstable compromise, and hence
further deterioration is inevitable. Each of these states can be said to involve
a contradiction, and thus to contain, as it were, the seeds of its own
destruction (the importance of this theory to Hegel and Marx should be
apparent). What drives this decline? According to Socrates, class conflict. As
we have seen in Chapter 6, in the course of discerning the structure of the
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soul, Socrates had established that the city has three classes motivated by
these three concerns respectively: (1) reason, (2) honor, and (3) pleasure or
acquisition. In the best state—the Kallipolis—the classes are in harmony, as
work is apportioned appropriately, and wealth is distributed fairly. In all
other states, class conflict is unavoidable.
On the face of it, Socrates’ theory is absurd. A great deal of scholarly
attention has been devoted to why his theory predicts the particular sequence
of decline it does when any classical Athenian knew that tyranny had laid the
groundwork for Athenian democracy (not the other way around) by
destroying the traditional hegemony of the landed gentry—the (historical)
aristocrats—whose rule was certainly no “golden age.” Julia Annas calls the
theory “both confusing and confused,” concluding that “Plato never makes it
clear where he is theorizing and where he is describing contemporary facts,
and this leads to confusion” (294-95). Nicholas P. White deals with the
problem by concluding that “what Plato is ultimately aiming at here is an
understanding of the individual soul” (208); Reeve seems to agree (47-50).
Nickolas Pappas sees the sequence of decline as historically indefensible, but
heuristically valuable:
Plato’s “history” makes better sense as a lively vehicle for
presenting a hierarchically ordered series of governments. The
fiction that each type slides down further from its predecessor
permits Plato to look for the single characteristic that sets
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democracy apart from oligarchy, and oligarchy from timocracy.
His argument would work equally well if cities changed
haphazardly; to prove that justice benefits a city Plato needs
only to show that each type is better than the one below it, even
if it does not transform itself into that type. (163)
It is possible to agree with Pappas about the heuristic value of the
theory without concluding that the hierarchy is entirely ingenuous—that
Plato (or the Socrates of the Republic) truly believed that that the Spartan
oligarchy was superior to the Athenian democracy, for example. Indeed,
none of Socrates’ descriptions of the different forms of state organization is
particularly flattering. Interestingly, the only indication that philosophy is
tolerated in any of these states appears in Socrates’ description of the
Democratic state (561d).
Socrates’ theory is better understood, I suggest, as a provocative
counter-narrative to the Athenian story of progress and the spirit of the 5th_
and 4th_century Greek Enlightenment in general, with its combination of
scientific rationalism and economic imperialism. The action of the dialogue
Republic takes place during the Peloponnesian War, a few years before the
implosion of Athenian democracy that would result in the destruction of the
Athenian state. It is in this context that we may make sense of Socrates’
contention that “I don’t suppose that tyranny evolves from any constitution
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other than democracy—the most severe and cruel slavery from the utmost
freedom” (564a).
Socrates wants to make clear that there is a reciprocal relationship
between states and souls; for soul-types generate state-types:
And do you realize that of necessity there are as many forms of
human character as there are of constitutions? Or do you think
that constitutions are born “from oak or rock” and not from the
characters of the people who live in the cities governed by them,
which tip the scales, so to speak, and drag the rest along with
them? . . . Then if there are five forms of city, there must also be
five forms of the individual soul5 (544d-e).
But state-types also generate soul-types: after discussing the decline from the
Aristocratic to the Timocratic state, Socrates’ question is, “Then who is the
man that corresponds to this constitution? How does he come to be, and
what sort of man is he?” (548d). The decline from one form of state
organization into another initiates a “transformation” (metabolê) in the souls
that populate it (559d). A new form of state organization brings into being
(gignomai) a new form of psuchê (553a).

5

Presumably, there are “intermediate” soul-types as well. Socrates, again
hedging his bets (and Plato’s?), explicitly notes that the list of five types and the
descriptions which follow are not exhaustive: “We’re only sketching the shape of
the constitution in theory, not giving an exact account of it. . . . It would be an
intolerably long task to describe every constitution and every character without
omitting any detail” (548c-d). Earlier he had tried out a three-form scheme (435d36a).
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Socrates goes on to show how each pathological soul-type is formed in
detail; he considers the effects of the family, education, laws, customs, and
popular entertainment associated with each form of state organization—in
sum, a rehash of his analysis of what can go wrong in the training of young
Guardians earlier in the dialogue. As we shall see, speech plays a role in his
characterization of each type.
The five types of soul are as follows:
In the first type logistikon is dominant:
1) the Aristocrat (meaning the Philosopher), ruled by reason (543a-c);
In the second type thumoeides is dominant:
2) the Timocrat, ruled by spirit (547b-550c);
In the Final three types epithumetikon is dominant (to different degrees):
3) the Oligarch, ruled by necessary and lawful desires (550c-555b);
4) the Democrat, ruled by unnecessary but lawful desires (555b-562a);
and
5) the Tyrant, ruled by unnecessary and unlawful desires (562a-580c).
Let us examine each pathological type in the order Socrates gives them.

Timocrat
The Timocratic state is dominated by thumoeides—it is thus oriented
around war rather than justice: “. . . because of the predominance of the
spirited element [thumoeidous], one thing alone is most manifest in it, namely,
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the love of victory [philonikiai] and the love of honor [philotimiai]” (548c). The
dominance of thumoeides is the result of a lack of training in discourse
practices:
. . . since they’ve neglected the true Muse—that of discussion
[logon] and philosophy—and have valued physical training
[gumnastikên] more than music and poetry [mousikês], they
haven’t been educated by persuasion [peithous] but by force
[bias]. (548b-c)
The Timocrat’s valorization of physical prowess over discussion and
philosophy is an effect of the pedagogical system of the Timocratic state, and
of the violence that system entailed. Nevertheless, though lacking adequate
discursive training, the Timocrat is not entirely incapable of appreciating
culture or reasoned discourse: though he is “obstinate” and not well trained
in music and poetry, yet “he’s a lover of it, and he’d love to listen [philêkoon]
to speeches and arguments, though he’s by no means a rhetorician
[rhêtorikon]” (548e). Timocratic rhetoric is bellicose, and thus in the
Timocratic public sphere leaders are chosen on the basis of military prowess
rather than by virtue of reasoned argument: the Timocrat
doesn’t base his claim to rule on his ability as a speaker [legein]
or anything like that, but, as he’s a lover of physical training
[philogumnastês] and a lover of hunting [philothêros], on his
abilities and exploits in warfare and warlike activities. (549a)
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As we have seen, in the Great Speech in the Phaedrus Socrates likens
the middle part of the soul to a white horse, “a lover of honor [timês erastês],”
that must be relaxed “through soothing stories [paramuthoumenê],” and made
gentle “by means of harmony and rhythm [harmoniai te kai rhuthmôi]”
(Phaedrus 441e-442a). Likewise, in his discussion of the Kallipolis, Socrates
explains how the Guardians, who are dominated by thumoeides, should be
educated with music, poetry, and stories of the right sort (Republic 376d-377c).
We may surmise that the Timocratic soul-type, motivated by honor, is
particularly susceptible to heroic encomia and patriotic funeral oratory, and
that an artful soul doctor would bring these genres to bear on the treatment of
this psychic type.

Oligarch
The Oligarchic state, Socrates continues, comes into being because of
the failure of Timocracy to generate wealth (562b). Oligarchy tends towards
exclusion, acquisition, and accumulation. The Oligarchic soul-type is
dominated by epithumetikon—thus this type pursues wealth, since wealth is
the means to satisfying a host of epithumetikon’s desires. The Oligarch,
Socrates avers,
would establish his appetitive and money making part on the
throne, setting it up as a great king within himself. . . . He
makes the rational and spirited parts sit on the ground beneath
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appetite, one on either side, reducing them to slaves. He won’t
allow the first to reason about or examine anything except how
a little money can be made into a great wealth. And he won’t
allow the second to value or admire anything but wealth and
wealthy people or to have any ambition other than the
acquisition of wealth or whatever might contribute to getting it.
(553c-d)
Yet, though epithumetikon dominates the Oligarchic psyche, it is not
given free reign entirely. The Oligarch “satisfies only his necessary appetites
[anankaious epithumias monon], makes no other expeditures, and enslaves his
other desires as vain [epithumias hôs mataious]” (554a). This enslavement of
desires is hard fought; it involves intra-psychic violence:
Won’t we say that, because of his lack of education, the dronish
appetites—some beggarly and others evil—exist in him, but that
they’re forcibly held in check by his carefulness? . . .
And doesn’t this make it clear that, in those other
contractual obligations, where he has a good reputation and is
thought to be just, he’s forcibly holding his other evil appetites
in check by means of some decent part of himself? He holds
them in check, not by persuading them that it’s better not to act
on them or taming them with arguments, but by compulsion
and fear, trembling for his other possessions. (554b-d)
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This characterization reminds us of the chariot-soul image of the Great
Speech. We should recall Socrates’ description of the taming of the bad horse:
since it is almost deaf, and thus almost impervious to argument, it must be
trained through violence to be fearful at the sight of the boyfriend (Phaedrus
254e). But Socrates concludes his description of the Oligarch by saying that
someone like that wouldn’t be entirely free from internal civil
war and wouldn’t be one but in some way two, though
generally his better desires are in control of his worse. . . . For
this reason, he’d be more respectable than many, but the true
virtue of a single-minded and harmonious soul [homonoêtikês de
kai hêrmosmenês tês psuchês] far escapes him. (554e)
Here in Republic VIII Socrates seems to be saying that if the Oligarchic soultype had a proper internal constitution, the Oligarch would not have to rely
on compulsion, but instead could deal with epithumetikon in a more gentle
way, perhaps through words as an intra-psychic “friend,”6 or through
harmony as one of the “limiting notes in a musical scale” (Republic 589b;
443d-e). In any event, it would seem that the type of rhetoric needed to treat
the disorder of the Oligarchic soul must involve logoi aimed at giving this
type a better way to deal with epithumetikon, and thus to emancipate
logistikon and thumoeides to reason about, and admire, the pursuit of justice
rather than the accumulation of wealth.
6

Diogenes Laertius reports (6.6) that Antisthenes, when asked what he had
learned from philosophy, replied, “The ability to hold converse with myself.”
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Democrat
The Democratic state, Socrates suggests, comes into being because of
the failure of Oligarchy to extend the political franchise, to distribute wealth
fairly, and to hide the fact that its laws, particularly its purchasing and credit
laws, are designed to protect the interests of the property-owning class (550d;
555c-556e). Democracy is dominated by a less restricted epithumetikon—it
permits the fulfillment of all desires that are within the bounds of law. It is a
tolerant and diverse state: Socrates compares it to “a many-colored [poikilon]
cloak decorated in all hues” (557c, Bloom’s trans.). It tolerates a variety of
ideologies: Socrates calls it a “supermarket of constitutions” (557d). Indeed,
it is “without rulers and many-colored [poikilê]” (558c, Bloom’s trans.). Here
we should notice the use of poikilos, which, as we saw in Chapter 5, is the term
Socrates uses to describe the disordered soul as well as the sort of discourse
needed to treat it (Phaedrus 277b-c).
The Democratic soul, like the Democratic state, is poikilos. As Socrates
says,
This man is all-various and full of the greatest number of
dispositions, the fair and many-colored [poikilon] man. Many
men and women would admire his life because it contains the
most patterns of regimes [politeiôn] and characters [tropôn].
(561e, Bloom’s trans.)
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Nevertheless, while this condition of political freedom without and psychic
freedom within may seem to be a happy state of affairs, it has unfortunate
consequences. Since Democracy does not discriminate between values, it
cannot guarantee social cohesion (562b-563e). Socrates, I suggest, is trying to
get at a critique not unlike the one Stanley Fish has recently made of
multiculturalism in The Trouble with Principle: that there is a contradiction—a
potentially dangerous one—involved in tolerating the values of all cultures
equally, when it is quite clear that the values of some cultures do not permit
the toleration of the values of certain others. When pushed, Fish argues,
“weak multiculturalism” (also called “boutique multiculturalism”) will reveal
itself to hold a covert value hierarchy; “strong multiculturalism,” however,
ends up in incoherence, and possible self-destruction. In Socrates’ account,
Democracy’s relativizing of dispositions and constitutions “dissolves” the
Democratic state, leading to civic and psychic anarchy (562b).
Socrates’ discussion of the formation of the Democratic soul deserves
careful attention. The formation of this type is instigated by a disruption in
the symbolic order (an anarchy of meaning). We should recall one of the
components of the rhetorical art that we considered in Chapter 4: Socrates
explains to Phaedrus that the rhetorician must “make a systematic division
and grasp the particular character of each of these two kinds of thing, both
the kind where most people wander in different directions and the kind
where they do not” (263a-b). The class of things that people differ on is the
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one where rhetoric is the most powerful in leading “away from what is the
case on each occasion to its opposite” (261e-262c). As we shall see, it is just
this sort of semiotic reversal that transforms the Democratic soul. Here it will
be helpful to look first at a passage from Thucydides, a contemporary of
Socrates.
In his discussion of civil strife during the Peloponnesian War,
Thucydides, owing no doubt to the newfound sophistic insight into
discourse, shows how language itself is radicalized. For Thucydides, the role
of logos in the pan-Hellenic conflict was not limited to the contests of
speeches, but extended to the very structure of meaning itself, where there
occurred a disruption of the customary sense of things:
Words had to change their ordinary meaning and to take that
which was now given them. Reckless audacity came to be
considered the courage of a loyal supporter; prudent hesitation,
specious cowardice; moderation was held to be a cloak for
unmanliness; ability to see all sides of a question, incapacity to
act on any. Frantic violence became the attribute of manliness;
cautious plotting a justifiable means of self-defense. The
advocate of extreme measures was always trustworthy; his
opponent a man to be suspected. To succeed in a plot was to
have a shrewd head, to divine a plot a still shrewder; but to try
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to provide against having to do either was to break up your
party and to be afraid of your adversaries. (3.82)
Martha Nussbaum, commenting on this passage, describes it as the “slippage
and corruption of an entire moral language” (404).
In a similar fashion, Socrates describes the revolution within the soul
by which a young Oligarch becomes “transformed” into a Democrat as
involving a trans-valuation of words and meanings, a struggle over the
symbolic. Socrates describes a battle of speeches in which the combatants,
themselves speeches, fight against other speeches not simply to persuade the
soul of the young Oligarch to turn Democrat, but actually to establish a new
symbolic order within it. One of Plato’s most powerful allegories, this
description deserves to be quoted in extenso: the Democratic faction, Socrates
has said, is made up of a multitude of desires; these are temporarily banished
by the Oligarchic faction in the young man’s soul, but they mount a new
assault:
“And finally, I suppose, they took the acropolis of the young
man’s soul, perceiving that it was empty of fair studies and
practices and true speeches, and it’s these that are the best
watchmen and guardians in the thought of men whom the gods
love.”
“They are by far the best,” he said.
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“Then in their absence, false and boasting speeches and
opinions ran up and seized that place in such a young man.”
“Indeed they did,” he said.
“Doesn’t he go back again to those Lotus-eaters and
openly settle among them? And if some help should come to
the stingy [Oligarchic] element in his soul from relatives, those
boasting speeches close the gates of the kingly wall within him;
they neither admit the auxiliary force itself nor do they receive
an embassy of speeches of older private men, but doing battle
they hold sway themselves; and naming shame simplicity, they
push it out with dishonor, a fugitive; calling moderation
cowardliness and spattering it with mud, they banish it;
persuading that measure and orderly expenditure are rustic and
illiberal, they join with many useless desires in driving them
over the frontier.”
“Indeed they do.”
“Now, once they have emptied and purged these
[Oligarchic restraints] from the soul of the man whom they are
seizing and initiating in great rites, they proceed to return
insolence, anarchy, wastefulness, and shamelessness from exile,
in a blaze of light, crowned and accompanied by a numerous
chorus, extolling and flattering them by calling insolence good
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education; anarchy, freedom; wastefulness, magnificence; and
shamelessness, courage.”7 (560c-561a, trans. Bloom)
This intra-psychic coup d’état results in the formation of a new state of psychic
organization; and here, the political analogy introduced earlier in the Republic
is clearly shown to be more than just an analogy. The battle of speeches that
forms the soul is the introjection or interpellation of the state’s class conflicts.
Civil war is prosecuted to its bitter end in the formation of a new psuchê.
Perhaps therapeutic rhetoric directed to the Democratic soul-type
would involve some sort of logos that would reveal the mechanism behind
this semiotic reversal, and thus allow the subject to get some sense of his or
her own “formedness.” Moreover, the therapeutic logoi needed to treat this
type—since the Democrat alternates between all of the forms of psychic
organization—would have to make use of the therapeutic logoi effective on
each of the other soul-types as well; which is to say it would have to be
poikilos.

7

It would be a mistake to think that Plato here critiques the “Democratic” use
of language out of a conservative nostalgia for the “good old days” when people
used language correctly. He depicts Socrates as constantly interrogating the
assumptions that underlie his interlocutors’ use of language; the Republic itself, we
recall, begins with an interrogation and rejection of the usual definitions of “justice.”
And Martha Nussbaum notes that Plato even anticipates modern concerns about
gendered language: Plato, she says, is “the first thinker I know who pointed out that
feminism ought to lead to changes in unmarked linguistic gender. At Republic 540c,
Socrates expresses concern that Glaucon's failure to use both masculine and feminine
participles, when referring to the rulers, may give rise to the false impression that
they are talking only about males” (4, footnote).
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Tyrant
The Tyrannical state, according to Socrates, comes into being because
of the failure of Democracy to articulate a coherent set of values and thus to
maintain the legitimacy of civil law (563d-e). Tyranny is dominated by an
unbrideled epithumetikon—it begins when Democracy degenerates into
anarchy, and when the dust settles it takes the form of despotism. Ironically,
what had started out as a struggle for absolute freedom and equality has
ended up bringing about the most extreme form of bondage (564a). The rule
of law is completely obliterated, replaced by a fractious gangsterism that
eventually coalesces around the rule of a single boss (564b-569c; 575a-d). In
Republic IX we learn that, in its introjected form, this boss is a “powerful erotic
love” in the form of a “great winged drone” that penetrates the soul and
stokes the nest of desires that is epithumetikon (572e-573b), causing a “great
swarm” to emerge (574d). The swarm, like the rhizome-like plant in the
agricultural metaphor we examined in Chapter 6 (Republic 589a-b), is an
image of complexity and chaos, and it too is non-terminable—it continues to
grow unabated (573d).
The Tyrant is rhetorically savvy: He is able to secure verbal contracts
both in public and in private (566d), and to convince the mob that he is the
sole guarantor of its interests (565e-566a). He is a consummate boaster and
flatterer, and a clever propagandist who knows how to deploy popular forms
of entertainment to his political ends (568a-c). We should recall that in the
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Great Speech of the Phaedrus Socrates describes the soul’s lower part, the bad
horse, as being incapable of taking verbal commands—“deaf (kôphos), barely
yielding to the whip and goads” (253e)—though still quite articulate (254a-b;
254c-d; 255e-256a). A similar juxtaposition of eloquence and impaired
hearing is evident in Socrates’ description of the Tyrant.
Though an effective rhetor before the crowd, the Tyrant is incapable of
facilitating communication between the parts of his soul, since the din of the
swarm drowns out the other psychic voices. Indeed, within the Tyrannical
soul, epithumetikon hosts a burgeoning, “violent crowd of desires,” that
perpetually “shout” and “sting” him (573e). Under such duress, with such
shouting and stinging going on, the Tyrant is in no position to take private
counsel, either from within or from without. His master-slave relation to
others prohibits friendly intercourse (575e-576a). And thus we must accept
the possibility that the soul doctor may be incapable of treating such a soul.
If we look for a medical analog to the charioteer’s violent use of the
reigns and bit on the black horse (Phaedrus 254e), or to the little farmer’s
pruning of the plant-like beast (Republic 589a-b), we might consider surgery
or amputation as a candidate. But Socrates does not square all of his different
images, and his discussion of the medical art is too limited in detail for us to
push the analogy that far. If we consider the drunken and embittered
Alcibiades of the Symposium to be a portrayal of a nascent Tyrannical soul-
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type, then perhaps in that dialogue we are shown the limits of Socratic
rhetorical medicine.
Yet there is perhaps one type of speech that might be useful. We
should recall one other way by which the charioteer and the good horse deal
with the bad horse: they “pretend to be unmindful [amnêmonein
prospoioumenô]” of the agreement they had made with him (254d-e), which is
to say that they deceive him. Early in the Republic Socrates considers when a
“falsehood in words” might be appropriate:
When and to whom is it useful and so not deserving of hatred?
Isn’t it useful against one’s enemies? And when any of our socalled friends are attempting, through madness or ignorance, to
do something bad, isn’t it a useful drug for preventing them?
(382c)
Here, not only does Socrates allow that deceptive rhetoric is useful, he
compares it directly to a drug.

We have investigated three soul typologies helpful to unpacking
Socrates’ prolegomena to a true art of rhetoric. Two of these—the vocational
and particularly the Olympian typology of the Phaedrus—seem to consider
different soul-types in terms of differing relations to eros. The third typology,
to which I have given greater weight, explains different soul-types in terms of
formative political systems. The political typology of the Republic is
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especially helpful since it shows exactly how psychic disorder admits of
degrees.
Furthermore, since the four pathological types it presents are
explicable in terms of which part of the soul rules, and whether that rule is
absolute, the political typology of Republic VIII confirms the suspicion that the
art of rhetoric outlined in the Phaedrus can deal equally well with the relation
of speech to soul-parts and that of speech to soul-types. The following
chapter will attempt to reconcile the erotic account of soul-formation in the
Phaedrus with its political counterpart in the Republic.
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CHAPTER 8: A POLITICO-EROTIC PSYCHOLOGY

In the Introduction to his commentary on the Phaedrus, C. J. Rowe
writes,
The chief task of any interpreter of the Phaedrus is to identify the
thread, or threads, which hold its various parts together; and in
particular, to understand the relationship between the first half,
which culminates in a long and powerful speech by Socrates on
the ideal nature of love, and the second, the larger part of which
is occupied by a rather more prosaic discussion of rhetorical
theory and practice. (7)
Rowe’s challenge is a daunting one; but we have already begun to address it
in the preceding chapters. We have suggested that Plato’s project involves a
typology of souls, and we have seen in the last chapter how he links types of
souls to types of states, and how in Republic VIII he links both to different
types of speech.
In this chapter I will identify and bring together the diverse threads
that make Plato’s project in the Phaedrus intelligible within his own milieu. I
will sketch, first, how the Greeks had already begun the construction of
typologies of states, and had begun to link them to types of character (even if
they did not use the word “soul”). Then I will adumbrate how and why
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Athenians saw erotic relationships, especially those of the pederastic type, as
inextricably intertwined with politics. Because of this, I will argue, it was
obvious for Plato to link politics and eros; and I will show how Xenophon,
another disciple of Socrates, began to make explicit the linking of types of
states and types of eros. I will then show how Plato, in the Symposium,
suggests the link between types of states, types of eros, and types of speech.
It is this link, I will suggest, that provides the connective tissue between the
two halves of the Phaedrus; and I will conclude by showing how the figure of
Lysias is one of the tendons that binds the dialogue together.
As we have seen, Plato investigates the soul in terms of politics in the
Republic and in terms of eros in the Phaedrus, and as we shall see, in the
Symposium. But eros plays a part in the investigation of soul in the Republic
too: in Book III Socrates explains what sort of pederastic relationship is
proper to the character-formation of young guardians (402d-403c). And in
Book IX, as we saw in the last chapter, a “powerful erotic love” characterizes
the disease of the Tyrant (572e-573b). What is perhaps less obvious to the
modern reader is that political concerns are intrinsic to the Phaedrus and
Symposium as well.
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Types of States and Types of Eros

In the 5th century, Greeks had already begun to create a typology of
states, and to connect them with the character of their citizens. A generation
before Plato, Herodotus had included in his History a famous passage known
as “the debate on constitutions” (3.80-89): after seizing power in Persia, a
group of nobles debate which is the best form for their new government to
take. Gargarin and Woodruff (whose translation I quote) observe,
Although the conversation is supposed to have taken place in
Persia in the late sixth century, the ideas are Greek and from the
mid-fifth century and the discussions of democracy refer to
several elements (selection by lot, the examination of
magistrates) that were characteristically Athenian. . . . (82)
The speech of the first Persian advocates democracy and decries oneman rule; it is particularly notable for describing in psychological terms how
the polity of one man rule destroys the character of the ruler:
Once he arrives at that position of power, even the best of men
will find himself falling away from the former pattern of his
thoughts: he will acquire arrogance from the many goods he
enjoys, and envy of course is fundamental to human nature.
These two—arrogance and envy—will lead to every sort of
wickedness; for a man who is full of arrogance will commit
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many atrocities, and envy will lead him to commit many others.
Of course a tyrant ought not to be envious, since he has every
good thing; but he naturally treats his fellow citizens as if the
opposite were true: he will envy the best of them their life itself,
simply for their survival; and he will take delight in the most
wicked of his citizens. Besides, he will be very good indeed at
listening to slander. He will be totally inconsistent: if you are
moderate in your admiration for him, he will be angry that you
do not flatter him; but if you always flatter, he will be angry
because you are a toady. The worst remains to be told,
however: he disrupts our ancestral laws and customs, he takes
women by force, and he kills men without trial.
The second nobleman, in contrast, protests against “the undisciplined
arrogance of the people (dêmos)” and advocates oligarchy: “let us select a
group of the best men and give them power.”
The third noble, Darius, who wins the debate and becomes king of
Persia, provides an overview of the constitutions, once again referring to how
each one shapes those in power:
Of the three forms of government before us, each of them—
democracy, oligarchy, and monarchy—is best in theory; but I
claim that the last is far superior. For nothing could turn out to
be better than one man, if he is the best. Because his judgment
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will be as good as his character, he will be a blameless guardian
of the people. . . .
Oligarchy, he contends, gives rise to bitterly competitive personalities:
In an oligarchy, with many people striving for excellence in
public affairs, fierce personal feuds tend to develop. Each man
wants to be supreme, and wants his proposals to win out, and
so they work up to great feuds with each other, from which a
division into factions (stasis) can develop.
Democracy, in contrast, creates “strong friendships,” he says—a claim we will
see again—but unhealthy ones, for “in a democracy wrongdoing does not
lead to public feuds among the wrongdoers; instead, they form strong
friendships and huddle together in order to control public affairs.”
By Plato’s time, a three-fold typology of states (or constitutions) had
apparently become widespread. Aeschines, in his forensic speech Against
Timarchus, begins by appealing to common knowledge about the types of
states and drawing conclusions about the character of the rulers and the
ruled:
I am well aware, men of Athens, that you will certainly have
heard already from others what I am going to say at the outset;
but I think it appropriate that I, too, should now make the same
statement to you. It is agreed that there are three kinds of
constitution [politeiai] in the whole world [para pasin anthrôpoi,
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“for all human beings”], dictatorship (tyrannis), oligarchy, and
democracy, and dictatorships and oligarchies are governed by
the temperament [tois tropois] of those in power, but in
democratic cities are governed by the established laws. You are
aware, men of Athens, that in a democracy the persons [sômata]
and the constitution [politeian] are protected by the laws, while
dictators and oligarchs are protected by distrust and armed
guards. Oligarchs and all who run a constitution based on
inequality must be on guard against people who attempt to
overthrow the constitution by force; but you, and all who have a
constitution based on equality and law, must watch out for
people whose words and way of life contravene the laws. (§4-5,
trans. Carey)
Plato’s program, then, of relating state types to soul types is an
extension of the typologies already being constructed in his milieu. One
thing that we must clarify, however, is why Plato saw politics, and political
types, as directly connected to eros and erotic types.
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Eros and Politics in Athens

We must first try to understand that, in sharp contrast to the modern
world, for the ancient Greeks, politics and eros were inescapably interwoven
with one another. As classicist David Halperin explains,
Sex in classical Athens . . . was not simply a collaboration in
some private quest for mutual pleasure that absorbed or
obscured, if only temporarily, the social identities of its
participants. On the contrary, sex was a manifestation of
personal status, a declaration of social identity; sexual behavior
did not so much express inward dispositions or inclinations
(though, of course, it did also do that) as it served to position
social actors in the places assigned to them, by virtue of their
political standing, in the hierarchical structure of the Athenian
polity. (32)
To put it simply, Athenians (and most Greeks) conceived of erotic
relationships primarily in hierarchical, rather than reciprocal, terms; that is to
say, there was a sexual agent, who was of higher social status, and a passive
recipient, of lower status. The Athenian citizen asserted his political
dominance in his erotic relations with his inferiors—women, slaves of both
sexes, and prostitutes of both sexes. This hierarchical view of sex explains
why erotic relationships between citizens, or between a citizen and a would178

be citizen—that is, between men or a man and a boy—were simultaneously
valorized and idealized (as relations between equals or those soon to be
equals), problematized (as potentially shameful if one person became too
obviously the inferior), and politicized (as affecting, rather literally, the body
politic).1
There is a further reason why the pederastic relationship was
politicized in Greek minds to an extent that love between the sexes never
could be. A pederastic relationship was in theory one of mentoring—the
older man was preparing the younger for public life. As Eva Keuls writes,
In the Classical Athenian relationship between “lover” and
“beloved,” some overtones of ritual initiation through
pederastic sex remain. However, what is far more striking in
Athenian homosexual behavior is the pseudo-parental behavior
of the “lovers” in the 6th century B.C. . . . (277)
And apparently this mentoring relationship was not just an ideal, but
was often put into practice. William Armstrong Percy III describes how, as
early as 1937, two scholars of Greek vase painting, Robinson and Fluck,
published a list of the youths described on the vases as kalos
(beautiful). They showed that the adolescents adored and
1

My explanation here is a compressed and simplified one. The literature on
Greek “homosexuality” (a less anachronistic term would be paiderastia or pederasty)
is vast and burgeoning, but the classic explanations are still those of Dover in his
Greek Homosexuality and Foucault in Volume 2 of his History of Sexuality: The Uses of
Pleasure. Halperin, in his One Hundred Years of Homosexuality, summarizes, refines,
and extends the work of Dover and Foucault, and his extensive notes discuss the
relevant literature up through 1990.
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idolized by Athenian society were not mere “pin-ups.” Rather,
many of them appeared later in the annals of Athenian history
as statesmen, generals, and admirals. In Athens, as earlier in
Crete, to be a kalos was thus perhaps a first and important stage
in what was a lifelong career in politics and public life. We have
always known that in theory Greek pederasty was part of the
selection and advancement of worthy boys by a prominent
lover and patron. The work by Robinson and Fluck assures us
that the Socratic ideal was realized in practice. (120)
Whether it is exactly accurate to call this the “Socratic ideal,” it is certainly the
ideal of several speakers in the Symposium, and apparently that of Athenian
society in general.
The political aspects of pederasty made homoerotic metaphors natural
in a political context. For example, while ancient Greek patriotic oratory, like
its modern counterpart, often appealed to citizens to serve the state as a
parent, Pericles’ famous Funeral Oration called for the citizens of Athens (i.e.,
free adult males) to become “lovers” (erastai) of the polis (Thucydides 2.43.1).
S. Sara Monoson notes that the term “has very clear erotic and sexual
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connotations” (67)2 and implies that the polis is the eromenos, the “beloved” or
“boyfriend” of the citizen.3
The erastês/eromenos image was employed in political satire also,
Monoson observes: in Aristophanes’ Knights, Paphlagon, a caricature of the
politician Cleon,
professes his devotion to the Athenian people, and proclaims, “I
adore you, Mr. Demos, and . . . I’m your lover” (erastês, [line]
732).” . . . Later in the Knights, Paphlagon’s (Cleon’s) rival, the
Sausage-seller, criticizes Demos for naively being taken in by
speakers in the Assembly who play the role of an adoring
erastes only to get Demos to “put out” for the leaders’ personal
benefits. (86-87)
A similar use of the same metaphor is seen in Plato’s Gorgias when Socrates,
in a confrontation with Gorgias’ student Callicles, cajoles him, saying,
. . . each of the two of us is a lover of two objects, I of Alcibiades,
Clinias’ son, and of philosophy, and you of the demos of Athens,
and the Demos who’s the son of Pyrilampes. I notice that each
case you’re unable to contradict your beloved. . . . (481d)
It is unsurprising, then, that the Athenians saw different sorts of eros
as inextricably related, not merely with different sorts of individuals, but also
2

She cites Dover’s verdict on the group of words related to the verb eran:
“Throughout the classical and Hellenistic periods is so regularly sexual that other
uses of it can fairly be regarded as sexual metaphor” (Dover, Homosexuality 43).
3
Monoson devotes several pages (64-87) to exploring the political
significance of the eromenos/erastês metaphor.
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with different sorts of political constitutions. And they associated the best
sort of pederasty with their own sort of democracy. The valorization and
politicization of such an erotic relationship are perhaps most obviously seen
in the fame of Harmodius and his lover Aristogeiton, who, in 514,
successfully conspired to kill the tyrant Hiparchus and were both killed in
turn. Though the actual details of the assassination and the surrounding
political machinations are murky and unedifying (see Monoson 22-24), by the
4th century the lover and his beloved were celebrated in oratory at public
sacrifices and private symposia: “The patriotic version of events hails both
Harmodius and Aristogeiton as heroic men who killed the tyrant, liberated
Athens and founded its democracy,” and this version of the tale “captured
Athenian imaginations . . . for generations to follow” (Monoson 24-25). They
were, moreover, celebrated as examples of the ideal erotic relationship
between free males and the political benefits that derived from this type of
eros.
There were, of course, Athenians who disagreed that their own was
the ideal polity or the ideal form of pederasty. Xenophon, for example,
whose thesis in The Constitution of the Lacedemonians is that the Spartan
(Lacedemonian) is the best of all the Greek polities, begins his work by
attributing Sparta’s excellence to its regulation of erotic relationships between
men and women (1.3-20); then in his second chapter he contrasts the Spartan
rules for erotic relationships between men and boys with those of other Greek
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states, praising Lycurgus (the legendary lawgiver of Sparta) for having
created an ideal—if highly unrealistic—pederastic system:
I think I ought to say something also about intimacy with boys
[paidikôn erôtôn], since this matter also has a bearing on
education. In other Greek states, for instance among the
Boeotians, man and boy live together, like married people;
elsewhere, among the Eleians, for example, consent is won by
means of favours. Some, on the other hand, entirely forbid
suitors [erastas] to talk with boys.
The customs instituted by Lycurgus were opposed to all
of these. If someone, being himself an honest man, admired a
boy’s soul and tried to make of him an ideal friend without
reproach and to associate with him, he approved, and believed
in the excellence of this kind of training. But if it was clear that
the attraction lay in the boy’s outward beauty, he banned the
connexion as an abomination; and thus he caused lovers to
abstain from boys no less than parents abstain from sexual
intercourse with their children and brothers and sisters with
each other.
I am not surprised, however, that people refuse to believe
this. For in many states the laws are not opposed to the
indulgence of these appetites. (2.12-14)
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Yet whether Athenians thought their own or the Spartan polity was
best, they seemed to agree that the types of eros permitted or discouraged in
each polity were significant. In other words, the connection between politics
and eros, and more specifically, between different types of eros and different
polities, was simply a given in Plato’s milieu. And as we shall see next, in
Pausanias’ speech in the Symposium, Plato makes explicit the link between
rhetoric, politics, and eros.

Politics, Eros, and Rhetoric

Turning to Plato, we find in the Symposium a description of different
types of polities that resembles the one put forth by Herodotus and affirmed
by Aeschines as commonly accepted by his audience. Pausanias’ speech in
the Symposium, however, like the passage from Xenophon, relates types of
polities to types of eros, and does so in more detail than Xenophon. And
Plato, or Pausanias, goes one step further, articulating a relationship between
political systems, erotic modalities, and speech-aptitudes. The passage is
significant enough that it needs to be quoted in full:
. . . it is easy to note the rule [nomos] with regard to love [erôs] in
other cities: there it is laid down in simple [haplôs] terms, while
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ours here [and at Sparta]4 is complicated [poikilos]. For in Elis
and Boeotia and where there is no skill in speech [mê sophoi
legein] they have simply an ordinance that it is seemly to gratify
lovers, and no one whether young or old will call it shameful, in
order, I suppose, to save themselves the trouble of trying what
speech [logôi] can do to persuade [peithein] the youths; for they
have no ability for speaking [legein]. But in Ionia and many
other regions where they live under foreign [barbarois] sway, it
is counted a disgrace. Foreigners [barbarois] hold this thing, and
all training in philosophy and sports [philogumnastia], to be
disgraceful, because of their despotic government [turannidas];
since, I presume, it is not to the interest of their princes to have
lofty notions engendered in their subjects, or any strong
friendships and communions; all of which Love [erôs] is preeminently apt to create. It is a lesson that our despots [turannoi]
learnt by experience; for Aristogeiton’s love [erôs] and
Harmodius’s friendship [philia] grew to be so steadfast that it
wrecked their power. Thus where it was held a disgrace to
gratify one’s lover, the tradition is due to the evil ways of those
who made such a law—that is, to the encroachments [pleonexiai,
4

Lamb in the Loeb edition has followed those editors who excise the words
“and at Lacedaemon [i.e., Sparta]” from the text; but there is no textual basis for this
excision, and many translators (e.g., Jowett; Nehamas and Woodruff; Cobb) retain
the reading of the original. See the discussion in Rosen (76 n. 46).
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greediness, arrogance] of the rulers and to the cowardice of the
ruled. But where it was accepted as honorable without any
reserve, this was due to a sluggishness of mind in the lawmakers. In our city we have far better regulations, which, as I
said, are not so easily grasped. (182a-d, trans. Lamb)
The associations Pausanias makes here would, I suggest, make perfect sense
to a classical Athenian; it is only to us today, and especially to those of us
reading an English translation, that the connections remain opaque. In his
commentary on the Symposium,5 Alan Bloom explains why the constellation
“democracy/pederasty/philosophy/gymnastic” coalesces in Pausanias’
analysis:
The barbarians, because they are tyrants or live in tyrannical
regimes, hold philosophy and love of bodily exercise
(philogymnastia) to be shameful. . . . “Gymnasium” and
philogymnastia have as their root word gymnos, which means
naked. Men exercising together naked was a Greek invention
that profoundly shocked the barbarians or non-Greeks. . . . It
was in the gymnasia that the older men met the younger ones
and they exercised and talked together. At various places in the
dialogues, we see Socrates making his contacts there. Pausanias
adds to the naked male exercises and their erotic accompani5

“The Ladder of Love,” originally published as the final chapter of Bloom’s
last book Love and Friendship (431-546), has recently been reprinted with Seth
Bernadete’s translation of the Symposium.
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ment the philosophy that emerges from the associations in the
gymnasia. These two things he takes to belong essentially to
republican government. They are hated by tyrants because the
strong friendship and community they form lead to great
thoughts and an unwillingness to accept tyranny. (463)
Bloom’s comments help illuminate connections between types of eros and
types of political systems that would have made sense to Plato’s
contemporaries. Yet, though Bloom elucidates the role that “philosophy”
plays in Pausanias’ thought, what he does not call attention to, and what is
passed over by many other commentators,6 is that Pausanias specifically links
the best type of pederastic love with the art of speaking.
Pausanias stresses that in the backwoods (Elis and Boetia), where men
are not clever at speaking (mê sophoi legein), the boys are expected to yield
without being given arguments (logoi) to persuade (peithein) them; a situation
he finds reprehensible. He points out that the despot, on the other hand,
despises pederasty because he has no use for philosophy; nor, we may
surmise, for persuasion either. It is only in Athenian (and Spartan?) society
that arguments and persuasion are crucial to erotic relationships (or, more
precisely, to erotic relationships between free males). This view of
persuasion, and hence of persuasive speech as essential to both political and
erotic relationships, I suggest, is what bridges the divide that Rowe and most
6

Nichols, in his essay on the Phaedrus (96), does briefly mention that the
“considerations by which pederastic love and rhetoric are interconnected are nicely
stated” in Pausanias’ speech.
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other commentators have seen between the erotic and the rhetorical halves of
the Phaedrus. And that bridge, we should notice, is signaled by Plato’s
invocation of the figure of Lysias first at the beginning and again at the
“joint” between the two halves of the dialogue.

The Significance of Lysias

In his first words in the dialogue, Phaedrus tells Socrates that he was
“with Lysias, the son of Cephalus.” For Plato’s audience this simple
statement would immediately recall characters and scenes of political
turbulence. Cephalus, a wealthy Syracusan merchant, appears in the opening
scene of the Republic. “His sons Lysias, Polemarchus, and Euthydemus were
known for their democratic sympathies. Polemarchus, who was interested in
philosophy (cf. 257b4), was killed by the Thirty Tyrants” (Nehamas and
Woodruff, Phaedrus 1, note 1).
For most of his life, Lysias was a metic—a resident alien—and thus
could not address the assembly or the lawcourts in his own person. He
achieved fame—or notoriety, since the occupation was not considered a truly
decent one—as a “logographer”: someone who writes speeches for others, to
persuade in causes that are not his own—someone, as Athenians thought of
it, who persuades, not for love, but for money. And this cannot have been
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lost on Plato’s audience, that Plato attributed a speech by a “nonlover” to the
hand of Lysias.
And if we had forgotten that Lysias’ the nonlover was the starting
point that lead up to the heights of Socrates’ Great Speech, when we come
near the “joint”—the end of the Great Speech (which, we may recall, is all
ostensibly a recantation of his first speech to make up for blaspheming Eros)
Socrates reminds us in the closing prayer he offers to Eros:
. . . if in the previous speech Phaedrus and I said anything
rough to you, blame Lysias, the father of the speech, and make
him desist from such speeches; turn him to philosophy, just as
his brother Polemarchus has turned, so that his lover here
[Phaedrus] may also no longer waver ambiguously, as now, but
conduct his life simply in reference to Love with philosophic
speeches. (257b)
From the chariot ride of the soul we have come back down to earth—and to
political realities—with a bump; for Plato’s audience knew, as I have said,
that Polemarchus the philosopher was put to death by the Thirty Tyrants;
while Lysias the speechwriter did not turn to philosophy or any philosophic
eros, but rather continued to please the crowd and win cases in court.7

7

I would call attention to the fact that two surviving speeches of Lysias’ are
defense speeches concerned with alleged crimes resulting from erotic passion.
Lysias 3 concerns two men’s rivalry over a kept boy, and Lysias 4, two men’s rivalry
over a slave-girl. In both speeches, Lysias’ client argues that he was not in love
because he is a gentleman and gentlemen don’t fall in love. In both cases, Lysias’
client claims his opponent is the lover, and as such has been drunken, mad, and
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Phaedrus immediate response to Socrates’ speech is that he’s afraid to
ask Lysias to enter into competition with it, and then he goes on to say that “a
certain one of the statesmen [politikôn] was lately reviling and reproaching
him [Lysias] for this very thing [writing speeches], and throughout the whole
reviling he kept calling him a speechwriter” (257c). And it is this that opens
the question of what it is to write well and to speak well and thus launches
the discussion of rhetoric. The Phaedrus, thus, pivots from speeches about
private, interpersonal eros to the discussion of public, mass rhetoric and the
politically active sophists and famous Athenian political leaders who have
practiced it—an unexpected and difficult transition for a contemporary
audience, but not, as we have seen, for an Athenian audience of Plato’s time.

In this chapter, I have tried to further the understanding of Plato’s
project set forth in the prolegomena to create what I have termed a “politicoerotic psychology.” I have sketched the context in which Plato’s project arose,
and in the process I have tried to meet Rowe’s challenge of drawing together
the threads of the Phaedrus and explaining its unity. I have shown how
Plato’s project of creating a typology of souls and linking it to a typology of
states was furthering a project already underway in Greek thought; I have
shown how the erotic and the political were inextricably entwined in

indiscreet—in other words, similar to the way Plato’s Lysias describes the character
of the lover in the Phaedrus. Scholars have extensively debated whether the speech in
the Phaedrus is actually by Lysias (see the summary in Rowe 142-43), but to my
knowledge no commentator has noticed the thematic relationship I point out here.
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Athenian culture; I have shown how Plato made explicit the further move of
linking types of speech with types of states and types of eros; and finally, that
the figure of Lysias, the nonlover in both the erotic and the political arenas,
serves to make apparent the link between erotic and political rhetoric and to
signal the shift from one to the other. These are the threads, I suggest, that
when woven together constitute the unity of the Phaedrus.
In the next chapter I will attempt to apply Plato’s politico-erotic
psychology: I will offer a few case studies of the portraits Plato has drawn of
the various speakers in the Symposium and of Phaedrus himself, both in the
Symposium and in the dialogue that bears his name.
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CHAPTER 9: CASE STUDIES IN A POLITICO-EROTIC PSYCHOLOGY

Examining Plato’s dramatic portraiture—his characters and charactersketches—we find not only characters whose erotic and political dispositions
are consistent with the types of souls they possess, but also characters whose
erotic and political dispositions seem to overlap. I do not say that beneath
superficial inconsistencies lies a fully systematic Platonic characterology.
Plato’s characters do not fit neatly into the soul-types of Phaedrus 248c-248e,
those of 252c-253c, or those of Republic Book VIII. Nevertheless, I propose
that Plato’s dramatic characterizations are what we could call, in the medical
argot that Plato is fond of using, “case studies,” which evidence a sustained, if
not systematic, effort to understand how different sorts of people come to be.

Dramatic Portraiture and the Prolegomena

A consideration of dramatic portraiture will shed light on the
prolegomena to a rhetorical psychology at Phaedrus 270b-272b for the
following reason: the task of differentiating types of soul and correlating
them with types of speech—a task which Plato has Socrates the dialectician
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urge on the aspiring author of a rhetorical art—is of a kind with the task that
Plato the dramatist (or indeed, any dramatist) would have to undertake in
constructing dramatic characters.
That Socrates introduces a formal procedure for this differentiation
and correlation of character- and speech-types should not blind us to the fact
that this is what 5th-century dramatists and 4th-century orators did in practice,
if not in theory.1 What type of man is Phaedrus? How would a Phaedrus
react to a Lysias or a Socrates? How does a man with a multi-colored
character speak, and how did he become such a man? What sort of logos
would persuade a man like Phaedrus to change his views, or to become a
different sort of man? These are Plato’s questions. But they are also
examples of stock questions asked by the dramatist, as well as the dialectician
and rhetorician.
Piecemeal efforts have been made to understand Plato’s soultypologies with the help of his dramatic characters and character-sketches.
Leo Strauss places the template of Republic VIII over the characterizations of
that dialogue’s interlocutors. Strauss contends that Cephalus is an Oligarchic
type; his son, Polymarchus, a Democratic type; Thrasymachus, a Tyrannical
type; Glaucon and Adeimantus, Timocratic types; and that Socrates the
philosopher, of course, approximates the Aristocratic (best) type (85). C. D. C.
1

For an early account of the correlation of particular character-types and
speech-types in Greek oratory see Dionysius’ On Lysias §8-9; on the developing and
complementary conceptions of human psychology in 5th-century rhetoric and drama,
see Jaeger (Archaic Greece 278-80; 332-357, passim).
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Reeve explains the interlocutors according to the more general scheme of
Book VIII: Cephalus and Polemarchus are money-lovers; Thrasymachus an
honor-lover; and Glaucon, Adeimantus, and Socrates are philosophic types
(40-41).
Such analyses, however, have not made much use of the Phaedrus; nor
have they been put to use in understanding the prolegomena to a rhetorical
art in the Phaedrus. In his study of the Phaedrus, Griswold (18-25) analyzes the
character of Phaedrus, drawing on Phaedrus’ speech to Eros in the Symposium
and on the way he is characterized both in the Phaedrus and Symposium.
Griswold describes Phaedrus as “effete and self-indulgent,” with a “fondness
for avant-garde literary movements . . . for cleverness and novelty, for
hedonism, utilitarianism . . . and materialism” (25). Griswold claims that
Phaedrus’ character and his theory of eros are “democratic” (20).2 Stanley
Rosen, in his analysis of the Symposium, considers the character of Pausanias
and the sort of eros he promotes to be Plato’s unflattering description of
democracy, and suggests that the Athenian democracy and Pausanian eros
share a rhetoric of deception and pragmatism (88-9). Neither Griswold nor
Rosen refers to the prolegomena in the Phaedrus, or to the character-sketch of
the Democratic soul-type in Republic Book VIII.
I will first look at the depiction of Phaedrus and the other speakers in
the Symposium, and then I will return to how Phaedrus is depicted in the
2

Similar analyses of Phaedrus’ character are made by Pieper and Friedländer,
among others, without, however, mentioning that he is an example of the
“Democratic” type.
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dialogue that bears his name. When we examine Plato’s portrayal of
Phaedrus we will find, I suggest, that his erotic and political dispositions are
traced from a single template and marked by a corresponding type of speech.
My examination will culminate in an analysis of how Socrates, as a doctor of
the soul—which is to say, as an artful rhetorician—attempts to treat Phaedrus
with a therapeutic rhetoric.

Politico-Erotic-Rhetorical Types in the Symposium3

A connection between types of souls and types of eros is evident in
both the Phaedrus and the Symposium. The typology of Olympian lovers
(252c-253c) in the Great Speech of the Phaedrus draws a connection between
types of love and types of souls, and in all three of the speeches in the
Phaedrus—the first Lysian and Socratic speeches as well as the Great
Speech—there is a concern with how erotic logoi shape souls. The
connections between eros and speech are most clearly articulated in the
Symposium—naturally so, in a dialogue that is largely a collection of speeches
in praise of eros (the passion) and Eros (the god). In the Symposium, in
particular, the close relation between conceptions of love and types of
3

For many of these insights into the Symposium I am indebted to my friend
and colleague Wesley Weed, as well as for permission to quote from an unpublished
paper of his.
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characters is evident in the way each character’s speech to Eros betrays his
investment in a way of life. If the different speakers in the Symposium do not
all fit neatly into any one category or another, nevertheless their
characteristics are suggestive of much that Plato has said elsewhere of soul
types. 4
The first speech, that of Phaedrus, is perhaps the easiest to classify,
both in terms of its genre and of the politico-erotic stance of its speaker.
Although it was proposed at the beginning of the dialogue that each guest at
the gathering give an encomium, or speech of praise, in honor of Eros, only
the speeches of Phaedrus and Agathon clearly exemplify that genre. As
Bloom says, “Phaedrus follows the rigid outlines of epideictic praises, which,
as we have learned [earlier in the dialogue, 177a-b], can be lavished on
anything” (Love 545).
Phaedrus speaks in terms that are clearly Timocratic: he praises eros
as imparting “a sense of shame at acting shamefully and a sense of pride in
acting well” (178d), and the words “shame” and “honor” run throughout the
whole speech. And Phaedrus’ style is appropriate to the honor-loving type.
Like the Athenian funeral oration (epitaphios), Phaedrus’ speech is both
celebratory and exhortative in its exploitation of stock stories of well-known
heroes and great deeds (178a-180b). In Phaedrus’ speech, however,
4

Here we should notice that four of the six speakers in the Symposium qualify
for inclusion in the vocational typology of Phaedrus 248c-248e: Eryximachus the
physician, Aristophanes and Agathon, both dramatists, and Socrates the
philosopher. Cf. Allan Bloom, Love and Friendship (431-35).
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Timocratic love knows how to die better than it knows how to live, just as the
Timocrat in Republic VIII is “more suited for war than for peace” (547e).
Timocratic love may lead to noble deeds, but not, as the philosopher’s eros
does, to new life. 5
If we ask what type of state Phaedrus would endorse, we do not have
to go far to find it: “If only there were a way to start a city or an army made
up of lovers and the boys they love! Theirs would be the best possible system
of society . . . “ (178e). But this, of course, is a mere fantasy. “Phaedrus,” as
Bloom says, “is a young Athenian who admires, as did many Athenian
youths, the way of life and the virtues of the very military Spartans” (Love
456), but who, as Bloom suggests, would not be very serious about it in the
long run. 6
The speech of Pausanias is much more complex, as poikilos as the
conventions of eros he sets forth. As Grube says, “This is a remarkable
speech, far more able and on an altogether higher plane than Phaedrus” (98).
The speech, Bloom observes (Love 454), is a deliberative one, and the issue
being deliberated is whether and under what circumstances yielding to a
lover is right. He begins the way Socrates says in the Phaedrus that a speech
5

Observing the non-generative aspect of this eros, Rosen notes, “It is thus
dramatically appropriate that the last word of Phaedrus’ speech should be ‘the
dead’” (59). Phaedrus’ honor-seeking lovers are similar to the second-best types
Socrates describes at Phaedrus 256c-d, which seem to correspond to the second
vocational types at 248d.
6
This is perhaps a clue that Phaedrus is not truly an honor-loving type (a
Timocrat). Instead, as a freedom-loving type (a Democrat), at Agathon’s party he
can be full of enthusiasm for a Timocratic love, while on the banks of the Ilisus (in
the Phaedrus) he can be captivated by the case for an instrumental, non-erotic liaison.
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should begin, by defining his terms. In a move reminiscent of Socrates’
division of eros into a left-handed and right-handed form, Pausanias divides
love into the Uranian, or Heavenly, and Pandemian, or Common, and affirms
that only the Heavenly Eros should be praised. It’s appropriate that
Pausanias works to make this distinction because, as Rosen notes, “Pausanias
is a student of Prodicus, author of the famous ‘Choice of Heracles,’ in which
virtue is praised and vice condemned” (60); and furthermore, Prodicus was
famous for “making fine distinctions,” as Socrates says to him in the
Protagoras, calling it “your special art” (340b). Rosen observes that “Prodicus
is mentioned several times in the Platonic dialogues, and in a relatively
favorable light, if we bear in mind Plato’s opinion of the Sophists” (60)—a
weighty proviso.
And so we find that Pausanias’ speech approaches philosophical love,
yet it stops short. While the boy grants favors for the sake of learning about
virtue from the lover, the eroticism itself is not central to this lesson, as it will
be in Socrates’ retelling of Diotima’s speech, or as it is in the Great Speech of
the Phaedrus. On Pausanias’ account, eros is little more than the boy’s
currency for barter. There is thus also something of the Oligarch in
Pausanias. Though lover and boyfriend discuss philosophy (184c), and
though they may remain together throughout life (183e), we must conclude
that this success obtains on the condition that each party delivers on the
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contract at the appropriate time, and so the union of the two is, in the end,
purely quid pro quo.
If we ask more specifically what Pausanias’ politics are, he is difficult
to fit into a single type. As we saw in the previous chapter, he praises
pederastic eros as leading to a free, presumably democratic society. But he
discusses the Common or Pandemian Love (from the same root as demos)
with great contempt (180d-181d). Superficially a Democrat, he has a strong
strain of elitism.
For Eryximachus the physician, love is the Heraclitean attunement of
opposites, not of human dispositions only, but also of the properties at the
extremes of any system. Love is in the province of gymnastic, music,
divination, and astronomy, as well as the domain of human affection.
Eryxamachus’ view of love is consistent with the reductive, scientific
disposition of his vocation. His manner of disquisition is prosaic, reductive,
logical, tight, and organized around defining and identifying instances of his
subject (185d-188d). With his references to Heraclitus, Empedocles, and other
pre-Socratics who speculated about natural phenomena, Eryximachus may be
Plato’s parody of the kind of sophist or speculative philosopher that Socrates
distances himself from in the Apology (19b), “the pre-Socratic Socrates
depicted in the Clouds,” as Bloom says (Love 472). In any case, Eryximachus is
the one speaker in the dialogue who tells us nothing about his politics or his
eros. “Eryximachus, it turns out, is an utterly unerotic man,” says Bloom
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(Love 470), and he is apparently apolitical too: wrapped up in speculations
about nature, he has not a word to say about human relationships.7
Aristophanes is the next speaker. “True to character,” Grube says, “he
gives us a piece of broad farce with an undercurrent of seriousness” (99).
Aristophanes’ mytho-poetic picture of human creatures as doublets suffering
a division at the hands of the gods is appropriately irreverent. The ridiculous
picture of four-armed, four-legged human creatures rolling along end-overend (189d-193d) reminds us of the poetical and fantastical descriptions of
semi-human creatures—clouds, birds, frogs, wasps—which populate
Aristophanic comedy. Ultimately, however, little is hopeful in Aristophanes’
account of love, which has led commentators to observe that, ironically, Plato
gives the tragic speech to the comedian.8
If we ask what kind of eros Aristophanes endorses, we would have to
say a tolerant one; as Bloom notes, “Aristophanes tale . . . accounts for the
variety of sexual tastes without having to condemn some and approve of
others according to some higher standard” (Love 482). Unlike most of the
other speakers, Aristophanes is not anxious to lay down which is the best and
noblest type of love, but rather suggests that we are all—men and women,
those with homoerotic and those with heteroerotic desires—in the same boat.
When it comes to politics, however, Aristophanes does assert that boys who
7

Perhaps the contrast with Socrates is intentional; Socrates, early in the
Phaedrus, astounds his friend by admitting that he has never walked as far from
Athens as the two of them have that afternoon, because “the country places and the
trees are not willing to teach me anything, but the human beings in town are” (230d).
8
E.g. Rosen (157).
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are attracted to men are “the only kind of boys who grow up to be real men in
politics [ta politika andres]” (192a).
Agathon’s flowery verse, with its Gorgianic twists and lavish praise of
Eros, seems consistent with his vocation as a precocious dramatist in his salad
days, and with a poet’s faith in the insuperable charm of poetic language and
the irresistibility of physical love (194e-197e); and Plato has continued his
irony by giving the comic speech to the tragedian. Agathon’s speech is an
encomium of the most fulsome kind. “He uses his words as carefully as he is
careless of real meaning,” Grube says, and adds, “This speech which says
very little, yet says it so beautifully, must have been characteristic of the man”
(100). For Agathon the idea of eros focuses, not on the relationship between
the lover and beloved, but rather on group bonding; there is no use in looking
for a political theory here, but we can see that his concept of Eros is as social
as Eryximachus’ was antisocial: “Love fills us with otherness and drains all
of our divisiveness. Love calls gatherings like these together. In feasts, in
dances, and in ceremonies he gives the lead” (197d).
Socrates’ speech on eros is the complement to the Great Speech in the
Phaedrus, and is one of the heights of Plato’s eloquence. Socrates’ demotion of
Eros to an intermediary spirit and subsequent exaltation of the form of
Beauty-in-itself into the position of highest regard is certainly a philosopher’s
move. His complementary uses of definition and poetic vision in service of
describing the best sort of life are hallmarks of Plato’s philosophic speech-
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style (as well as blaming the speech on someone else—in this case Diotima)
(201d-212c). His view of eros embraces the impersonal concept of
Eryximachus and something of the personal views of all the other speakers.
If the ultimate form of pederastic love eventuates in a transcendent vision, at
least in its earlier stages it has some political overtones: the lover and beloved
bring forth beautiful ideas and arguments and laws, like such legendary
lawgivers as Solon and Lycurgus (209-210).
Alcibiades, notorious for his beauty, his political brilliance, and his
arrogance, gives the final speech of the Symposium. Rosen notes that
Xenophon saw Alcibiades as the exemplar of “democratic licentiousness,”
while his political rivals attacked him for his “undemocratic habits”; without
directly mentioning the soul typologies in the Phaedrus or the Republic, Rosen
observes, “These apparently contradictory judgments may be understood,
from a Socratic perspective, as a sign that Alcibiades’ extreme variability is in
itself a democratic vice” (281).
But Rosen has already noted that Alcibiades “is by nature a potential
tyrant,” and that he “hunts the many or simulates their behavior in order to
dominate them. He is a true son of the democracy even in his attempt to
become its tyrant.” Indeed; but as we have noted in the previous chapter, for
Plato the “true son” of democracy is the tyrant. In Book IX Socrates explains
that when tyrannical souls “become numerous and conscious of their
numbers, it is they—aided by the foolishness of the people—who create a
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tyrant” (575c)—an apt description of Alcibiades’ rise from demagogue to
dictator.9
Alcibiades’ entrance reveals his character at once: uninvited, he
“crashes” Agathon’s party, which is winding down, in the most obnoxious
and obtrusive way. He is first heard at the gate, with a party of noisy revelers
and a flute girl10; he is “very drunk and very loud,” demanding to see
Agathon “at once”; he enters “half-carried by the flute girl . . . , crowned with
a beautiful wreath,” and announces “Good evening, gentlemen, I’m
plastered” (212c-e).
In Republic IX, Socrates asks, “doesn’t a drunken man have something
of a tyrannical mind?” (573c). In the tyrant, he says, “the rational, gentle,
ruling part” of the soul sleeps while “the beastly and savage part, full of food
and drink, casts off its sleep and seeks to find a way to gratify itself. You
know that there is nothing it won’t dare to do at such a time, free of all
control by shame or reason” (571c). Alcibiades’ arrival also echoes the bizarre
description of the genesis of the tyrant: the young man who began as a
democrat is corrupted by those who plant in his soul “a powerful erotic love,
like a great winged drone”; then “the other desires—filled with incense,
myrrh, wreaths, wine and the other pleasures found in their company—buzz
around the drone . . . [and] plant the sting of longing in it” (572e-573a).
9

“He became so popular with the lower, poorer classes that they conceived a
passionate longing [eran erôta thaumaston] for him to rule over them as tyrant”
(Plutarch, Alcibiades 34.7).
10
In the Protagoras (347c-e), Socrates condemns the presence of flute players
at symposia as a “childish frivolity.”
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And Alcibiades’ drunken oration is indeed uncontrolled by shame or
reason, and also driven by “a powerful erotic love” and by “the sting of
longing”: He describes how he, the beautiful boy who should be the
pursued, was reduced to pursuing the aged, ugly Socrates, how he actively
tried to seduce Socrates—who then spurned his beauty! Socrates’ talk, he
confesses, fills him with shame about his political life; but when he leaves
Socrates, “I go back to my old ways: I cave into my desire to please the
crowd” (216b). So he flees Socrates—“My whole life has become one constant
effort to escape from him” (216a)—but still he’s tortured by desire for
Socrates—“I can’t live with him, and I can’t live without him!” (216c).
Just so, the tyrannical soul in Republic IX is “least likely to do what it
wants, and forcibly driven by the stings of a dronish gadfly, will be full of
disorder and regret” (577d), “always . . . poor and unsatisfiable” (577e), and
“maddened by his desires and erotic loves” (578a). The tyrannical man’s
“nature or his way of life or both of them together make him drunk, filled
with erotic desire, and mad” (573c); he is “the most wretched of all,” and
“even more wretched” if he has the opportunity, as Alcibiades did, to extend
his tyrannic desires from his private life to the public sphere (578b).
As we suggested in the last chapter, the tyrannic is the one soul type
which may be incurable, and certainly it proved so with Alcibiades; as
Wesley Weed writes,
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Even the pharmacon of Socrates held no medicine strong enough
to purge Alcibiades’ soul. His words could make Alcibiades
weep (215e); they could induce an existential crisis (“my very
own soul started protesting that my life—my life!—was no
better than the most miserable slave’s” (215e); they could fill
him with heretofore unfelt shame (216b); they could sting his
soul like a serpent with “the Bacchic frenzy of philosophy”
(218a); but ultimately they could not change “his nature or his
way of life,” and could not heal the diseased eros of his soul. (4)

Phaedrus’ Multi-Colored Soul

We have seen that in the Symposium Phaedrus seems to be of the
Timocratic type and speaks a Timocratic rhetoric facilely; how is it, then, that
we find him entranced by a completely different kind of rhetoric at the
beginning of the Phaedrus? If we turn to Republic VIII, we find that the
Democrat, Socrates says, in praising freedom above all else and claiming that
all pleasures “are all equal and must be valued equally” (561c), gives himself
over to each new desire that comes along, respecting no particular one over
any other. For this reason, it is not at all inconsistent for Phaedrus to be
depicted as praising the ennobling qualities of Eros in the
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Symposim—qualities, he says, which lead men to perform acts of valor, to
distinguish themselves on the battlefield, and finally to sacrifice themselves in
glory for the sake of love—and yet still fall for Lysian non-erotic prudence
and self-restraint in the Phaedrus. The Democrat, “a complex man, full of all
sorts of characters, fine and multicolored” (Republic 561e), changes as some
new impulse or sensibility arises:
. . . he lives on, yielding day by day to the impulse at hand.
Sometimes he drinks heavily while listening to the flute; at
other times, he drinks only water and is on a diet; sometimes he
goes in for physical training; at other times; at other times, he’s
idle and neglects everything; and sometimes he even occupies
himself with what he takes to be philosophy. He often engages
in politics, leaping up from his seat and saying and doing
whatever comes into his mind. If he happens to admire
soldiers, he’s carried in that direction, if money-makers, in that
one. There’s neither order nor necessity in his life, but he calls it
pleasant, free, and blessedly happy, and follows it as long as he
lives.
[Adeimantus replies:] You’ve perfectly described the life
of a man who believes in legal equality. (Republic 561d-e)
The Democrat’s only consistency, in other words, is his inconsistency.
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Not only, we should note, does the Democrat relish a variety of desires
and appetites, moving casually from one to the next, he is also prone to
repudiating a desire just lately entertained. The Democrat alternates between
over-indulgence and abstinence, and goes too far in both directions:
sometimes a heavy drinker, sometimes a dieter; sometimes an exercise
fanatic, sometimes a couch potato. This extreme behavior, in the form of a
sort of erotic anorexia-bulimia, is just what characterizes the lover in Lysias’
speech, and even more obviously, in Socrates’ first speech in the Phaedrus. As
Socrates tells it, the lover indulges himself with abandon, and then, having
slaked his desire, sobers up, and embarrassed by his earlier behavior decides
to walk out on his tab:
He was lavish with his promises, interspersed amongst vows
and entreaties. . . . But when the time comes for fulfilling the
promises, a new authority takes the place within him of the
former ruler; love and passion are replaced by wisdom and
temperance; he has become a different person. But the boy does
not realize it, and demands a return for what he gave in the past
. . . ; while the erstwhile lover, who has now acquired wisdom
and temperance, cannot for very shame bring himself to declare
that he has become a new man, nor yet see his way to
redeeming the solemn assurances and promises he made under
the old régime of folly. . . . So he runs away from his obligations
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as one compelled to default; it’s ‘tails’ this time instead of
‘heads’, and he has to turn tail and rush away. But the boy
must needs run after him, crying indignantly to high heaven. . . .
(241a-b, trans. Hackforth)
For the Democratic lover, as with the diet so goes the love life—it’s all bingeand-purge.
In the Symposium, we encountered Phaedrus on the second night of a
two-day bender (176a-e). His praise of Eros as leading to glorious selfsacrifice follows a long stint at the theatre that has left him sodden with
dramatic affect. In the dialogue that bears his name, however, Phaedrus has
just attended a lecture on the folly of love, given by an orator known for his
no-nonsense approach and prosaic, dispassionate style. On a walk outside
the city recommended by his doctor (227a), and presumably on-the-wagon as
well, he is getting some fresh air and rehearsing the Lysian showpiece—a
copy of which he had managed to obtain, though he is at the moment offscript and testing his memory of the speech. And so perhaps it is no mere
coincidence, on this particularly clear, sunny afternoon, that Phaedrus is
inclined to view love in a more sober, calculative light. But while he
contemplates an urbane anti-eroticism, he is giddy with the Lysian logos
itself, still savoring what Socrates dubs that “feast of eloquence” (277b). After
supping on Socratic rhetoric, Phaedrus will have tentatively accepted the
dietary regimen of philosophic soul food: dialectic, piety, and lawful
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conduct. It is not unusual for the Democratic type to take an interest in
philosophy, but, as Socrates has mentioned in the Republic (561d, quoted
above), this hardly entails commitment. For the Democrat, philosophy, like
any other novel discourse, is just another fad, like the latest diet or exercise
craze. Now that we have gotten some understanding of Phaedrus’ character,
it is important that we look back upon the Phaedrus to see where Socrates, as
soul-dietician11 or soul-doctor, attempts to treat Phaedrus’ Democratic
poikilous psuchêi.

Medicinal Rhetoric for Phaedrus

Since governance of the Democratic soul-type vacillates between each
of the three soul-parts, and indeed between each of the five states of psychic
organization, therapy directed to this type must be panarmonious. As we have
seen, Socrates gives two showpiece speeches, antithetical to one another, one
in a policy, the other in a lawcourt style. He fills these with rigorous proofs
and fanciful images, combining quasi-logical, mythic, and poetic material.
The effort resembles that of an apothecary: as individual elements, these
11

As we noted in Chapter 4, Socrates compares to the work of the dialectician
to that of a mageiros (265e), a terms that can designate a butcher and/or a cook.
When he introduces the medical analogy, he explains that the rhetorical art must
supply “reasons” and “customary rules for conduct” in the same way the medical art
prescribes “medicines” and a healthy “diet” (270b).
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rhetorical substances may have toxic properties, or they may be either bitter
or sickly sweet, but combined in the right proportions, they constitute a
poikilêi or panarmonious rhetorical drug regimen that Phaedrus needs.

Contemplation and Dialectic
While Plato has frequently been accused of subordinating rhetoric to
dialectic, in an important sense the dialectical method itself is a form of
rhetoric, one directed to logistikon. The first example of rhetoric directed to
Phaedrus’ logistikon is the image of the gods in contemplation of the
Forms—Self-Control, Justice, Knowledge, Beauty, and so forth (247ce)—which would seem to entail both a mystical and an intellectual focus. The
second example is dialectic. In Chapter 7 we saw how the formation of the
Democratic soul-type involves a revolution within the symbolic order: the
winning faction calls “insolence good education; anarchy, freedom;
wastefulness, magnificence; and shamelessness, courage” (560c-561a, trans.
Bloom). Certainly these terms are of the sort, as Socrates’ explains in the
Phaedrus, “where most people wander in different directions,” and thus
where rhetoric is most powerful (263a-b). As we have seen, Socrates
demonstrates how this sort of semiotic manipulation occurs: his own two
speeches, given to Phaedrus, were examples of such manipulation. In
Chapter 4 we saw that dialectic is useful for getting some perspective on
discourse, for managing antilogies at a higher level: it is dangerous to be led
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to call love “hubristic” one moment and “divine” the next, and dialectic
provides an escape from this sort of manipulation. Here we see an additional
purpose of dialectic: it may help Phaedrus to get some sense of his own
“formedness,” that is, of the process by which the logoi of the city shape and
reshape reality—and thus eros—for him.12

Fame, Encomia and Funeral Oratory
We have seen that Socrates recommends that the honor-loving part of
the soul be treated with poetry and the right sort of stories (Phaedrus 441e442a; Republic 376d-377c). In the last chapter I suggested that the Timocratic
soul-type, since it is dominated by thumoeides, would benefit from heroic
encomia and funeral oratory. We can find both of these speech forms in the
Phaedrus.
In Chapter 6 we observed that Socrates’ description of incarnation in
the Great Speech involves a contest of pre-embodied soul-chariots racing
around (and up) the theatre of heaven (248a-b). The image of a great
competition concludes the Great Speech as well, where Socrates lauds the
philosophical lovers, comparing them to Olympic victors: “After death,
when they have grown wings and become weightless, they have won the first

12

We should recall here Socrates’ question in Republic VIII: after discussing
the decline from the Aristocratic to the Timocratic state, he asks, “Then who is the
man that corresponds to this constitution? How does he come to be, and what sort
of man is he?” (548d).
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of three rounds in these, the true Olympic Contests” (256b, trans. Nehamas
and Woodruff).
Late in the Phaedrus, Socrates praises the rhetorical dialectician in a
highly poetic passage that bears a remarkable resemblance to the epitaphios
logos, which comes clear if we compare it to a passage from Pericles’ Funeral
Oration (as recounted by Thucydides). In both passages, the dead are
vindicated by an immortality achieved, not through written records—which
are not fully durable or reliable forms of dissemination—but instead through
an unwritten discourse that is passed on from generation to generation in the
minds of others. Here is Thucydides’ version of Pericles:
For this offering of their lives, made in common by them all,
they each of them individually received that renown which
never grows old, and for a tomb, not so much that in which
their bones have been deposited, but that noblest of shrines
wherein their glory is laid up to be eternally remembered upon
every occasion on which deed or story shall be commemorated.
For heroes have the whole earth for their tomb; and in lands far
from their own, where the column with its epitaph declares it,
there is enshrined in every breast a record unwritten with no
monument to preserve it, except that of the heart. (2.43)
Next, Socrates in the Phaedrus:
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Now what about the man who knows what is just, noble, and
good? . . . When he writes, it’s likely he will sow gardens of
letters for the sake of amusing himself, storing up reminders for
himself “when he reaches forgetful old age” and for everyone
who wants to follow in his footsteps, and will enjoy seeing them
sweetly blooming. . . .13
[I]t is much nobler to be serious about these matters, and
use the art of dialectic. The dialectician chooses a proper soul
and plants and sows within it discourse accompanied by
knowledge—discourse capable of helping itself as well as the
man who planted it, which is not barren but produces a seed
from which more discourse grows in the character of others.
Such discourse makes the seed forever immortal and renders
the man who has it happy as any human being can be. (276d277a, trans. Nehamas and Woodruff)
The force of the passage derives from its promise of immortality, and in a
certain sense, fame. Socrates has made a Periclean hero out of the
dialectician—a suitable paradigm of conduct for thumoeides, and for the
multi-colored Democratic soul-type who sometimes plays the Timocrat.

13

Though perhaps this pushes the comparison between the passages too far,
we might ask what is a cemetery if not a “garden of letters”?
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“Ambrosial Satisfactions” and Myth
In the previous chapter we considered the possibility that the Socratic
art of rhetoric is incapable of treating the soul (through honest logos at least)
which is governed by an unbridled epithumetikon, that is, epithumetikon as
found in the Tyrannical soul-type. Yet in other soul-types, epithumetikon is
perhaps amenable to such treatment. Jon Molin argues persuasively that
thumoeides and epithumetikon are often shown to be treatable with the same
sort of rhetoric: myths that promise “honors, victories and ambrosial
satisfactions, albeit in an afterlife.” “Such stories,” Molin observes, appeal to
the “parts concerned with reputation, honor, and sensual satisfaction” (19).14
Epithumetikon is concerned with pleasure, and in the Great Speech the
reward awaiting soul-chariots that make it to the rim of the theatre of heaven
is a feast of ambrosia and nectar (247e), a sensual indulgence, no doubt, that
would hold little appeal for logistikon. Towards the end of the Great Speech,
Socrates describes the effect of seeing the boyfriend in a highly sensual
passage that bears an eerie resemblance to his description of the erosmaddened and desire-stung Tyrant in the Republic. The sight of the boyfriend
causes the lover’s wings to begin to grow: whenever the soul is apart from
the boyfriend,
the orifices of the passageways where the wing starts, also dried
up and closed, of the passageways where the wing starts, also
14

Molin cites the following passages: Republic 606b and 619b-620e; Gorgias
493b-d, 523a, and 527b-e; and Phaedo 113e.
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dried up and closed, shut off the wing’s budding; each budding,
shut off inside with longing and throbbing like pulsating
arteries, pricks the passageway that belongs to each, so that the
whole soul, goaded all round, is stung and distressed—but
having memory afresh of the beautiful one, it rejoices. From
both things being mixed together, it is sorely troubled by the
strangeness of the experience and, at a loss, is in a frenzy; and,
being madly frantic, it can neither sleep at night nor remain
wherever it is by day, but it runs yearning wherever it thinks it
will see the one who possesses beauty. And seeing and letting
the water of longing pour in, it dissolves the things that had
then been clogged up, and catching its breath, is released from
the goads and pangs and in turn harvests in the present this
sweetest pleasure. (251d-e)
This “stung and distressed” soul, “goaded all round,” in a “frenzy”
and “madly frantic,” is in a very similar condition to the soul of the Tyrant,
which is, as we saw in the last chapter, filled with a “violent crowd of
desires,” that perpetually “shout” and “sting” (Republic 573e)—in both cases,
a powerful erotic love gives rise to these symptoms. A few pages later
Socrates allows that the desiring part of the soul might engage in bodily
pleasures with the boyfriend, even if such gestures are the exception rather
than the rule: “And having accomplished this choice, now they make use of
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it hereafter, but rarely, seeing that they are doing things that are not resolved
by their whole thought” (256c).
It seems clear that this erotic myth, with its permissive addendum, is
intended to persuade epithumetikon—from within this part’s own frame of
reference—to seek unity with the other parts of the soul. Erotic desire, with
all of its many stings, compulsions, and distresses, can be channeled into a
reciprocal and fully erotic relationship aimed towards an erotic
transcendence. Yet we should recall that Socrates admits that this myth was
deceptive (265b-c). How can deceptive rhetoric be therapeutic? In the last
chapter we considered how the charioteer and good horse deceive the bad
horse for the good of the soul; we also looked at some cases in which Socrates
considers a “falsehood in words” to be useful, indeed, as a sort of drug. Here
is a further such case:
It is also useful in the case of those stories [muthologiais] we were
just talking about, the ones we tell because we don’t know the
truth about those ancient events involving the gods. By making
a falsehood [pseudos] as much like the truth [alêthei] as we can,
don’t we also make it useful [chrêsimon poioumen]? (382c-d)15
The erotic myth of the Great Speech thus serves as a useful drug for
treating a Democratic Phaedrus who, giving himself over to an unbridled
epithumetikon, sometimes slips into a Tyrannical constitution.
15

Cf. Republic 459c-d: “I mean that it looks as though our rulers will have to
make considerable use of falsehood and deception for the benefit of those they rule.
And we said that all such falsehoods are useful as a form of drug.”
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Much of this chapter and the preceding one has been speculative, for
Plato does not spell out the precise relation of politics to eros; and his
dramatic characters, including Phaedrus, are too complex to fit into a simple
classificatory scheme, or even his own various schemes, which are, to
complicate matters further, not entirely compatible with each other.
Moreover, one of the challenges Plato’s readers face (which is also a challenge
Socrates faces) is to determine how far a comparison should be pushed:
While there are undoubtedly many similarities, rhetoric cannot be like
medicine in all respects. Nevertheless, what becomes clear from the various
passages we have examined is that the object of Plato’s art of rhetoric, as the
addressee of a therapeutic logos, is a politico-erotic soul, in great measure
formed by the discursive arm of a regime and its concomitant erotic modality.
It is entirely within the spirit of Plato’s own open-ended
philosophizing that this chapter, and indeed this study as a whole, has not
limited itself at all points to exegesis, but has occasionally picked up
philosophizing where Plato left off. As we saw in the first two chapters, this
sort of approach to the dialogues has a venerable tradition, both inside and
outside the discipline of Communication. In the concluding chapter, I turn
again to the problem of Plato’s recent reception in the discipline.
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CHAPTER 10: CONCLUSION

In this final chapter, I would like to consider the importance of my
research to the discipline of Communication Studies and offer some
suggestions for future research. A re-examination of Plato is important to the
discipline for a number of reasons. First, it demonstrates that the
Communication literature on Plato needs to be updated. Taking into account
recent debates in the disciplines of classics and philosophy, the literary and
open-ended Plato deserves the attention of Communication scholars.
Further, the non-doctrinaire Plato, as I hope the present study has suggested,
may be a Plato friendly to many of the discipline’s theoretical and critical
projects.

Contributions of the Present Study
In the preceding chapters, I have performed a close reading of Plato's
prolegomena to an art of rhetoric in the Phaedrus, and I have employed the
Republic to flesh out the program therein. My reading has illuminated Plato's
ideal art of rhetoric in the following ways. While Plato gives formal
descriptions of the method of dialectic, he offers few examples; and while he
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gives no such descriptions of analogy, simile, or metaphor, he uses these
frequently.1 I have addressed this issue by showing how, in his discussions of
the soul, Socrates collects and divides eikon-heavy material, a procedure that
I have labeled “quasi-dialectical.” At Phaedrus 270b-272b it is unclear whether
Plato intends eidos, and the various pronouns that stand in for it, to refer to
soul-parts or to soul-types. I have shown how the conundrum can be cleared
up by (1) expanding the medical analogy, (2) drawing a distinction between
the terms polueidês and poikilos, and (3) observing how Socrates articulates
speech-forms to both “parts” and “types” in select passages in the Phaedrus
and Republic. Roughly the first half of the Phaedrus deals with eros, the
second with political speech and rhetoric—a division which has long troubled
scholars. My analysis of the politico-erotic quality of souls, states, and
discourses, provides further confirmation of the “unity” of the dialogue.
Finally, the dramatic character Phaedrus, in the dialogue that bears his name,
is clearly portrayed as a freedom-loving type, yet in the Symposium he is

1

Richard Robinson describes the dialectic methodology recommended in the
“middle dialogues” as the “hypothetical method,” which involves setting forth an
hypothesis and then interrogating it for contradictions (see his description of the
method, 134). He notes, however, the “incoherence . . . between the hypothetical
method recommended in the middle dialogues and the method actually practised
there” (202), which he summarizes as follows:
(1) Very little use is actually made of the hypothetical method in these
works. (2) What they rely on, in order to persuade us and apparently
also in order to intuit the truth, is analogy and imagery. (3) In
contrast to the selfconscious discussions of hypothetical method,
which is not much used in the dialogue, analogy and imagery, which
are frequent, receive very little discussion. (202)
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made to give an honor-loving speech. My analysis of the Democratic type’s
vacillation between dispositions, and thus discourses, accounts for this shift.
Turning from a close analysis of the Phaedrus itself, I would like to
examine more closely the implications of my study for the discipline of
Communication, and specifically for critical rhetoric.
1) Plato is currently identified with Richard Weaver and his
Agrarianism or with more recent neo-con politics. In the present
study I have shown that, from the 1950’s until the mid-80’s
Communication scholars on the Left used Plato to defend a variety
of theoretical and critical interests, including the ethics of
intersubjectivity, and what would later be termed the
“globalization of rhetoric.” Plato, therefore, need not be the
property of the Right.
2) It is generally accepted that Plato propounds doctrines. My
reading of the Phaedrus, in line with those of Brownstein,
Brockriede, and Fisher, suggests that Plato is no dogmatist, but
instead, a literary portraitist.
3) It is assumed that Plato wanted to create a science of rhetoric,
harnessed to a totalitarian vision of society. But as my study
shows, Plato did not think that his rhêtorikê could achieve techne
status, or find truth, but should instead serve as an aesthetic
paradigm.
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4) Critical rhetoric is thought to be in line with the practices of the
ancient sophists, and diametrically opposed to Plato. My analysis
of dialectic, however, suggests that critical rhetoric’s “articulation
of fragments” is more in line with Socratic “collection and division”
than with sophistic “eikos-reasoning” and “antilogy.”

Plato and the Sophists

Over the last decade and a half, a number of studies on the sophists
and on Isocrates have appeared in the field of rhetorical studies, some of
which have made important contributions to the field of ancient rhetoric, and
just as importantly have helped teachers to give students a greater
understanding of the historic relationship between speech and democracy,
and critics to look at public discourse with fresh eyes.2 During this same
period, however, Plato’s reputation in, and significance for, the field of
Communication has declined. In his review of Edward Schiappa’s The
Beginnings of Rhetorical Theory in Ancient Greece, for instance, James Aune
protests,
2

Among such studies are the following: Christopher L. Johnstone (ed.),
Theory, Text, Context: Issues in Greek Rhetoric and Oratory; Richard L. Enos, Greek
Rhetoric Before Aristotle; Edward Schiappa, The Beginnings of Rhetorical Theory in
Classical Greece; Susan C. Jarratt, Re-reading the Sophists: Classical Rhetoric Refigured;
and Takis Poulakos, Speaking for the Polis: Isocrates’ Rhetorical Education.
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Schiappa’s account of Plato assumes that Plato is attempting to
beat up the Sophists and enshrine Socrates in their place, largely
in the name of the totalitarian vision expressed in the Republic.
But this will not do at all. He devotes far less space to the
analysis of Plato’s writings than to Gorgias, Protagoras, and
Aristotle. (par. 10)
While acknowledging the significance of Schiappa’s reevaluation of the
sophists, Aune points out that “Schiappa has failed to examine the ‘standard’
account of Plato as rigorously as he has the standard account of the history of
rhetoric” (par. 3). In the present study I have tried to provide such an
examination; now I would like to suggest some reasons why Plato may be of
greater value to critical rhetoric than the sophists.
It is tempting to associate the cornucopia of 5th-century Greek
innovations with rhetoric. The sophists, dramatists (Euripides and
Aristophanes at least), and pre-Socratic “philosophers” questioned the nature
of “man,” and traditional Greek values—including the relationship between
nature and custom, traditional religion, slavery, the role of women in society,
the natural world, and traditional forms of political organization. Among
them were atheists, materialists, skeptics, utopians, and reformers. Rhetoric,
grammar, geometry, astronomy, medicine, and other subjects began to take
form and were studied in earnest in this period. But it is a genus-species
conflation that equates rhetoric with 5th-and 4th-century rationalism and its
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humanistic and critical attitude. Rhetoric was merely one species of the
latter—one that dealt with how to persuade.3
Contrary to what we might have assumed, there is no evidence that
those who taught rhetoric had a progressive politics—as a group, the sophists
had no unified politics. Some, like Gorgias, were friendly to democracy; yet
others, such as Thrasymachus, Critias, and Antiphon, sided with oligarchies.
Still others, Lysias for example, seemed to equivocate between the two.
Though rhetoric flourished in democracies, it was just as useful in oligarchies,
where the deliberative bodies were much smaller—generally restricted by
hereditary or property requirements—but where verbal proficiency was still
the key to political influence.
The ancient sophists would find familiar material in what is now
taught in composition and in creative writing courses, in public speaking
courses and courses in the history of public address, in literature courses,
even in some philosophy, sociology, and anthropology courses, and in
courses in business and professional speaking and writing, in marketing,
advertising, political science, and law. Yet, if the sophists’ interests were
broad (and the fragments we possess witness to a wide-ranging curiosity),

3

In using the term “rhetoric” here I do not mean to dismiss the debate over
whether Plato coined the abstract noun form (the –ike ending), or the question of the
“disciplining” of classical discourse practices. I am simply using the term “rhetoric”
as shorthand for what was indisputably, from the mid-5th century on, the lucrative
profession of teaching how to persuade in the law courts and in the Assembly.
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their bread and butter, by most accounts, was professional logography
(speech writing) and instruction in logography and speech performance.4
It is unfortunate that rhetorical theorists in the discipline of
Communication have generally milked evidence from only the most slender
of sources—Gorgias’ two speeches and the few surviving fragments of
Gorgias and of Protagoras seem to be the most popular5—when there is a
great deal of evidence of what the sophists wrote and taught, preserved in the
form of policy, courtroom, and showpiece speeches (some of which they
wrote themselves, others of which were written by those who had studied
under them), and in speeches that occur within Greek drama.6
Some of this material is sincere and sagacious, as in the deliberative
speeches of the 4th-century statesman Demosthenes. Some of it is poignant
and disturbing, as in the tragic speeches of Euripides. Some of it is satirical
and ridiculous, as in the comic speeches of Aristophanes. Much of it is
pedestrian, and of little interest to anyone besides those who needed it at the
time to win a point or a case, or to historians of law or cultural
4

For useful studies of the sophists outside of Communication and “rhetorical
studies,” see the following: Jacqueline De Romilly’s The Great Sophists of Periclean
Athens; W. K. C. Guthrie’s The Sophists; G. B. Kerferd’s The Sophistic Movement; Josiah
Ober’s Mass and Elite in Democratic Athens; Robert Wardy’s The Birth of Rhetoric:
Gorgias, Plato, and their Successors; and Harvey Yunis’ Taming Democracy: Models of
Political Rhetoric in Classical Athens.
5
If we exclude biased accounts such as Plato’s, the fragments and reports we
possess leave more questions than answers as to what Gorgias and Protagoras
actually thought. For a discussion of these difficulties, see Woodruff’s “Rhetoric and
Relativism: Protagoras and Gorgias.”
6
For an easily accessible discussion of the sophistic influence on Euripides,
see Charles Osborne McDonald’s The Rhetoric of Tragedy (23-39). A useful selection of
passages from various genres that show sophistic influence is found in Gargarin and
Woodruff’s Early Greek Political Thought from Homer to the Sophists.
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anthropologists. A fair amount of this material is downright insincere, and
relies on the same sorts of “lawyers’ tricks” with which we are familiar today
(good examples can be found in some of Lysias’ forensic speeches, and in
Aeschines’ mean-spirited attack on Timarchus—the product of a politicallymotivated sex scandal not unlike those in our own recent political history).7
Among the surviving commemorative speeches are a dozen or so Athenian
epitaphioi, or funeral orations, one of which belongs to Lysias. Written for
public commemorations in honor of soldiers who fell in battle, they are
highly patriotic, and, not unlike much contemporary political rhetoric, they
are full of patriotic exaggerations of Athenian prowess and munificence.8
Future studies of the sophists, I suggest, would do better to examine this
copious material before concluding that sophistic values or practices should
inform our own, or that they are of more relevance to us than Plato’s are.

7

See Carey’s recent translation of Aeschines’ “Against Timarchus”; see also
Dover’s analysis of Aeschines’ prosecutorial speech in Chapter 2 of Greek
Homosexuality.
8
The most comprehensive account of the political significance of Athenian
funeral orations is Nicole Loraux’s The Invention of Athens: The Funeral Oration in the
Classical City. For the Lysian eulogy, which whitewashes Athenian imperialism and
the role of the Athenian democracy in the Peloponnesian war, see Todd’s recent
translation. Plato, never one to tow the party line, parodied the funerary genre in his
Menexenus.
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Plato and the “Marginalization” of Rhetoric

It is a strange myth that after Plato, and due to the persuasiveness of
his attack, philosophy assumed the dominance over rhetoric until the 20thcentury “rhetorical turn.” Athens in the 5th and 4th centuries, and much of
Greece besides, buzzed with rhetoric, in the marketplace, the assembly, the
courts, and the theatre. Anyone with any money sought education in how to
use it; and conversely, an education in how to use it seemed to guarantee one
the ability to acquire more money and prestige. Philosophy never became as
popular as this—nor has it been in our era. After Plato, in fact, rhetoric
became the basis of Western education, being handed down from the Greeks
to the Romans to all of Western civilization; and despite attacks made on it
during the Enlightenment and afterwards, rhetoric remained the dominant
paradigm for education in name until well into the 19th century, and
continues to dominate, though now it is called “communication.”1
From public relations to crisis management, from courtrooms to
political campaigns, from broadcast news to Hollywood cinema, from
popular novels to “how to win an argument” manuals, rhetoric is doing quite
well for itself in our information society, and, as mentioned in Chapter 4, the
old classical techniques are often simply repackaged and marketed under
different names (e.g., “Social Judgment Theory” and the “Theory of Reasoned
1

We should recall that notorious survey of Fortune 500 Companies, rehashed
in college recruitment literature and corporate grant proposals, that determined, not
“science,” not “philosophy,” but “communication” to be chief among desired skills.
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Action”), though some have been refined to accommodate new media, and
along the way some have fallen out of use. Without question, rhetoric still
draws a crowd, while philosophy still finishes last in the ratings.
Why, then, does a small group of academics, many of whom are
concentrated in a subfield within a discipline called Communication, protest
that rhetoric is marginalized? Because, I would suggest, they have a very
peculiar idea of what rhetoric is, and was. Dilip Gaonkar pointed out in his
critique of the “rhetoric of science” that rhetoric, from its inception in ancient
Greece until recently, was considered to be simply an art of speech
production, and though it comes to us with a voluminous conceptual
vocabulary accumulated during its long history, the terms of that vocabulary,
designed as aides to speech production, are conceptually “thin.” Our
attempts to “deepen” these concepts, to transform the old rhetorical
“vocabulary of performance” into a “vocabulary of interpretation,” Gaonkar
asserts, have not been entirely successful (32-33). Yet, though the old Latin
terms for them have been forgotten, these thin concepts are mainstream
techniques still put to productive use by the corporate attorney, the spindoctor, and the script-doctor.
When Communication scholars claim that rhetoric is marginalized, I
suggest they can only mean this: that publics seem almost wholly indifferent
to their own interpretive projects, which rely, in one form or another, on
deepened versions of that durable productionist material of old rhetoric. In
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an effort to lend ancient authority to these new interpretive projects, some
Communication scholars have gone so far as to search for an antique depth in
this material; and the more laconic the source—as with the sophistic
fragments—the easier it is to discover a depth already supplied.
In any case, we should observe that Plato’s project globalized, rather
than marginalized, rhetoric, and that we are not the first to attempt to make,
as Gaonkar puts it, a “refashioned interpretive vocabulary” out of the
productionist material of old rhetoric, nor the first to find that such attempts
meet with public indifference—Plato’s own attempt to refashion Gorgianic,
Lysian, and other such productionist material in the Phaedrus apparently
made little impact on 4th-century Athens.

Plato and Modernism

If some critical rhetoricians have ignored Plato in favor of the sophists,
others have blamed him for all the ills of Western culture. In a bold
gerrymandering of historical epochs, some critical/cultural scholars have
managed to associate Plato with “modernism,” as in the following passage
from the editors’ Epilogue to Contemporary Rhetorical Theory: A Reader:
Modernism fails because societies do change and all of their
knowledge eventually changes with them. Plato’s Republic does
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not specify appropriate applications of in vitro fertilization or
proper governing systems for the colonization of Mars
(colonization of Mars requires both local governance and
international economic alliances, and the communication
difficulties in such a transaction are not addressed in the
Platonic dialogues). Moreover, what counts as the ideal “public
good” varies across time and space based upon one’s role or
position in the society. (Lucaites and Condit 610)
Unfortunately this sort of puerile treatment of the history of ideas, and
of Plato, is not uncommon in the critical/cultural literature. Another example
is found in Molefi Kete Asante’s “An Afrocentric Theory of Communication”:
It is hard to escape the fact that the ideal of social science is
rooted in the grounds of materialism. In the works of
Europeans, from Plato and Aristotle, from John Locke and B. F.
Skinner, we have the full flowering of a material consciousness
which led to the compartmentalization of social sciences into
sociology, psychology, economics, political science, ad nauseum.
(552-53)
Or consider the narrative found in Jane Sutton’s essay, “The Taming of
Polos/Polis: Rhetoric as an Achievement Without Woman,” recently
republished in Contemporary Rhetorical Theory: A Reader. Drawing on a
French Poststructuralist Feminist literature, Sutton’s rambling essay first
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connects rhetoric to woman, and then, because Amazons had names related
to horses, connects horse to woman, and woman to barbarian; and thus the
“bad horse” of the Phaedrus is actually “untamed woman/harlot/rhetoric.”
Sutton then ranges over the history of rhetoric from the Greeks through the
Renaissance, showing how rhetoric, the harlot, the “untamed filly,” is always
being disciplined by male rhetoricians frightened of her wantonness, into
rhetoric the wife, rhetoric fit for the polis—that is rhetoric, and woman, under
patriarchal control. This willful attempt to control women and to project
“bad” desires onto them is, in fact, the aim of classical rhetoric, Sutton says,
and ultimately, she concludes, “This is Nazi Germany’s dream. Adolph
Hitler dreamed of fighting, wounding, and killing Amazons in space” (120).2
It is indeed strange that some contemporary critical/cultural theorists,
who are supremely interested in differences, in particularities, in resisting any
attempts to totalize, nevertheless pronounce two and a half millennia of
diverse and contradictory thought, from Plato onwards, a lockstep march
towards empiricism and behaviorism, or in an extreme case, fascism. As I
hope the present study has shown, Plato’s imaginative use of myth and
poetry, the perpetually playful, critical, and doubtful attitude of his
protagonist Socrates, and the dramatic literary form in which he chooses to
write, all militate against the easy association of Plato with any sort of

2

A fact for which Sutton cites “Dr. Kurt Kreuger, I Was Hitler’s Doctor, pp.
276-281.”
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modern social science,3 or, as we have mentioned, totalitarianism. This is not
to say that Plato’s reliance on mythic and poetic material evidences an
irrationalism, but rather a creative engagement with tradition that eschews
reductionism and rationalistic pretense.

Plato and Portraiture

In the current intellectual climate in Communication, it is fashionable
to find in the twists and turns of Gorgias’ Helen or On Non-Being a prototheoretical conception of “play” and “possibility” that is preferable to some
stifling Platonic doctrine of “truth.”4 But in fact the sophists had no franchise
on playfulness. Towards the end of the Phaedrus, Socrates argues that all
writing should be taken as play (276d), and tells Phaedrus that their entire

3

Indeed, it is difficult to impute to Plato any faith in technical or rational
mastery, ancient or modern. Roochnik argues against the view that Plato “identifies
knowledge—specifically, technical knowledge—as the essential condition of human
flourishing” (3), and with the “Nietzschean interpretation of Plato as a theoretical
optimist, that is, as one who conceives of human life as amenable to technical
treatment and therefore as rationally manageable” (6). Roochnik asserts that
nontechnical knowledge is the goal and animating impulse of the
Platonic dialogues. Plato understands well what Nussbaum calls “the
fragility of goodness” and the consequent need for a comparably
fragile, and hence nontechnical, conception of moral knowledge. . . .
[C]ontrary to what is very much a standard story, Plato is
surprisingly similar to those who, like Nussbaum and Nietzsche,
recoil at the notion that human excellence can be taught, controlled, or
produced by technical knowledge. (6-7)
4
See John Poulakos’ “Toward a Sophistic Definition of Rhetoric.”
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spoken conversation (that is, the whole dialogue) has been a “playful
amusement regarding discourse” (278b). To what end is this playfulness put?
As I remarked in the introduction of this study, Plato is a dramatic
portraitist, and he portrays Socrates as an expert portraitist making portraits.
As we have seen, Socrates fashions images out of composite images—e.g., the
multi-form soul, the erotic coupling of two souls, and the political clustering
of an array of souls. As a sort of artist working in the medium of speech, he is
assured a maximal plasticity of materials. This plasticity is vital to his
artistry, since he creates complex assemblages whose components move,
speak, interact, decompose, and transform.
The soul with an affectionate koinêi, the philosophical lovers, the
Kallipolis—these are Plato’s ideals—“work for a clever artist,” to quote
Glaucon for at all levels complexity must be managed by attempting an
overall harmony. Yet what might be unachievable in other media can
perhaps be achieved in speech, for, as Glaucon says, “words are more
malleable than wax and the like” (Republic 588d). What Plato thought these
linguistic objets d’art had to do with the far less malleable materials of the
world is an open question. I have suggested, following what Gonzalez calls
the “third way” of interpreting Plato, that they should be taken as models or
paradigms: not ones to be strictly emulated or realized—which, as Popper
and others have protested, would doubtless result in great psychic and
political violence—but rather as aesthetic ideals to serve as bases for critique.
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The art of rhetoric in the Phaedrus is surely one of these ideals, as is the
dialectical method upon which Socrates founds it, as well as the ideal
episteme that this method aims at.

Plato, Episteme, and Critique

When Socrates doubts that the practice of Athenian trial law—which
depended upon on a series of instrumental techniques—could serve as a
model for an art of rhetoric, some critical/cultural scholars attribute to Plato
the absurd notion that truth is always discernable to the dialectician and that
doxastic reasoning has no place. They miss that what is at stake is the form
that a critical art of rhetoric should take. This misunderstanding is evident in
two seminal works in rhetorical theory, Robert Hariman’s “Status,
Marginality, and Rhetorical Theory,” and Raymie McKerrow’s “Critical
Rhetoric: Theory and Praxis,” both of which argue that Plato, by privileging
episteme over doxa, “marginaliz[es] rhetoric,” as McKerrow puts it, “by
placing it at the service of truth” (441).
In opposition to Plato, McKerrow adumbrates Foucault’s “skepticism,”
which he identifies with that of Sextus Empiricus. Foucault, however, was
not a skeptic of Sextus’ variety, and neither is McKerrow. Jürgen Habermas
(94-98) discerns in Foucault’s writings a “crypto-normativism,” that is, a
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series of hidden norms that structure Foucault’s critiques (the same could be
said of McKerrow’s).
There is of course nothing cryptic about Socrates’ norms, though at
every turn he struggles with them. What he arrives at, it turns out, is perhaps
not so different from Foucault: e.g., (1) that freedom exists within the
relations of power between elements, not in the absence of power; (2) that
madness is not categorically bad; and, (3) that investigations must try to
follow a method, however attenuated or provisional.5 As regards (3),
Socrates tells Phaedrus that he needs the method of collection and division so
that he “may be able to think and to speak.” But a method that makes
thinking and speaking possible is a far cry from one that delivers the truth.
As discussed in Chapter 4, for all his talk about truth, Socrates nowhere
claims to have discovered it—not the truth about the soul, not the truth about
rhetoric, not the truth about the polis, and not the truth about himself. What
differentiates Foucault, McKerrow, and Plato from Sextus is that no ancient
skeptic would have granted anything like (1), (2), or (3) above.
The charge that Plato wanted to replace rhetoric with a discourse of
“truth” ignores two things highlighted in the present study: first, that Plato’s
Socrates considers all discourse—dialectic included—to be rhetoric; and second,
that while Socrates pays lip service to episteme, as we have seen, he never

5

If my association of Plato and Foucault seems far-fetched to some, I would
refer them to Nehamas’ The Art of Living: Socratic Reflections from Plato to Foucault,
especially the last chapter.
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attains this level of knowledge and, indeed, his most penetrating insights
frequently rely on doxa and simulacra.
As we saw in Chapter 3, in developing his first definition of eros,
Socrates appeals to public opinion: “Now then, that love is a certain desire is
clear to everyone [hapanti dêlon]” (237d); and he identifies one of the leading
ideas in the soul as an “acquired opinion [epiktêtos doxa] that aims at the best
[ephiemenê tou aristou]” (237d). Further, Socrates launches his Great Speech,
and his defense of erotic madness, with an appeal to popular views of ancient
authority: “The following is worth calling to witness [epimarturasthai]: that
those of the ancients who set down names also considered madness neither
something shameful nor a reproach” (244b-c). Though he will recant these
speeches, they nevertheless provide the raw material that Socrates uses for
his dialectical insights.
In his discussion of rhetoric Socrates tells Phaedrus that “the art of a
speaker who doesn’t know the truth and chases opinions instead is likely to
be a ridiculous thing—not an art at all!” (261e-262c), and he promises to show
Phaedrus how his own two speeches were artful in this way. Yet, as we saw
in Chapter 4, he fails to follow through on this promise, and instead switches
to a discussion of how those very speeches exemplified, not knowledge of the
“truth,” but rather, an acquaintance with the sorts of things that people
disagree about and the ability to manipulate meaning through subtle shifts
(263c-d). Looking back on his Great Speech, Socrates does not call it a “true”
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speech, but rather “a not altogether implausible speech [ou pantapasin
apithanon]” (265b).
Socrates’ two speeches, as we saw in Chapter 5, which are lacking in
“truth,” supply the raw material for dialectic, which does not give “truth”
either but only allows Socrates “to think and to speak” (266b). We should
recall that in the dialogue that bears his name, Parmenides, after pointing out
the difficulties in Socrates’ theory of Forms—that ensemble of supposedly
unchanging entities that would serve as objects of “truth”—concludes that
some such theory is still necessary, for if it can’t get at “truth” it is
nevertheless indispensable for “thought” (135b).
Nowhere does Socrates claim to have reached episteme-level
knowledge of the soul; in every case he hedges his bets: At Phaedrus 246a he
claims that it is only possible to describe what the soul is “like,” and
proceeds to create a myth for that purpose; at Republic 435d he confesses to
Glaucon that their method of investigating the soul will not yield a “precise
answer”; at Republic 443d he admits that the soul might have more parts than
the tripartite model allows, and at 544c-d acknowledges that there are more
types of cities and souls than his four-fold scheme permits. In fact, as we saw
in Chapter 6, Socrates consistently uses “images” (eikon), which, in the
“analogy of the line” in the Republic, he ranks lowest among forms of
investigation (509d-511e):
1) “Understanding [noêsis]”
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2) “Thought [dianoia]”
3) “Belief [pistis]”
4) “Imagination [eikasia]”
Though Socrates would like to get at the being of things, as we have
seen the typical Socratic investigation begins in the following way: “What is
such and such like?” How then are we to reconcile Socrates’ quest for “truth”
with his reliance on “likeness”? Socrates’ privileging of episteme as an ideal is
no proof that such knowledge is attainable or even that objects for such
knowledge exist. Instead, I suggest that, for Plato’s Socrates, just as the ideal
“city in words” should serve as the impetus for a permanent critique of all
extant states,6 the conception of an ideal episteme should serve as the impetus
for a permanent critique of all systems of knowledge.

Plato, the Soul, and the Subject

Sophistic theories of discourse, to which many Communication
scholars turn for less subject-centered and more epistemologically savvy
alternatives, understand discourse as something that charms, drugs,
persuades, or moves. Of Ancient Greek authors, only Plato shows how

6

As Fisher puts it, Plato’s Kallipolis is “a utopia meant to contrast with
current society and serve as a basis for critique” (360).
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discourse forms a character from the inside out, by storming the “acropolis of
the soul” and utterly reconstituting the person (Republic 560b). If one re-reads
the famous allegory of the cave (Republic 514a-518b) with this in mind,
thinking not of some simplistic binary cosmos of shadows and Forms, but
rather of the state, in its vast, monolithic implacability, with its various
instruments of power, extending from the family through the gymnasium,
from the theatre to the formal institutions of government, penetrating even
into the intensely private ways that one comes to feel erotic desire—then the
cave takes on the terrifying quality which Plato surely intended, as ghastly as
any virtual-reality machine in any recent cyber-punk novel or film.
The prisoners in Plato’s cave, no less than those of our science fiction,
are atrophied ciphers, fodder for a system they cannot imagine, a system that
duplicates itself in miniature within them, that binds them from the outside
as it penetrates through their senses into the soft tissue of their bodies. No
one group or class orchestrates this arrangement; the rulers are just as much
its victims as are the ruled. The Tyrant and his cronies are bound beside the
slave; rich and poor, aristocrat and artisan, all are its subjects. To find
anything comparable to this we might look to The Dialectic of Enlightenment, to
Horkheimer and Adorno’s depiction of “bourgeois man” as the Homeric
Odysseus tied to the mast of his own ship along with his crew (43-80); or to
Discipline and Punish, to Foucault’s description of “docile bodies” and a
ubiquitous carceral network.
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Plato’s view of the soul, and of rhetoric, is far more complex than
postmodern critics have generally allowed. Following Nietzsche’s
interrogation of how the structure of Western grammars suggests a fictive
agent, the “subject,” it has become a matter of course to associate Plato’s
psuchê with Descartes’ res cogitans—that seat of self-identity and a priori
faculties. For critical rhetoricians in Communication, the subject is
understood to be that which a signifié represents for another signifié
(following Lacan), or an effect of Puissance-Connaissance (following
Foucault)—it does not possess or lack, but is the product of, power; it does
not create or submit to, but is the creation of, in Ronald W. Greene’s idiom, “a
governing apparatus.”
Though Descartes launched his Meditations by doubting everything in
the fashion of the ancient skeptics, he arrived at a sort of essentialism—the
cogito is simple and separate from the world. Plato, however, as we have
seen, patterned his dialogues on Greek tragedy and comedy, and his
investigations of the soul range from the metaphysical and rationalist account
in the deathbed scene of the Phaedo, where Socrates describes the soul as
simple, and detachable from desire and materiality, to the mytho-poetic
account in the Phaedrus, where, guided by the Muses, Socrates imagines the
soul, complex and desirous, struggling to escape the world with erotic desire
as its engine, to the stark investigation of Republic Books VIII and IX, where,
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in the middle of the night, Socrates gives a materialized and quasihistoricized account of the soul.
It is thus naïve, I suggest, to dismiss Plato as an essentialist. Though at
places Plato has Socrates take essentialist views, it is always with
qualifications. In other places Socrates describes the soul as an inscrutable
tangle of plastic forms, or as an effect of competing speeches. In the present
study I have argued that these places are crucial to understanding Plato’s
interest in rhetoric.
In effort to understand Plato’s concerns about the relation of the soul
and rhetoric, it has been useful to examine passages in the Republic alongside
the myth of the Great Speech. Towards the end of the Republic, Socrates
makes it clear that the entire discussion has concerned the soul as it is to be
found in materiality. For this reason the investigation has not discovered the
soul’s “true nature [alêthê phusin]“; it is rather a “decent account,” Socrates
avers in Book X, “of what its condition is and what parts it has when it is
immersed in human life [anthrôpinôi biôi]” (612a). The metaphor of
“immersion”—which Socrates goes on to expand in his comparison of the
soul enmeshed in the material world to the sea god Glaucus concealed by
barnacles—suggests that the soul might have an essence, though this caveat
does not nullify the preceding investigation in Books VIII and IX, which did
not depend upon such a notion.
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We have seen how in this investigation Socrates tries out the idea that
the soul not only produces, but also is the product of, the contradictions
within a state; that it not only projects itself into the state, but also is a sort of
introjection of the state’s class conflicts. There is no essentialism in this
investigation: Socrates contends that a soul-type is produced or brought into
being (gignomai) by the rhetoric of a polis-type, and he describes how logos
initiates a transformation (metabolê) of the soul from one type into another
(Republic 553a; 559d). For Plato, as we have seen, rhetoric does more than
charm, drug, or, in a more modern idiom, create false consciousness—it is, as
we would say, an agent of subjectification.7
Thus Plato’s ideal rhetorical art, so we have seen, invites us to ask
practical questions about how the soul is formed in the world through
rhetoric; and for Plato the world is saturated with rhetoric—it is present not
only in assemblies, courts, and ceremonial occasions (those venerable
Aristotelian containers), but also in music (Republic 376e-377a), legal statutes
(Laws 723a), popular entertainment (Gorgias 502c), and inter- and intrapsychic communication in general.

7

The term “subjectification” originated in structural/historical linguistics,
where it designates how, over time, a language system with its attendant meanings
comes to constrain a speaking event. The term has gained purchase in poststructural social theory, where it is used to designate the process by which, through
the discursive arm of some system of power, a person is constituted with a selective
sense of self and agency.
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Plato, Dialectic, and Articulation

If we take up Socrates’ thought experiment, we will find ourselves on a
path that diverges from the history of rhetoric. In antiquity, eikos-oriented
rhetorical arts lead from the sophists and logographers to Aristotle, who
clarified them and subordinated them to his dialectic, and on to Cicero and
the Roman orators, who expanded them, and revitalized them for centuries
by making them essential to the public life of the good man. These arts lead
up to our own disciplinary history, to Public Address, and other species of
rhetorical scholarship for which tropes, figures, and arguments of various
sorts are to be studied, both for the probity of the uses to which they are put
and for the reasons they fail or succeed in persuading. Even the “new
rhetoric” of Chaim Perelman and the argumentation theory of Stephen
Toulmin (often referred to as a “new rhetoric”) are in this line. Perelman’s
inventory of non-technical forms of argument, and Toulmin’s identification of
a deep structure underlying arguments belonging to different language
games, are on the whole studies of the domain-specific conditions of
likelihood or plausibility. Yet the Socratic thought experiment, I suggest,
might lead us toward critical rhetoric.
Indeed, critical rhetoric makes use of methods that have more in
common with the “collection and division” of Platonic dialectic than with
sophistic eikos and antilogy. Critical rhetoricians do not build antithetical
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cases for the likely, but assemble “mosaics,” “articulate fragments,” and “map
vectors”; these methods are “genealogical” or “cartographic”—not
jurisprudential. No comparable method of description is to be found in the
line of rhetorical scholarship that follows from the catalogues of figures and
of domain-specific arguments that animated sophistic praxis. When critical
rhetoricians refer to texts as “fragments” they mean to point out, as the Latin
root indicates, that the “text” is something broken off from a larger whole.
Michael Calvin McGee puts it this way:
We begin by noticing that rhetors make discourses from scraps
and pieces of evidence. Critical rhetoric does not begin with a
finished text in need of interpretation; rather, texts are
understood to be larger than the apparently finished discourse
that presents itself as transparent. The apparently finished
discourse is in fact a dense reconstruction of all the bits of other
discourses from which it was made. It is fashioned from what
we can call “fragments.” (“Text” 69-70)
The Latin verb articulare means to divide into joints; In English, to
“articulate” is to divide a whole into joints, or conversely, to bring things
together into a whole by forming joints. When critical rhetoricians describe
criticism as a process of “articulating fragments,” they mean to indicate that
critics combine fragments into wholes that can also be fragmented. Lawrence
Grossberg defines articulation as “the production of identity on top of
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differences, of unities out of fragments, of structures across practices” (54).
As Greene puts it, critics “create an object of study” (34). We should recall
that Socrates says that the first gesture of dialectic is “seeing together things
that are scattered about everywhere and collecting them into one kind”
(265d). Dialectic’s second gesture is to “cut up each kind” (265e).
Critical rhetoric articulates scattered fragments into synthetic wholes
for the purpose of analyzing the relationships within these totalities. It
collects and divides—it does not, like old rhetoric and “new rhetoric,” tally
tropes or topoi. As we saw in Chapter 4, Socrates takes the “apparently
finished discourses” (in McGee’s terms) of his two speeches, his first speech
and his Great Speech—which he had cobbled together from scraps of other
material, including myths, observations, poetry, and rigorous
definitions—and articulates them to form an even larger discourse that, upon
examination, reveals something about the structure of love, if not its truth.
Indeed, as we have seen throughout the present study, in effort to understand
the soul Socrates collects and divides, that is he articulates, a variety of
material.

Anyone in the discipline of Communication writing on Plato’s
Phaedrus today must necessarily conjure Richard Weaver, and so I shall
conclude my study by addressing his specter. The power of Weaver’s
reading of the Phaedrus lay, not in its attention to scholarly detail, but in its
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success in imbuing Plato’s dialogue with timeliness, with relevance both to
the political scene and to the life of the critic. Unfortunately, that effort was
harnessed to a political program that few of us would accept. We need a new
Ethics of Rhetoric. I hope my study of Plato can be a first step towards it. A
“New Ethics of Rhetoric” would be firstly an “ethos of rhetoric,” a study of
character; it would pursue the Socratic study of the soul outlined in the
prolegomena. The goal of this New Ethics would be similar to Weaver’s, who
thought that an ethical rhetoric would improve its recipients by “showing
them better visions of themselves” (25). Unlike Weavers,’ it would first show
them how they were formed by the logoi of a polis and its corresponding
erotic modality—only then would a new vision of what they might become
emerge, that is to say, only then would what Foucault has called the aesthetic
act of “self-formation,” become possible.
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